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JOIN THE DIGITAL REVOLUTION
TODAY WITH SISKIN!
Just the sound of those words
"Digital Radio" is often enough
to frighten many people away
from what outwardly appears to
be a complex and hi -tech aspect
of our hobby. Terms like "baud
rate" and "RS -232" probably
were not even mentioned when
you swatted your way through
the RAE and yet the advent of
the Internet and the home PC has generated a whole new
vocabulary we are all supposed to be conversant with!
At Siskin we'll try our best to take away the guess work
and guide you through the "techno-maze' and chances are
you'll wonder what all the fuss was about. (Our oldest
customer is 82 whilst our youngest is just 9.)

THE SYMEK TNC2H - a beautifully made German

Siskin offer the W -I -D -E -S -T selection of amateur digital

THE AEA PK96 - similar to the PK12 but with the

products in Europe available at key locations in the UK
including Southampton, London, Axminster and Leeds
with a staff of over 65 people ready to help you. We offer
an incredibly large selection of ready-made computer-toTNC and radio-to-TNC cables at down to earth prices and
we ALWAYS include software at no extra charge.
So where to start ...

BREAD AND BUTTER STUFF !!

9600 TNC2 compatible, ideal for regular AX25 Packet
plus TCP/IP and satellite operations. The TNC2H employs
officially licensed G3RUII 9600 technology and is gaining
popularity fast. We've kept the price keen on the TNC2H
at just £179 plus carriage including a ready-made
computer cable and software. (Ready-made radio cables
are available at just £14.95 each.)

PK,90

added convenience of 9600 or 1200 baud Packet Radio
with a simple software command. Supplied complete
with ready-made transceiver and computer cables,
software, and, if you mention the words "1 SAW YOUR AD
IN PW" we'll chuck in the 128K optional ram upgrade free
of charge (offer ends January 31st 1997).
Price £219 plus carriage.

OUR FLAGSHIP MODEL...

The AEA PK-12, a no-nonsense plug in and play 1200
baud TNC with built-in Personal Mailbox (expandable to
over 100K), software DCD as standard (means you can run
with the squelch wide open) and of course ready-made
cable and software. A snip at £129 plus carriage. (128K
ugraded model available at just £149.)

The PACCOMM TINY 2 MKII - over 19,000 sold
and still going strong. The superbly engineered 1200
baud TNC again sports a built-in Personal Mailbox,
upgradable to 9600 baud operation, lots of their party
add-ons for Node and BBS operation, also makes an ideal
platform for satellite operations. Again the Tiny includes
ready-made computer cable plus software, £139 including

THE AEA DSP232 - at last, we have them in stock
and they are going like wildfire. The DSP232 is the
natural successor to the best-selling PK232 model. Using
state-of-the-art Digital Signal Processing techniques the
DSP232 is able to emulate many popular hardware based
modem characteristics such as RTTY, AMTOR, ASCII,
PACTOR, CW, HF PACKET, 1200/9600 Packet and more!
At the moment we are also bundling a free copy of PC
Pakratt for Windows II software (normally £79) and readymade cables! £479 plus carriage.

VAT plus carriage.

THE SISKIN MINI-PAK - well, this isn't actually a
TNC but a surface mount constructed miniature modem
built inside a 9 -way D Shell. The Mini -Pak is actually
made for us by Baycom in Germany and unlike many
dubious clones you'll see advertised elsewhere the Mini Pak is supplied with an official copy of the BayCom
software and manual plus ready-made lead.

AND THAT'S JUST A SMALL SELECTION OF
WHAT'S ON OFFER.
PLEASE CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE CATALOGUE.

,flierrp Christmas anO
a happp non prat*
from 61111C iNsitin

SMC SISKIN, School Close, Chandlers Ford
Industrial Estate, Eastleigh, Hants S053 4BY
Tel: 01703 254247

SMC

And if it's engaged? ...
OK, our direct line gets busy at times during office hours so if it's an order you wish to place dial
01703 255111 and ask for Phil, Graham, Dave or Toby all of whom are radio amateurs by the way!

Or ... Fax us 01703 263507 Or ... E-mail us info@siskin.co.uk
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Rob Mannion G3XFD looks at the latest
offering from the Kenwood stables and is
suitably impressed with what he finds.

SUBSCRIPTIONS
Save over E11 by subscribing to PW and
Short Wave Magazine.

PWs Internet address is:

Vpwpub.demon.co.uk You can sen
.mail to anyone at PW, just insert the(
.name at the beginning of the address
e.g. rob@pwpub.demon.co.uk
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SOUTH MIDLANDS CC
AOR * KEN WOOD * DAIWA * COMET * YAESU * STRUMECH VERSATOWER * LAFAYETTE * HY-MOUND * CUSHCRAFT * TAIWA

0

jgolptrAii

Yaesu Ultra compact

Yaesu FT -5200 remote mountable
dual band mobile transceiver

military spec
handi transceivers

FT -40R
70cm

YSKI remote kit E29.00*
Carr post (5.50. Next day delivery £.3.50

and charger

'When purchased with the above

D DAIWA

ANTENNA ROTATORS
CORPORATION

,,,,, 149.95 D

AR303

Light duty ..... ....... ,,,,,,,,,,

G-450XI.

New medium duty model

G -650X1

New H/D version of 0-450M-36910 D

£269.00 D

nicad

Bath

{2

Cushcraft Antennas are one of the hem range
currently available. They offer superb performance. innovative
deign, excellent build quality and outstanding value fir mane).

P,,G,

.11

ECM
PS400X slimline 40A PSU 1-15V
1169.00

32/40Arnax

HF Antennas
10112/15/17/20

1295.00

87000

10 thru to 40m vertical

138900

R80

Radial kit for R7000

1129.00

AV -3

14-21-28MHz vertical 4.3m long
3-5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long

AV -5

APIA

G-800SDX

450° deluxe model

£429.00 D

G-1000S0X

)1/1) version of G-800SDX

£499.00 13

G-28000SDX H/D rotator 450°

£1129.00

CM -7001-1/0 magmount CM
4m cable

125.00

PS120MIIA PSU 3-15V 9/12A

169.00

£169.00

PS14QMIIA PSU 13.8V 12/14A

VIM

P5304114

PSU 1 1SV 24130A

1129.00

R540X11

PSU 1-15V 32/40A

£16900

13

15930

B

0910

8 Band Vertical
Radial Kit

1229.00

APR18A
40-2CD

2-ele 40m Yogi

1499.00

A3S

14-21-28MHz Yagi

£389.00

CN101 L

1.8-150M HZ 15/15011500W

A3WS

12117m 3 -ale Yagi

£299.00

CN1031111

150-625MH2 20/2110W 'N'

DAM

B

4103

30m Extension A3WS

£119.00

B

204CD

1499.110

2 Way Swttch S0239 1KW

117.50

4 eta 20m Yagi

CS201
CS.291 Gil

2 Way Switch 'N' 1KW PEP

£23.50

B

B

154.03

G -500A

Elevation rotator

1289.00 D

0-540013

AZ/EL rotator

£529.00 0

15400

4 ele 15m Yagi

1289.00

G-56006

AZ/EL rotator HID

£629.00 D

D4

Dipole 10/15/20140m

1259.00

LA2080H

2M L/AMP 1.5-5W IN 30-80W OUT 1136.00

RC5-1

Medium duty create

£329.00 D

D3W

Dipole 12117/30m

1199,00

DLA8011

2W70CM Dual Band Amp 0.5-25W IN

MS

3-4 ele Yagi 10/15/20rn

RC5-3

Medium duty + preset

£439.00 D

H/D vispeecf + preset.....

RC5A-3

preset....

1659.00 D
1989.00

£449.00

VHF Antennas
16100

AR2

WO Dual Band Vertical 1.13m long
Dual Band Vertical 2.3m long
2m Vertical 1.2m long

AR6

6m Vertical 3.1m long

159.00

AR -270

RC5B-3

V 1-1/D vispeed

ERC5A

Heavy duty elevation

GC038b

Lower clamp G-400, 800, 1000125.00 B

G C0386

Lower clamp 6-600

£25.00 B

A144 -20T

2m 10-ele Cross Yagi 12.2 dBd

MCA

Lower clamp create

149.95 C

13B2N

13 -eke 2m Yagi

1135,00

1762

17-ele 2m Yagi

1199.00

£1095.00

AR -270b

Cigar plug lead for fT530.etc

C

£25.00

B

16.50

A

£89.00

144-10SN 2m 10-ele Yagi 13.2 dBd

£105.00

Rotary bearing up to 1N mast £29.00 B

A50-35

3-ele Sm Yagi

£89.00

Rotary bearing 2 mast

£45.00 B

A50-55

5-ele firn Yagi

£149.00

CK45

Create rotary hearing 7 mast f57.00 B

A50-65

6 -eke 6m Yagi

1249.95

22XE

2m 22-ele Yagi ON polarization switching1229.00

738XE

711cms38-ele Yagi ON polarization switching

131 5

CP10Y6

1345.00

139.00

G5-065

Telex meter controller

lmf70cm Duplexer UHRN

195.00

G5-050

CD -45

80 -SOW Out Pre Amps
DX1ON

1219.00

HAM IV

Medium duty meter controller 1449 D

7196

19-ele 70cms Yagi

£109.00

HAM V

HAM IV with digital controller 1749

729B

29-ele 70cms Yagi

1169.00

All discounts are based on RRPs. CARRIAGE: ROTATORS/PSUs £13.50

DAX1000 2170cm mobile whip 50W 2.1515.5dBi 0.95

128.00

DAd100 2170cm mobile whip 50W 3.5/5.13dBi 1.07m

f29.50

DAX3000 2110 mobile whip 150W 3.516dEl 1.06m

03.50

BASE ANTENNAS £9.50

TNCs £8.50

1Y10811

Showroom/Mail Order 9.30-5pm, 9-1pm Sat Tel: (01703) 251549 Service Dept Tel: (01703) 255111 9-5 Mon -Fri SMC Sisk
SMC Ltd HQ Southampton: S M House, School Close Chandlers Ford Ind Estate, East
ARE Communications: 6 Royal Parade Hanger Lane, Ealing, Landon W5A LET. Tel. 0181-997 4476 9.30am - 5.30pm Monday -Friday 9.30arn - 1
SMC (Northern): Nowell Lane Ind. Estate, Nowell Lane Leeds. 7W. (0L

NA [11.1d
2
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DATA
PRODUCTS

9 COMET ANTENYA
COMET NEW PRODUCTS

We now have the widest range of data
products in the UK, and with our
specialist knowledge of the products
we must be by far the number one
choice for packet equipment.

CA-HV

HF/VHF Mobile Whip 7 14 21-28-50-144

CF -706

1.3-56 MHz/75-320MHz duplexer
for CA-HV or similar

IDEAL FOR IC -706H"

Mini Gutter Clip
Mini Hatchback mount
Mini Cable Assembly
Window Mount & Cable

RS20

CK-3MB
WS -1M

CBL-30

Balun 1kW PEP
HF 1:1 Balun 2kW PEP
HF Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP
6M Low Pass Filter 1kW PEP
HF Low Pass Filter 2kW PEP
HF Low Pass Filter 150W PEP
6M Low Pass Filter 150W PEP
2M Band Pass Filter 150W PEP
PWR 1.6-60MHZ 20/200/2000W
PWR 1.8-200MHZ 20/50/200W
HF

CBL-200
CF-30MR

£69.00

CF-50MR
CF -30H

(Now includes beacon software)

CF -30S
CF -50S

AEA
PK96
PK232/MBX

CF-BPF2
CD -160H

1200 baud TNC
9600 baud TNC

Multimode data modem
*DSP232
Multimode data modem
*PK900
Multimode data modem
* Free Pack - Win software

CMX-2

£219
£319

COMET STATION ACCESSORIES

£479
£479

CA-14HR

7MHZ Mobile Whip
14MHZ Mobile Whip
21MHZ Mobile Whip
2M/70CM Whip BNC
2M/70CM BNC whip
2/70/23CM Whip BNC
6M MOBILE Whip
2M/70CM Mobile Whip
2m/70CM M. whip w/locking cull
2M/70CM Mobile Whip
2m/70CM Mobile Whip
2M/70CM Mobile Whip
2M/70CM mobile whip 0.92M
2m/6m Mobile Whip
6M/10M Base Colinear
3 x % Base Colinear
2M/70CM Base Colinear
6M/2M/70CM Base Colinear
2M/70CM/23CM Base Colinear

CA-7HR

CA-21HR

CH725
CH75
CH600MX
CA2X4KG
Z4

PacComm
PicoPacket
Spirit 2

B-10

1200 baud TNC
12 baud portable TNC
9600 baud TNC

CHL21J

£219

CA -258

CHL28J
CA -350d6

KPC3

1200 baud TNC

£139

KPC9612
Kam+

1200+9600 dual port TNC

£275

Multimode data modem

£395

_---

9600 baud TNC

ABC23
GP9N
GP15
GP95

£179

£49.95
£49.95
£46.00
£18.50
£18.00
£29.50
£49.95
£49.00
r £35.00
£21.50
£44.95
£19.00
£21.50
£29.00
£149.00
£55.00
£135.00
£115.00
£119.00

1*

HOKUSHIN ANTENNAS
£12.50
£8.50
£6.50
£19.00
2M 14 Wave Whip
2M 8/8 Wave Mobile Whip
£16.50
HS-727SS 2mi7ocm Mini Mobile Whip
£17.00
EX1048
2M/70CM Mini Mobile Whip
£22.50
EX601/3
£37.00
6M 4Whip
SMC12SE 12M Mobile Whip
£16.50
SMC15SE 15M Mobile Whip
£16.50
SMC17SE 17M Mobile Whip
£16.50
HF3
£59.00
12/17/30 Base Vertical
28HS2HB 10M 2EL ZL Beam
£65.00
HS-GP62 2 X 543Base Colinear
£65.00
GP23
3 X etBase Colinear
£39.00
SQ144
£45.00
2M SWISS QUAD
WX1
2M/70CM Base Colinear
£75.00
WX2N
2M/70CM Base Colinear
£99.00
WX4N
2M/70CM Base Colinear
£129.00
WX6S
2M/70CM Base Colinear
£189.00
HS -702S
HS430
HS320
2NE
88F

2M/70CM Whip BNC
5x Wave Whip BNC
2M 4 Wave Whip

CF -305

HF,/VHF Duplexer

CF -306A

BENNE/UHF Duplexer
6Mf2M/70CM Triplexer
2M/70CM/23CM Triplexer
2M/6M Duplexer

CF -520

£25.00
£37.00
£54.95
£49.00
£29.00

USCC 4 port plug in card W/O Modems 1107

x
m

2

O
O

0

O

N

£59.95

01w 10M RG5BU

Taiwan Serene

XI

MOBILE ANTENNAS

£29.50
£18.00
£22.50
£23.00
£25.00
£16.00

TSM-1005 2m 7/8 1.89m
TSM-1 316

TSM-1339
TSM-1 312

2m/70 0.44m
2m/70 0.89m
2m/70 0.89m
2m/70 0.93m
ft1 rror/R rack mount

TSM-1309
TSA-5004
BASE ANTENNAS
TSB -3301
TSB -3302
TSB -3303
TSB -3603

2m/70 G/Fibre 3.18m
2m/70 G/Fibre 1.79m
2m/70 G/Fibre 1,15m
2m/70/23 G/Fibre 3.07m
Duplexer 2/70 'N'-N/PL leads
Tmplexer 2/70/23 'N'/PL,N,N
2/70 mini PWR/SWR meter

£68.043

0/1.5/3.4dBi
BNC Whip 144/430/1200MHz
2/3/5.5dBi
BNC Whip 144/430/900MHz
2/3.4/5,5dBi

£15.95

TSA-600/C
TSA-601/E
TSA-6601
HANDHELD/SCANNER ANTENNAS
TSC2601
8NC Whip 144/430/900MHz
TSC2602

TSC2603

N
O

£59.50
£42.50
£85.00
£25.00
£43.00
£29.00
m

*

£21.50
£22.50

TOKYO HY-POWER Amplifiers

O

C

0
C
C)

TELEX HY-GAIN

BayCom Modems

0

NEW GDX30 Discone 100-1500MHz

COMET DUPLEXERS
CFX-514
CFX-431

Symek
TNC2H

B -22M

£139
£119

Kantronics

.

£23.50
£29.50
£43.95
£43.95
£69.00
£25.00
£25.00
£49.95
£99.00
£119.00

£129

HR -50

Tiny 2

£19.50
£19.50
£26.50
£39.00

COMET ANTENNAS

Computer interface suitable for
most HF & VHF Transceivers with
CAT interface socket.

PK12

£44.00

COMET ANTENNA ACCESSORIES
RS21

Siskin Multi Cat

£99.95

1

-rt

HF ANTENNAS
12AVQS

£39
£59

10-15-20m vertical, 4.1m
14AVOMBS 10-15-20-40m vertical, 5.5m
DX88
10-80m vertical
DX77
10-40m vertical

£79

ROTATORS

£109 C
£159 C
£315 C
£369 C

HL 1006/10 21-28MHz 100w out

£210

C

HL 10013/20

14MHz 100w out

£210

C

HL 1006/80

7MHz 100w out

£210

C

HL 66V

50MHz 10w in 60w out

[169

C

HL 62VSX

2m 5-25w in 50w out

£235

C

HL 180V

2m 5-25w in 170w out

£389

C

HL 36U

70cm 5-10w in 30w out

£155

B

HL 63U

70cm 10-25w in 50w out

£259

C

HL 130U

70cm 3-25w in 120w out

£485

O

E ANTENNAS £5.00 STATION ACCESSORIES £5.00 MODEMS £3.50 TRANS/BASE/MOBILES £13.50 HANDIES £9.50
n 6.SMC HQ) Data Communications Hotline Tel: (01703) 254247 9.30am - 6pm for personal callers 9.00 - 6pm for telephone queries
rants SO5 3BY. Tel: (01703) 255111 Fax: (01703) 263507 Email: amateur@sme-conuns.com
90prn Saturday Reg Ward & Co: 1 Western Parade, West Street, Axminster, Devon EX13 51VY. Tel. (01297) 34918 9.00am - 5.15pm Tues-Sat
3) 235 0606 9.30am - 5.00pm Monday -Friday 9.00arn - 1.00pm Saturday

C

Modems
1200 baud
HF

9600 baud
Mini -Pak

Plug in for USCC
Plug in for USCC
Plug in for USCC
1200 baud 9 pin '0' plug

£69.95

Custom-made leads available for most
leading brands of transceivers. £14.95.
Only £7.50 if purchased with a TNC.

CD45

Medium duty meter controller

HAM IV
HAM V
T2X
T2XD

Medium duty with break

£315 D
£449 D
£749 D

HAM IV with digital controller
H/duty with break meter controller £525 C

T2X with digital controller

£795

2
2
m

2
C,

0

3
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AL/NCO MEGA DEALS
Alinco "Factory Direct" Sales Policy
Bypass the Wholesaler - and SAVE!
ALINCO DR -605 Dual -Band Mobile

The NEW Micro-Mag
WATsON
Mobile Aerials

PRICE MATC
We'll match or beat

our competitors'

WSM-270 Dual Bander 2m/70cm £24.95
WSM-1900 25-1900MHz scanning £29.95

prices on all new
stock
current
sourced from UK

Each comprises latest Japenese "super

official importers

29mm diameter magnet, black element ant
mated in BNC.
2.75m of coax cab
-1900 400mm
WSM-

Yaesu
Kenwood
Icom

ALINCO DJ -G1 2m Handy
I MF

2m & 70cms Mobile 50/35W CTCS

2rn Transceiver
Wideband Receive
400-470/800-950MHz
AM Airband - VHF
80 Memories
Channel Scope
CTCSS Encode

100W of SSB - CW - FM - AM

ALINCO DR -130 2m 50W Mobile

ALINCO
DJ -G5
2m & 70cms
Full Duplex
Airband Receive
Ni-cads & Charger

WATsON

WDB-30 Dual Band Amp

2m/70cms
30 Watts Out
Auto switching
1-6Watts input

ADI AR -146 2m Mobile
£164

£249

Dual Band Price
Buster

The Ultimate Earpiece!

ADI AT -200 2m Handheld

ALINCO DR -M06 6m Mobile

Super 6m mobile at a great price.

£14.95

As used by US Police

Very Special Deal

£219

WEP-400 NEW

Super Earpiece

ALINCO DX -70 100W + 6M Rig

A Great chance to get a cheap mobile!

WATsON

50 Watts

£149.95
2 Watts Handy
5 Watts an ext. 12V
Rx 130 - 174MHz
1750Hz tone.
DTMF built-in
20 Memories
Programme Scan
Illuminated Keypad
CTCSS Option
6 x AA diy cell pack.

This rig is superb. It leaves the competition for
dead! Al our price you can't afford not to have
50W high power 2rn FM in the car.

NEW MVT-9000

It's Arrived!
Yupiteru's New Scanner
530kHz - 2300MHz
FM WFM AM LSB USB
Band Scope Display
18 Steps 50Hz-125kHz
Blazing Scan Speedl
1000 Alphanumeric Mems
Dual Frequency Display
Duplex Monitorin

AT -400 70cms Model
New Low Price

£169.95
WATsON
W-220

SWR Meters

8-209MHz

.

£69.95

W-420 118-539Mlix .. 269.95
W-620 1.8 - 530M1-14

r!

£139 95

Each one aCd by us!

WATSON

Base Aerials

((4 Frip!2 BAto

MORE BIG ALINCO
DISCOUNTS
NEXT MONTH!!

Power Supplies
WATsON
3 Amps to 30 Amps - Fully Prom:lied
OlVy 011,,
To hove Posse.::
New EMC Pees'

W-2000 6m - 2m - 70cm
The Model Designed for
UK Bands no USA!

IN STOCK NOW
W-30 2m/70cms 3/5dB 1.15rn
W-50 2m/70cm 4.5,7 2dB 1.8rn
W-300 2m/70cm 6.5/9dB 3.1m
W-2000 61270cm 2/6/8.5dB 2.5m

£39.95
£54.95
£69.95
£89.95

3 Amp 12V ourreritNoll protected
5 Amp 12V currentivolt protected
10 Amp 12V curreraivoli prole ...
W-10AM 10 Amp 3 15V variable ...... ........
W-20AM 29 Amp 3-15V variable
W-30AM 39 Amp 3-15V variable
W -3A
W -SA

W -10A

.

£22.95
£29.95
£49.95
£59.95
£89.95
£119.95

Shop: 22, Main Road, Hockley, Essex. SS5 40S Tel: (01702) 206835 Fax: 205843
MAIL ORDER (01702) 206835 / 204965 - 24 Hour Answerphone Fax: 205843
Open Mon. - Sat. 9am - 5.30pm
A
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Rob Mannion's viewpoint on the World of Amateur Radio
most selective has difficulty in
providing readable signals from
the h.f. beacons due to the very
potent h.f. packet radio
transmissions on (very close

So - now to the competition
itself! The shortest and most
appropriate title will be selected
by the Editorial team from your
entries. (Don't forget.. AS sponsor

indeed) adjacent channels.
So, what can be done about the

I'm denied entry into the
competition and disqualified
from being mentioned!). The

`interference' problem? I don't
want to 'interfere' with the packet
user's enjoyment of I4MHz...but
conversely I don't wish to be

Anything to do with
antennas, how they
work, projects and
ideas are all very
popular with PW readers. So with
that in mind, the Editorial team
have come up with something
rather special for you on this
subject. And appropriately enough
the new bi-monthly section is

called 'Antennas In Action'.
Antennas In Action is a very
apt title for the new 8 -page section
because that's exactly how Tex

Swann G1TEX plans to present
our latest offering. There'll be
loads of 'antenna action', projects,

antenna s) stern which was
wrecked during the recent storms

in October. It's not that my new
antennas were at fault (I built in as
many 'fail safes' for the weather
as I could think of) but I didn't
allow for flying roofs from other
properties - plus a small
greenhouse from next door demolishing my systems.
So, with the help of Antennas
In Action (and perhaps Tex) I
hope to be on air again soon on
the full system rather than the
`jury rigged' temporary wire I
have up at the moment!

news, ideas, up -dates and

Amateur Radio Deacons

discussion on literally anything to

Amateur radio beacons provide a
very useful service in helping the
operator evaluate the prevalent
propagation condition. They're an
extremely useful aid on whatever
part of the spectrum they operate

do with antennas and associated
subjects.
Tex Swann G1TEX as the
member of the team in overall
charge of the new section - has

taken to the job 'like a duck to
water' (Swann more like it!) and
produced an excellent first edition.
As the section 'Editor' Tex can
call on the rest of the PW team to
prepare what we think will
become a very popular part of the
magazine.

We hope you enjoy the first

edition of A-i-A and that you'll
send your comments, suggestions
and ideas straight to Tex here at
the Broadstone offices. And don't
forget that Antennas In Action is
an extension of our coverage of

this topic. 'Antenna Workshop'
and other associated articles will
continue to appear monthly but
will also form part of our new
section.
In the meantime, between
answering your letters on the

subject, I'm hoping to recruit
Tex's help to rebuild my h.f.

on.

I often listen out for the v.h.f.
beacons, particularly when there's
a 'lift' on...just to see what
happens. And although I'm not a
`DX chaser' I really do find
propagation and the variability
factor to be absolutely fascinating.
I can really understand why some
people make a hobby of listening
for beacons themselves...rather
than using them as aids.
However. I'm becoming
increasingly frustrated with the
QRM on the common 14MHz
beacon frequency. The problem is
h.f. packet radio 'interference' and

I'm finding it extremely difficult
to listen on the International
beacon frequencies between
14.099 and 14. I 01MHz.
As readers will appreciate I
have access to the most modern
receiving equipment. But even the
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denied the use of the beacons
either!
Have you had difficulty using
the beacons on I4MHz? If so what
do you think we can do? If it's a
problem originating outwith the
UK (as I think it must be) surely
our National Society the RSGB
cannot help in this respect? I'd
like to hear your opinion on this
matter because I feel that with
care, both the low power beacons
and the higher -powered packet
stations can co -exist. After all
both 'modes' are to someone's

title you choose should reflect the
nature of the trophy, the contest
itself or the personality behind it

(Dr. Neill Taylor G4HLX).
Please send your entries (on a

postcard) to EUGI Trophy Title
Competition, C/O The Editor,

Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith
Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW,
to reach us by Monday 27th
January 1997. I'm donating a
special prize and the nature of the
prize will be announced when we
publish the results in the June
1997 issue of the magazine. The
winner will be notified and my
decision will be final! Good luck.

advantage.

Africa flpDate
Dame That Trophy!
Following my request for your
help in choosing a suitable name
for the new special EUGI Trophy
(to encourage EI and GI entrants
into the PW 144MHz QRP
Contest), I've had many letters of
support. I have also had many
suggestions for a name for the
new trophy and because of this

I'm still receiving offers of help
from Radio Amateurs all over the
world keen to help budding radio
enthusiasts who live in Africa. I
hope to provide more details as
soon as possible. In the meantime
keep writing in and we'll soon
amass a shipload of radio 'bits &
pieces' for Nigeria and other
countries!

I'm now announcing a little
competition to choose the name!
As I'm personally sponsoring
the new award - a miniature clock
in a green (naturally!) hardwood
case which will be presented each
year. The recipient/recipients will
keep the clock as a memento of
the occasion and a small brass
plaque will record the callsign of
the winning station, the year and
the title of the trophy.
The new trophy will be
presented to the winner on behalf
of Practical Wireless (depending
on what station wins it) either by

the South Dublin Radio Club or
the Glengormley Electronics
Amateur Radio Society from
Newtownabbey in County Antrim,
Northern Ireland. (The two
societies are 'twinned' which I
think in itself is a marvellous
idea!). And I have to thank Peter
Lowrie GI7JYK and friends for

Peace 6 Goodwill
It's the time of the year when I on behalf of everyone working on
Practical Wireless - like to wish
you all a happy Christmas. We
also wish you all a happy,
peaceful and prosperous new year.
God willing our world, our
families, our day-to-day lives and
our wonderful hobby will go from
strength to strength in the coming
months.

I wish you all well. God speed
and Bless you all...wherever you
are.

gog

Ilfeina/44°44

1.31

their help, advice and support on
this matter.
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Letters Received
Via The 'Internet'

The Star Letter
will receive a voucher
to spend on
worth £10
items from our Book

Many !utters intended
fur
You now arrive via

the 'Internet'

And although there's
no Prabtorrt
general with EMarf, rainy
r)
correspondents
are forgetting to
provide their postai address.
I have
a remind readers Mat &though
we
wilt not pu Wish

or other services.
offered by Practical
Wireless.All other
letters will receive a

a tut postai address
sunless we we asked
to do so), we

require it ff the letter rs to
be
Considered. Sr. Meuse don't forget

to

voucher.

Dear Sir
Does Tim Cattley GOCWZ
(November 'Receiving
You'regarding "CB" on
6MHz) live in a different
world or listen to different
10, 15 or 20m bands to
those I receive here? I refer
to his comments that 'all
radio amateurs know
exactly what frequency they
are transmitting on and
certainly what band they are
on and do not call 'CQ 10,
15, 20 or any other metres'.
All I can say is that there
must be an awful lot of
'pirates on these bands then
as I regularly log radio
amateurs from all over the
world, including the UK,
using just such a call.

John Charles
Louth

Enamel Wires
Dear Sir
Can anyone tell me how to
scrape the enamel off the
thinner wires, 24s.w.g.

30s.w.g. without nicking the
wire brittle or getting pieces
of copper embedded in my
finger. I usually scrape mine
with a knife, but have come
to the conclusion there must
be an easier and safer way.

heating the wire in the
flame before plunging the
wire into the reservoir of
liquid under the flame.
Any other tips from
readers?

John Noble
Kent

Under 'Twenty
Shillings'

Editor's reply: For many
years I've kept an old
mustard jar half filled
with methylated spirit on
the bench to prepare wire
that's not covered with the
'solder through' modern
enamel. I heat the enamel
wire in a match flame (A
cigarette lighter would
perhaps be better, but I
neither smoke or have the
dexterity to hold a lighter
and keep it working!)
before plunging the hot
wire into the 'meths'. A
bright copper wire ready

Dear Sir

to solder results 1of
course, the cover is kept
on the jar when it's not in
use). A refinement of this
method is to put a small
amount of 'meths' into a
METAL container,

Broadcast Receiving Filters
Dear Sir
I have just returned home from a trip to the amateur radio
show held in Leicester, with the intention of looking for a
suitable replacement for my now ageing Trio TS -830
amateur transceiver, which has served me well for the last
14 years. As I am also a keen broadcast band short wave
listener, high on my list of priorities was that it should have
general coverage receive capability and also a good
performance in the a.m. mode.
After coming home and looking through the pile of
leaflets passed onto me from dealers, it would appear that
in nearly all cases the a.m. mode has been added as an extra
to promote sales, with poor bandpass filters being fitted in
most eases, (no doubt to cut costs). Is it too much to ask.
when one may be paying over a thousand pounds, and
sometimes two or three thousand, to expect to see a good
quality bandpass filter, to give good selectivity in the a.m.

Having been a reader of PW
since around 1959, I have
read and enjoyed the
various articles over the
years, one series that I
found very good from
around the seventies was
the articles entitled
something like 'under
twenty shillings'. Each
month a small project was
described that could be built
for under a pound.
Now, obviously, time and
inflation go on but I wonder
if the Editor would consider
running a new series of
simple cheap projects
designed to be built for
under, say, a 'fiver' or a
'termer'? I am sure this
could be very useful to
newcomers, Novices and

old hands alike.
Who knows, with
confidence and experience
gained in little projects, the
sky is the limit. So, I'll put
the soldering iron in the fire
and wait eagerly for lift off.
All the best and thanks for
many years of interesting
reading.

contest in 1996 and I am
looking forward to the 1997
event. I think it will be hard
to win leading single
operator again as GI7IYKIP
now knows which station to
beat!

Tony Green GW4JGU
Swansea

Editor's reply: Reader's

Editor's reply: Please see
'Keylines' for further
news on the proposed
EI/GI Trophy.

comments and suggestions
are awaited with interest
on this one!

Packet Radio
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Dave Hewitt GSZRE
Chester

Dear Sir

PW 144MHz ()RP

Contest
Dear Sir
You asked for views for the
award for the leading EI/GI
station in the PW QRP
144MHz Contest, I think as
you suggest, the award
should be in honour of Dr.

Neill Taylor G4HLX. This
is because as you say in
'Keylines', Neill has
adjudicated the contest for
all these years.
Thanks for the excellent

fikHz crystal filters for a.m. use on some models in their
range as an optional extra, but not all.
It is clear to me that in most of the test reports that are
published in the radio press, very little is said about the
performance of some of these transceivers, when they are
used for serious short wave listening on the broadcast
bands. In a lot of cases, the selectivity results for s.s.b. and
c.w. will be printed, but nothing is said about the a.m.
performance. Could you please, if possible, spend some
time when doing your tests, to report on the sets suitability
as a short wave receiver on a.m. Or am 1 alone in thinking
that this information will be of interest to your readers?
The outcome after reading through my stack of leaflets
on the latest batch of super transceivers is to soldier on with
my old TS -830S for the amateur bands and carry on with a
separate receiver for my broadcast band listening. (This at
least has some good filters for a.m.).
Roy Maskey G4TDW

Lancashire

mode.

I would expect to see selectivity readings of 12kHz wide
at 60dB down the skirt, instead of 20kHz wide at 40dB
down, which seems to be the norm on a lot of these
transceivers. Some manufacturers do offer high quality

include your let pester address

and nett:Up along
with your EMail
hieroglyphics? Wig(

PW's Postbag. lly mir letter is published you'll win a rite.

'CB' Radio On
6MHz

g

Editor's reply: Comments from readers and
manufacturers would be of interest here. As a keen h.f.
broadcast band listener myself I'll be interested to read
YOUR comments!

Reference: Packet
Panorama and packet radio.
Shortly after amendments to
the rules on Amateur Radio
to allow unattended
operation on Packet Radio.
we now find that BBS
operators now wish to
provide a private radio club
within Packet radio. The
plan to use password
control to exclude other
amateurs from BBS
services, and then only to
allow usage by approved
operators.
Surely the best way to
cut down alleged abuse is to
make the author of any libel
responsible for the libel by
making the callsign a
compulsory part of any
packet operation. The 24
hour monopoly of a huge
part of the band is bad
enough.
Denying access to other
legitimate amateurs
operators is bad enough.
(Remember the clause 'with
the permission of other
amateurs' when a further
portion of the band was
'hijacked' for packet radio).
The hidden agenda is to
section off amateur radio
for private use.
Perhaps the rescinding of
permission for unattended
operation is the only way to
prevent abuse which would
he regrettable. I view
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password control in the
same light as encryption
which is banned.

M. Charlton GOMDF
Nottinghamshire

Editor: I passed on Mr
Charlton's letter to Roger
Cooke G3LDI (author of
'Packet Panorama') for
comment and his reply
follows:
I feel Mr Charlton is being
somewhat churlish in his
letter when he suggests that
BBS operators wish to
provide a 'private radio
club' within packet radio.
This is, of course, total
nonsense.
However, having seen
the utter mess that some of
the voice repeaters are in,
and hearing some of the
garbage emanating from
them, we would seek to
prevent ANY such
happening on packet radio.
This mode at least does give
the opportunity to exclude
the abusive operators that
seem to enjoy preventing
normal, sane amateurs from
using the voice repeaters.
I would agree totally
with Mr Charlton when he
says that the author of any
libellous comment should
be made responsible for
their actions. But again, he
is being naive to assume
that any person using the
packet network for this
purpose would he stupid

enough to use his own
callsign!
By issuing passwords,
the BBS Sysop can ensure
that ONLY legitimate
licensees would have
access. It would be
mandatory for the user to
use the password and they
could not assume any other
identity because they would
NOT then access the BBS.
Garbage cut 100% in one
stroke! NO legitimate user
would be denied access; a
new user would be able to
read messages and send a
message to the Sysop, in
order to obtain full access.
This would then be issued
on a personal basis only,
and only then, if the
applicant was a known
trouble -maker (and we do
know some) would be
refused a password, UNTIL
such time as they were
considered acceptable.
Again the BBS Sysop
would have the right to
exclude anyone again if
they caused any problems.
Thankfully, in our amateur
radio barrel of apples, there
are very few rotten 'fruit'.
But we want a 100% pure
barrel of fruit without any
rotten 'apples' at all, and
packet gives us that
possibility.
Mr Charlton is also right
when he says that the
hidden agenda is to sell off
parts of the amateur bands
for private use. But that

This Month's Star Letter
Contest Operating
Dear Sir
On listening to the WWW CQ Phone Contest this
weekend 26 -27th October 1996 I was appalled that once
again the c.w. end of 7MHz has been taken over by s.s.b.
operators disregarding the band plan. Despite complaints
to CQ Magazine and the RSGB asking that anyone
operating in the Contest, outwith the band plan be
disqualified. the practice still continues.
If more people complain about the bad operating, etc..
then something might be done. I am more convinced than
ever before that contests encourage bad practice and will
in time end the enjoyment of operating. How many
operators switch off when they hear a contest on the
bands?
T. Sorbie GM3MXN

South Lanarkshire
Editor's comment: Unfortunately, many contests also
discourage me from going on the h.f. bands. It's a
great pity this happens, especially when the contests
are actually encouraging (and can be heard doing so!)
amateurs to come on the air! Has anybody got the
answer so we can reach a 'happy medium'?
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threat comes from the
commercial sector, NOT
from radio amateurs. In
fact, using packet on the
bands on a 24 hour basis is
probably the best thing that
has happened to the
v.h.f/u.h.f. bands in order
that we keep them.
Use of the segments for
packet are actually part of a
bandplan. Room has to be
found to accommodate new
modes in the same way that
we had to make room for
RTTY in the late 1950s.
Being involved with that
too, I well remember the
objections to 'those jingle bells on OUR bands'. Prior
to packet, you could listen
over both 144 and 430MHz
hearing very few signals.
Such evidence is just what
the commercial intruders
are looking for. Use them or
lose them is the motto!
There is still plenty of
room on both bands to cater
for all modes, albeit we
would very much like the
same spread as our
American and Canadian
cousins enjoy, double what
we have. To sum up, the
BBS Sysops are interested
in making the system more
enjoyable for the genuine
user and making life
extremely difficult for the
graffiti artist.
I hope that Mr Charlton
will try packet radio and all
that it offers.

grounds in Toronto in Lake
Ontario.
Local 'hams' used the
packet system to find parts
that are now longer made,
but they did it and the ship
is now operational, the
radio room is just as it was
when she was at sea. I may
write to the airlines as well
to see if they will do the
same from this side to the
destination or ship to you if
you have luck in finding a
sponsor to ship the 'bits &
pieces'.
If you have time and
more details how you're
doing, let me know and I
will keep you informed as
to how things are going this
side of the pond.
Meanwhile As told you
I had a place a 'wanted ad'
on packet "all@can" and I
am getting offers of parts
for the cost of shipping. But
I. like you, am trying to get
Air Carrier to ship for free
if possible. It has been
mentioned in so of the
replies what part are
needed.
Here is one offer from

Africa

Herb Sweet K2GBH in the
USA as follows: "I have a
large collection of tubes
which are mostly receiving
tubes (valves) and some
small transmitting tubes, I
also have high voltage
electrolytic capacitors and
air variable types. I'd be
glad to help out anyone who
has a need. Let me know
what that is and the parts
are yours for the cost of
shipping. 73 Herb
K2GHB". So...we're all

Dear Sir

here waiting to help!

With reference to your
suggestion in 'Editor's
Keylines' (November PW)
to send radio components,
etc., is a great idea. So I
have taken liberty and
posted on our BBS packet
you idea for parts and old
use gear. I will let you know
how things go if I get a
response to it. It has in the
past worked for some
pieces that we were wanting
to build gear for the HMCS
Haida (Her Majesty's
Canadian Ship) a Second
World War frigate now
moored alongside the
Canadian Exhibition

Brian Lowe VE3TJE
Canada

Roger Cooke G3LDI.

Components To

Editor's reply: Thanks to
you Brian and everyone
else who has responded to
the editorial in November
1996's PW. For the latest
up -date please see

'Keylines' this issue.

Left -Handed

it's something that has
annoyed me ever since I
bought my first h.f. rig eight
years ago and I feel I've
just go to get it off my
chest. Why is it that
manufacturers of h.f. rigs
never consider the lefthanded operator?
Nearly all h.f.
transceivers, whatever the
make, invariably have the
microphone socket located
in the bottom left hand
comer of the front panel.
This makes life somewhat
difficult for the left-handed
operator who, being left
handed, usually hold a
writing implement in the
left hand for making notes,
etc. whilst the microphone
is held in the right hand.
This causes the
microphone cable to be
stretched across the desk to
enable the mic. to be held to
the mouth. As the cable
runs across the desk it
becomes very difficulty to
use a pad, atlas, callbook,
prefix list, etc.
The problem can be
solved by extending the
microphone cable to such
an extent that it can be
wrapped around the right
hand leg of the transceiver.
But it's not an ideal solution
and has in the past caused
me r.f. feedback problems.
In these days of modem
technology with computer
interface ports, twin
receiver controls, dual
display and digital signal
processing controls all on
the front panel, is it too
much to ask that the
manufacturer put an
additional microphone
socket on the right hand
side of the rig for us left
handers?
Chris Carrington GOIYZ
Derby

Editor's (left-handed)
reply: Quite a problem for
us eh Chris? Comments
from manufacturers
would be very welcome!

Operators
Dear Sir
I know this may sound like
a bit of a 'whinge' and I
suppose in a way it is! But

Reader's letters intended for publication in 'Receiving You' must be original and not be duplicated. Letters are
accepted on the understanding that they have only been submitted to Practical Wireless. Please ensure that your
letter is clearly marked 'for publication in Receiving You' and that it has not been submitted to other magazines.
We reserve the right to edit or shorten any letter. The views expressed in letters are not necessarily those of
Practical Wireless.

Send your letters to the PW Offices, marking it clearly for 'Receiving You'
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IJ
Com lied by Donna Vincent G7'FZI3

Electronic
Constructors
Catalogue
The Winter 1996197 edition of the
Cirkit Electronic Constructors
Catalogue has recently been
published. This new edition
contains all the usual lines, with
everything from batteries, through
kits & modules to test equipment
and transformers being included
within its 248
pages.

This 1996/97
Electronic
Constructors
Catalogue offers
readers the
chance to win a
28,800 Fax
Modem, as
well as

containing
£25 worth of
discount vouchers.
There is also a free 32 -page
Computer catalogue with every
issue.

So, if you are a keen electronics
constructor, then this is one
catalogue you should have on your
workbench. Copies of the
Electronic Constructors Catalogue
are available for £1.95 from larger

newsagents or direct from Cirkit

Distribution Ltd., Park Lane,
Broxbourne, Herts ENID 7NQ.

Licence Revocations
By RA
The Radiocommunications Agency
have informed PW's Newsdesk that
two Radio Amateurs have had their
licences revoked for undisclosed

needs, Please note we are unable

Martin Lynch Celebrations
On Saturday 2nd November, Martin
Lynch held his annual open day at his
Northfields Road Radio 'Superstore'. As
usual he had something to celebrate, and
it's usually something very wothwhile too.
In the past, it's been an aniversary, the
birth of 'MicroHenry' or an important
announcement for his customers. This
year it was Martin's 40th Birthday and. as
usual, he promoted it to one and all well in

In her Press Release statement
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House Of Elliott

advance of the event.
As Martin's business goes from
strength to strength, so does the popularity
of his open days. This year Martin preempted the number of people attending by errecting a marquee on the
pavement outside his shop, to cram more bodies in. This actually made the
event a little more comfortable, being able to stand outside for a breath of
fresh air with a glass of wine and a bite to eat from the superb running
buffet, which gets bigger and better too!
Thanks must go to Daniel, Martin and Jennifer's eldest son, for keeping
everyone well fed during the day, not forgetting the ladies behind the 'bar'
keeping us lubricated!
On technical note, all the major distributors were present to answer
questions and talk of new developments in the hobby. A quick glance
around, while I was there (only for a couple of hours) saw representatives

Three generations of the Elliott at
the 1996 Leicester Amateur Radio
& Computer Show. The picture,
shows on the far right, Frank

Elliott G4PDZ, who is not only
well known and respected in the
amateur radio but is also the
organiser behind the Leicester
Show.

To the side of Frank (R -L} are
his son Paul G4MQS and his
grandson Scott 2EIF.IB who has
just gained his Novice Licence.
Both Paul and Frank were busy
searching out bargains at the
Waters & Stanton stand when this
photo was taken by Jeff G6XYU.
Seeing three generations of the
Elliott family enjoying a day out a
radio show just goes to show that
radio can be handed down through
the generations and is truly a hobby
for all the family! And of course
you'll be able to meet the family at
the 1997 Leicester Show, the date
and venue of which we will publish
as soon as it's announced.

from Icom. Yaesu UK, Ken wood, AOR, Waters & Stanton and, of
course, Martin's staff.
A novel event throughout the day was a 'reverse auction'. Prices
tumbled quickly, so when you thought the price was right, you had to strike
quickly for that bargain - wait too long and it had gone!
When Martin picks a day to celebrate next year. take note of the date
and put it in your diary, so as not to miss a tremendous day out. It's really
worth making an effort to travel to his store to meet old friends, make new
ones and see the very latest gear in action.
Getting top class advice from
the people that have all the
answers in an atomsphere where
there is absolutely no pressure to
buy anything (and get fed and
watered too) has to be a worth
making an effort for in my book!

Steve Hunt.

Dayton Experience

reasons.

dated 5th November 1996. Mrs
Karen Scott, Head of Amateur
Radio & Citizens' Band Radio Unit
announced that the licence of Mr D
Handles GOWNG and that of Mrs
M Faint GOUGN had been
revoked. No further details have
been provided and no one from the
RA was available for further
comment.

to deal with any enquiries via the
Editorial Offices.

The world's largest radio show
takes place in Dayton, Ohio USA.
The PW trip to this awe inspiring
show, has in the past brought much
in the way of experience and
enjoyment to the many readers who
have experienced this trip of a
lifetime.
The 1997 Dayton HamVention
takes place over the weekend of
May 16, 17 & 18th and you could

be there! Yes, the PW trip is running
again, but this year it's slightly
different in that you can have a
tailor made trip to suit you.
All you have to do is contact

Andy Garside or Marie Tozza at
Guillivers Groups & Incentives,
Fiddington Manor, Tewksbury,
Gloucestershire GL20 713J. Tel:
(01684) 293175 and ask for details
on the Dayton HamVention Holiday
1997. They will then he able to help
you sort out a holiday to suit your

Radio Amateurs
Examination Course
Joh Beaumont G3NGD will be
running a 36 week RAE course
starting on Monday evenings in
early January 1997 and running
through to the examination in
December. John says the reason
behind running such along course is
that in the past he has found it
difficult to cover the syllabus when
starting a course and Septemer in
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preparation for a May exam.
John is also hoping to run an
Electronics Servicing course
starting in the New Year. The dates
and time are to be arranged
depending on the demand for the
course.
For more information on either
of John's courses contact him direct

Joy Does It Again!

Pos
1

OSOs Points OTH
15

45

Wakefield

1

OXH. Tel: (0161) 872 3731.

Kenwood's New
Mobile

A feature which will be of
interest to many v.h.f./u.h.f. mobile
operators is the TM-V7E's 'Auto
Simplex' checker facility. This
checks whether or not it's possible
to achieve simplex, rather than
repeater, communication.
Some of the many features
include: a removable front panel
'head', auto -band change, time -out
timer and audible frequency
identification. Kenwood (UK) have
informed PW's newsdesk that the
new transceiver will be available
early in 1997 at a price to be
announced.

Callsign

2E1FAK

2
2 E 1AFN/P
9
27
Stroud
The second National Novice Contest organised by Poole Radio
2E1AQS
9
27 Enfield
Society took place on Sunday 22 September 22 1996, The
4
2E1EMK
18
Pewsey
6
number of entries were up on last year and there were many new
430MHz Bend
entrants taking part.
Pos Consign OSOs Points 0Th
As you can see from the result tables most of the QSOs took
2E1DXAIM 29
87 Derbyshire
2
2E1FDP/P 21
63 Kent
place on 430MHz f.m. simplex channels. band. For the second
3
2E1AQS
15
45 Enfield
year running the overall winner was Joy Fowler 2E1DXA/M,
2E1FFB
15
45 London
2E1FHD
5
10
30 E. Sussex
operating from Derbyshire The runner up was Graham
2E1ESV
10
30 E. Sussex
Westwood 2E1FDP/P who was entering the contest for the first
2E1ESU
10
30 E. Sussex
8
2E1E XB/P
27
Dunstable Downs
9
time.
9
2E1DZT
24 Enfield
8
The logging standards for the competition were generally
2E1DTD
8
24 Selsey
2E1EWY
8
24 New Malden
good and the number of contacts on 50MHz more than doubled
2E1EOF
24 Weymouth
from last year. It was suggested by one station that future contests
13
2E1EMK
4
12
Pewsey
14
2E1AFN/P
3
9
Stroud
be moved to June, July or August to bring it into the main
15
2E1DSA
2
6
Havant
Sporadic -E propagation season and also suggested was the
= New Entrant
possibility of including the h.f. Novice bands or to run a seperate
contest. Your comments are welcomed on both these points by the
Poole Radio Society.
All entrants who enclosed an s.a.e. will receive a certificate. Check logs were received from Robert Snary
G4OBE and members of the Poole Radio Society.
Congratulations go to all winners, participants and everyone who helped to make the contest a success.

at North Trafford College, Talbot
Road, Stretford, Manchester M32

Kenwood (UK) Ltd. have
announced the introduction and
imminent arrival of their latest dual band f.m. v.h.f./u.h.f. mobile
transceiver. The new TM-V7E is to
replace the current TM -733E.
Claiming it as a "World first"
Kenwood announce that the TMV7E incorporates a 'cool blue' I.c.d.
display panel. The display is
capable of showing dot matrix
characters which can be switched
between positive and negative
display modes to ensure optimum
visibility in all conditions.
The control panel on Kenwood's
new transceiver is larger and also
incorporates a five -in -one
programmable memory, provides
dual receive on the same band and
up to 280 multi -function memory
channels.

50MHz Band

Popov Versus
Marconi 1996
Plus

Titanic & The
Radio SOS 1997
Popov versus Marconi: The
Centenary of Radio was the title of

a lecture given by Ralph Barrett
G2FQS at London's Institute of
Physics in Portland Place on
Wednesday 23rd of October.
Ralph Barrett CEng MiEE
MIERE provided the lecture and the
reputation he has as an authoritative
speaker - and an enthusiast on the
subject - was truly reinforced. And
although controversy has reigned
from the early days of
wireless...both Marconi and the
Russian scientist Popov paid tribute
to the work of Oliver Lodge which
paved their way to successful radio
communication.
Another of Ralph Barrett's
popular lectures - which should be
of particular interest to PW's
readers, is to take place in the
Maple Room, Fairfield Halls,
Croydon in Surrey (Outer London)
on Wednesday evening 12th of
February 1997. Entitled 'Titanic
And The Radio SOS' the
dissertation will tell of the RMS

Editorial note: There's a review
on the new TM-V7E coming to PW
in the very near future.
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Titanic's maiden voyage and sinking
and the radio apparatus which made
played such a vital part in the event.
Working models will
demonstrate the principles of the
early 'state of the art' radio
equipment. The account will also
cover the recent high technology
finding of the ship and recovery of
artefacts.
Admission is free and there's no
charge for coffee and sandwiches at
7pm. No tickets are needed and PW
readers are invited to 'just come
along'. Further details on the
evening are available from the Hon.

Secretary, WE London Centre
C/O TEE, Savoy Place, London
WC2R OBL. (Photocopies of the
full leaflet with car parking, train
station and location details are
available from the PW office on
request).

Editorial note: Rob Mannion
G3XFD and Tex Swann GITEX
from PW are planning to attend and
look forward to meeting readers for
an enjoyable evening's meeting
listening to another of Ralph
Barrett's very popular presentations.
Did it really work? Fascinated
members of the audience examine
replicas of the equipment used in
the early days of wireless during
Ralph Barrett G2FQS's lecture at
Portland Place,
London on
23rd October
1996.

(Photo courtesy
of Susan
Aldridge).

Tennamast News
Anyone living in the Benelux
countries wishing to obtain any of
the Tennamast range products can
do so through their Dutch
distributor Doeven Elektronika.
Doeven are based at Schutstraat

58, 7901 EE HOOGEVEEN, The
Netherlands. Tel: 0528 269679 or
FAX: 0528 272221.

Lucky Winner
Paul Mooney G7SPV (right) is
pictured here with Martin Lynch
in front of a new
Icom display at
the Martin
Lynch & Son
showroom in
Ealing, West
London. Paul
won first prize
of an IC -706 in
a joint
competition run
between PW and
Martin Lynch
which ran in of PW three issues
last year.
Paul travelled from his home
in Cleveland to London on his

motorbike to collect his prize and
to take the opportunity to look
around the Lynch emporium. Paul
winning came as double surprise,
as he received notification on his
birthday!
The Editorial team would like
to say 'congratulations' to Paul
and wish him many hours of
happy operating with his IC -706
and also 'thanks' to Martin Lynch
for supplying the prize.
11
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DISCOVER THE BASICS

VI
ViN.,_I N

By Rob llannion G3XFD
In his new regular
column aimed at the
Beginner, Rob

Mandan G3XFD plans

to go 'hack to the
basics' of radio. And
to launch this new

initiative, Rob
introduces the PW

The Editorial ream on the magazine
have been increasingly aware that a
budding enthusiast reading PW far the
First time with no knowledge of radio,
would be stuck! The result is this new
hi -monthly column in which Fm aiming
to help 'launch' them off on a lifetime's
interest in radio.
And although I'm pmhahly breaking
with tradition (usually theory first then
a 'bit of building') my approach has
worked over the years. So, here I go
and in marches the PW 'Cadet' kit.
The PW Cadet is very basic receiver
kit specifically designed for the
beginner on behalf of Practical Wireless

`Cadee.-0 radio kit

by Tim Watford G3PCJ. Tim has
produced torus a kit aimed specifically

specifically designed

at encouraging the 'raw' beginner, in
the form of a project that will work well
and give enjoyment at the same time.

for the beginner to

`whet their appetite'.

Training Exercise

The completed PW Cadet
receiver. (top right)

Along with the pleasure of building
something that works well, the PW
Cadet also provides a very useful
training exercise. And to test this out I
used one of the first kits produced to
encourage young Barry Rimmer, the
10 year old son of a friend of mine.
Barry, along with his elder brother
Carl, had been somewhat discouraged
when some simple radios we'd built
together didn't work at first) However,
they were fascinated by the simple
telephones that we'd built together
worked well and Barry in particular was
keen to work on the Cadet.
The photograph, top, shows the

The PW Cadet

Receiver kit
The specially
designed and
commissioned Cadet

receiver kit is
available direct from

the Practical Wireless
offices for £2.3.95 £1

P&P (UK), £2 P&P
(overseas). The kit
contains
comprehensive
instructions and all
the components
needed to build the

project. plus wire for
the antenna. All you
need to supply is a
battery, suitable
headphones, solder
and soldering iron.

The smile says it all! Young
Barry Rimmer discovers
the world of radio.
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completed Cadet. It's built on a single sided printed circuit board and is 'open
plan' tit doesn't have a case) style. As
you can see...it's very straightforward.
The receiver covers the medium
wave bands (approximately 500kHz to
1.5MHz) and one short wave (from
approximately 3.3 to 6MHz) band. It
uses one 2N3819 junction field effect
transistor (JFET) as an infinite
impedance detector, with two stages of
audio amplification provided by two
BSI7O metal oxide semiconductor field
effect transistors (MOSFETs).
Audio output is suitable for feeding
into portable stereo cassette player
headphones. Power is provided be by an
on -board PP3 style 9V battery.

Assembling The kit
Assembling the kit is very simple and
the designer has provided some
excellent instructions. However.
although the kit is designed for the
beginner, suggest that (depending on
the ability of the individual of course)
anyone under the age of I2 be closely
supervised.

The p.c.b. is not screen -printed with
a component overlay. Tim considers
that the learning process is helped if the
builder has to check the component
placing carefully with the (accurate)
placing diagram which he supplies. And
having helped Barry build the radio I
agree that it does help!
Careful orientation of the
semiconductors (the WET and
MOSFETs) is important in kit building
and this is the area where anyone can
go wrong. But the really difficult area is
soldering!
Young Barry - although he'd tried
soldering before - tended to put too
much solder 'on the job'. So. my advice

is that if you're trying a kit for the first
time, that you practice your soldering
first.
Altogether, assembling the kit took
two hours. We built it on my dining
room table (rather than in the shack)
and used an angled desk lamp to
improve the lighting. Extra time taken
was spent on explaining things as we
progressed. That's why I think this type
of kit is an idea 'let's do it together'

At the end of the
assembly stage Barry had learned
(thanks to the comprehensive and clear
instructions provided in the kit and
some help and reassurance from me)

how to identify the resistors and
capacitors and their associated values.
He also learned how to handle the
transistors and to solder them correctly.

Excellent Results
The 'proolof the pudding is in the
eating' and I'm pleased to say we got
excellent results! With the antenna
supplied in the Cadet kit (draped around
the room) we could hear medium wave
stations from all over Europe. And on
short wave we could hear many short
wave broadcasting stations. Radio
China was predominate on the evening
the Cadet was built!
didn't have any portable cassette
player headphones, so we used some
low impedance stereo headphones.
These had separate tin -built) volume
controls...quite useful because on some
stations the resultant audio was quite
loud!
The smile on Barry's face said it all!
But I must add that the kit does all that I
hoped it would and the many
discussions that the designer and I had.
was time well spent!
However, the next stage has started
because Barry asked me the inevitable
question "How does it work Rob, how
dues electricity flow"?
So, in the March issue you'll be able
to join Barry and 1 as we look at the
basics of electricity with the aim of
answering the questions and exploring
this fascinating subject together! We'll
be setting out to really discover the
basics behind radio.
PW

exercise.
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HAYD
ON
COMMUNICATIONS
The accessories specialists

SERENE BASE ANTENNAS
{P&P£8.541

OUR PRICE

High gain 2m + 70cm

155-3303

GF 144/70, 3/61113 (1.1ro1

wideband receive (lc

TSB -3315
1513-3608

GF 144/70,8.5/11dB (5.4m1

long BNC).

TSB -3301

(29.95
(42.95
(69.95
£54.95

(39.95
1149.95
OF 50/144/70, 2.15/6.218.4d9i gain
189.95
V-2000 Diamond 6mamf79cm, 21/6.218.4dB 12.5m1.113495
GP15N Comet 6rn2m/70cm 3.6/2.8/6.1 dBi {7.40_1124.95

ACCESSORIES

P&P

axon the following

TSA-6001N Duplexer (+Coax) 2170
TSA-6003
Duplex or (Sockets) 2/70
CFX-514
Triplexer (67-701

124.95

119.95
156.95

HIGH QUALITY NISSEI
MOBILE ANTENNAS P&P aso
DB-7900

144/70 cms, 15/7.6dB1 1.5m

DB-770M
DB-1304

14480 cms, 13/5.5d131 in
144/70 cms, (2.15 13.5dB1 Moms

DB-EL2E

144MHz, 1.4ths, 4.5dB (1.8m1

129.95

DB-285

144Mliz,

£15.95

3.4dB (1.3m1

ACCESSORIES
MT -1301

MT -3302

CF-BPF2

£49.95

P&P £10

AV -5

10/12/15/17/20 vertical
10 thru to 46m vertical {80rn optional}
14-21-28MHz vertice14.3m long
3.5-7-14-21-28MHz vertical 7.4m long

APRA

8 Band Vertical

[295.00
f399.90
[99.00
t109.00
f229.00

A3S

14-21-28MHz Yagi

£389.00

Nissei RS -402
Full SWR indicator and meter illumination.
RAP
P & P f4

£69.95cn

RS -102

1.8-150MHz (200W)

£69.95

RS -502

1.8-525MHz (200W)

£129.95

TSA-6601 144-44MHz
(60W) pocket PWR/SWR meter

£34.95

HF digital SWR analyser + 1.8170MHz counter/resistance meter.
RRP

2' dia f10.00 per mtr

£99.95

13f dia £8.00 per rntr

£249.95 P&P £5

VECTRONICS VC-3000LP
_

RRP £129.95
VC -300M 300W mobile ATU

£89.95

COAX SWITCHES
CX-401

CX-401 'N'
CX-201

CX-201 'N'

4
4

way (30-239)
way IN TYPE)

2 way 130-239)
2 way IN -type}

(P&P mow

£44.95
£49.95
£16.95
£21.95

SP -350V

1W dia f7.00 per mu

_

Be protected this summer! In line lightning surge protector.

Carnage £8.00.

DELUXE G5RVS
Multi -stranded
plastic coated heavy
duty antenna wire.
All parts reusable.
Stainless steel and
galvanised finings.

INTRO PRICE £19.99 P&P El
ROTATORS

AR-300XL
Low cost, high quality VHF
rotator. (Don't be caught
out by cheap alternatives).

Full size - 1021t. Only £39.95.

dia f36.00.

Half size 51ft. Only £29.95.

dia £45.00.
Carriage ace

UK's best selling ATU.
300W (PEP), dummy load,
VSWR meter, 3 way ant,

switch & balun for open
wire feeders.

8 mtrs £69.00. 12 mtrs £98.00. Carnage £8.00.

£24.95

£34.95 NIP £1.001

MFJ-259

TELESCOPIC MASTS

FIBREGLASS MASTS

(P&P ELM}

TSA-5602 VHF/UHF ant matcher

OUAL1TY PRODUCTS AT AFFORDABLE PRICES

in diameter and finishing with a top
section of 1W diameter we offer a 8
metre and a 12 metre version. Each mast
is supplied with guy rings and stainless
steel pins for locking the sections when
erected. The closed height of the 8 metre
mast is just 5 feet and the 12 metre
version at 10 feet. All sections are
extruded aluminium tube with a 16 gauge
wall thickness.

125-525 MHz (200W)
FWD/REV/AVE/PEP PWR +

-

magmount. Allows you to use any existing
BNC antenna from your scanner to
transceiver on your car without having to purchase a

Non -inductive (A- thickness). Sizes available: -

Aluminium mast sets available in 4 x 5 foot
sections. Each section is swaged on its end so
that they slide into each other. The final section
is left plain to allow for a mast cap or pulley
assembly. Each mast totals 20 feet in height and
is available in the following sizes:

ACCESSORIES

TSA-6611 New ultra small BNC

f88.95
[84.96

SECTIONAL MASTS

dia £28.00.

P&P El

TELESCOPIC MASTS

HF ANTENNAS

dia f18.00.

P&P El

5 section telescopic mats. Starting at 21A"

Top Duality 12415

Carolina Windom 80-10m 11321t long)
CBL-30
balum (1-30MHz1
Comet CAHV HF 6m/2m mobile antenna. Gain 2.15dB
50MHz, 3.4dB 2m. Length 1.9max

£24.95

OUR PRICE

£22.95

119.95

Top Duality £.24.95

Carolina Windom '7'40-10m 66f1)

OUR PRICE

149.99
124.95

P&P f2.50 on the following

GiDuty Meg Mnt + Coax
H/Duty Hatch/Trunk Mat
2m band pass finer

antenna with

telescopic antenna
with wideband
receive.

car antenna. OUR PRICE £22.95 P&P fl

MOBILE ANTENNAS

AV -3

DB-770H

2m/70cm/23cm
(2/3/5.5dB) flexible

TSB -3362

T55-31:02

R7000

T-2602

AL 144MHz.3.4d8 11.4m)
AL 144MHz/6.5dB (2.8m1
GF 144/70,6.5/9dB (3m)
GF 144/70, 4.5/7.2dB (1.7rnl

TSB -3001

R5

HANDHELD ANTENNAS

Carnage £6.00.

OUR PRICE

Yaesu G-450XL
Yaesu G-800SDX

£49.95
RRP £289.00
RRP £459.00

GET THE ACCESSORY
CATALOGUE
Send El rejniukible again,s1 any purchase,
Full with masts, brackets, aerials and accessories. EVERYTHING NEEDED FOR THE RADIO AMATUER.

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER; 0181,951 5781/1
Address:- 132 High Sc Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
Practical Wireless, January 1997
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HAYDON
COMMUNICATIONS

WARNING!! Not all advertisers in this magazine are authorised stockists for the products they sell. Manufacturers advise
customers to purchase from authorised dealers to ensure full company guarantee back-up. HAYDON COMMUNICATIONS sell
only brand new factory sealed stock direct from the manufacturers and are authorised for all its brands.

LA.ALLLILIACID
ALINCO DJ -G5

ALINCO DX -70

Dualband handheld transceiver. Incudes:- twin
band Rx !wideband RxI full duplex + band scope

100W HF + lOW 6m transceiver with
detachable head for mobile or base
operation. Includes wide and narrow filtering, 05K, 100
memories, reverse CW, speech processor and pass -band
tuning.
RRP £899. OUR PRICE

IC=

and much more. RRP £399.
OUR PRICE

£695.00

ALINCO DJ -190

ALINCO DR -605

2m FM handheld transceiver. The best value 2m
handheld transceiver on the market includes
nicads & charger. RRP £199

Dual band mobile transceiver 50/35W
full duplex mode. RRP £495.

J05

OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

£390.:,-,1

ALINCO DR -130

DR-MO6SX
DR -430

70cm handheld transceiver with full CTCSS
encode 1.6Mliz shift program steps, 300MW FM.
Ideal for novices. RRP £149.

£249.95
OUR PRICE E219.95
OUR PRICE E24935
OUR PRICE £259.95

RRP £359
RRP £339
RRP £389

DR -150

KENWOOD

liYAESU FT -50R
New ultra compact dual band
transceiver with wideband RX.

TS -570D
New HF transceiver

RRPian.

RRP.-1.498 OUR PRICE £1349.95

OUR PRICE

FT -240

HF transceiver with 6m +
2m.

OUR PRICE

108-180/400-500/850-950MHz Compact

dual band h/held. Incredible,
everything you would possibly want
incl CTCSS fitted as standard along
with high power nicad + charger.

Our price £1999.95
Our price £729.00

ICOM IC -706

WARRANTY

Order your IC -756 today and claim a
FREE P-2512 power supply.

All we require is a £50 deposit!

Dual band mobile

transceiver with

WARRANTY

OUR PRICE

49

£469.95

RRP £419 .................Our price £339.95

FT -2200

Superb value for money dual
band transceiver. 50W on
2m and 35W on 70cm.
Introductory offer we are giving away a FREE
magmount and duaiband antenna worth over
£50. OUR PRICE

79 95

4 FREE Magmounr
r Anferrna

RAP

£49.95

NBD 30 dual band version of the above

&d/
lb-

£119.95

Nissei EP -300T
Over the ear earpiece with lapel mic &
PTT. Fits Kenwood, Alinco, Yaesu or !corn

oddly inemlet 0,[fmerg.,

YAESU
FT-290RII
2 YEAR GIEE
2m all mode transceiver.
We're giving away a free FL -2025 25W
matching linear with every 290 sold this

handheld amplifier 1.5-5W
30W output !for 5W ip).

ICOM IC -756

£1999.99

2 YEAR

£295.00

NB -30W 2M FM

£252.00 (INCL P&P UK MAINLAND)
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OUR PRICE

£995.00

New HF/6m DSP
transceiver.

YAESU FT -8000

RR P .C2r29'.

2 YEAR

INTEREST FREE CREDIT NOW AVAILABLE
SEND US FOUR POST DATED CHEQUES OF

SPECIAL OFFER

£289.95

11ICOM IC-T7E RX available

£2199.95

RRP £2599
RRP £959

lailb

ICOM IC -2350H

State of art HF transceiver.

Ff-1000MP (DC)

VHF/UHF MOBILES

2 YEAR WARRANTY

VAESU
FT-1000MP (AC)

GiLeits

L

E129.95

wideband RX: 110-550/750-1300MHz. RRP

76-990MHz (AM, FM, FM -N).

with built in ATU.

2 YEAR

OUR PRICE

VHF/UHF HANDHELD's

HF TRANSCEIVERS

£149.95

ALINCO DJ -541

2m FM mobile transceiver. 50W.
RRP £329.
OUR PRICE

£299.95

£22.95 P &Pfl

month. RRPS-7-5.

OUR PRICE £549.95
Interest free credit now available. Send us four post
dated cheques of f NOM (Intl P&P UK mainland)

ICOM
IC -821H
The very latest all mode
dual band base.RRP.£1.505-0Cr

INTRO PRICE £1395.95

ibis Earl& comes with an 'over the ear" earpiece as EP -3119
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

LONDON SHOWROOM & MAIL ORDER:- 0181.9515781/2 FAX:- 0181.9515182
1NEXT DAY
Address:- 132 High St. Edgware, Middx HA8 TEL
DELIVERY
-'11.A

anc MAINLAND)

pen Mon -Fri 9.30-5.30 pm Sat 9.30-4 m. Close to Edgware underground station (Northern line) close to Ml, M25, A406.

£10

r prl

own

WEST MIDLANDS BRANCH:- Tel: 01384 481681

Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane, Brierley Hill, W Mids DY5 3L0

POWER SUPPLIES

DIGITAL AUDIO FILTERS

P-2512
25-30 amp power

supply with variable volts
a
(3-15). Dual meters (VS +
amps) and over voltage
CE Approved
protected.
Most of our competitors are selling the 20A
versions for the same price.
RRP EWA':
OUR PRICE

_,e0

£89.95

DSP-599ZX RRP £369.00
DSP-59 PLUS RRP £299.00
DSP-9 PLUS RRP £239.00
MFJ 7848 RRP £259.95

Will deliver 50 amps peak.
Charges from AC mains or

A.E.A. PRODUCTS
Our price £479.95 Free P&P
Our price £319.95 Free P&P
Our price £219.95 Free P&P
Our price £129.95 Free P&P

DSP-232

PK-232MBX
PK-96
PK-12

ALL AEA PRODUCTS INCLUDE SOFTWARE

* SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT *
IC -751

Immaculate condition
Excellent condition

IC -735

PORTABLE 12V
POWER STATION

OUR PRICE £349.95
OUR PRICE £269.95
OUR PRICE £179.95
OUR PRICE £249.95

£649.95

IC -765

VGC

IC -471

70cm all mode

IC -R7000
IC -R1

Wideband receiver
£749.95
Communication receiver..f399.95
Handheld scanner
£199.95

Communications receiver£249.95
As new with FM
£699.95
FT-990AC VGC
£1099.95
FT-900AT As new
£899.95
FRG -100
Communications receiver f399.95
FRG -7700 Communications receiver £299.95
AR -3030
Comms Rx + VHF cony
£549.95

TS -850S

VGC

IC -R70

£699.95
£1199.95
£649.95

R-1000
FT -840

£999.95

AT -1000

trickle charge from car cigar

TS-450SATAs new

£999.95

PRO -2035 Wideband scanner

lighter using lead supplied. RRP

TS -680S

HF + 6m

£749.95

25-1300MHz

£269.95

TS -530S

VGC

£499.95

£189.95

TR-751E

2m all mode

£499.95

AT -50

Matching ATU for TS -50...£199.95

PRO -2032 Desktop scanner
ICF-20010 SW portable + airband
YB-400
SW portable

OURM5Ef46.95
NEXT DAY DEUXERT12.00

SW ATU Rx

£59.95

£199.95
£109.95

THE SCANNER AND SHORTWAVE SPECIALISTS
OPTOELECTRONICS

SCANNERS

NEW
OPTO CUB
The Cub is ideal for communication,
surveillance and recreational
monitoring applications. From 10MHz2.86Hz. The Cub has maximised
sensitivity for detecting RF in the near field and
displaying the frequency detected. The cub features
a digital filter that reduces false counts and random
noise, digital auto capture that acts like an intelligent
hold button allowing any frequency captured to
remain displayed as long as needed.

RRP £139RRP

Opta-Xplorer
Optalinx A universal interface

COMMUNICATION RECEIVERS

AOR AR -8000

ICOM IC -R8500

The ultimate h/held scanner covers
everything from 500kHz-1900MHz
without gaps. All mode AM, NFM,

The ultimate all mode base

ex your old receiver and move into the 21st

WFM, USB, LSB + CW. RRP £410.

century. RRP £1695. OUR PRICE £1549

receiver. 100kHz-2GHz. Part -

OUR PRICE £339 00

Interest free credit available. Send us four postdated cheques for f389
Owls. P&P UK mainland).

YUPITERU

MVT-7100EX
Wideband hand held scanner covers

1110

100kHz-1650MHz (all mode). RRP.C299.
£899.95

RRP £129.95

OUR PRICE

£269.95

AOR AR -7030
Brilliant new all mode
short wave receiver with
synchronous AM +
remote control.

RRIPLAS. OUR PRICE

NEW OPTO
SCOUT 3.1-1VIla

ACCESSORIES

release body holster.

MULTI -BUY
:.,,,iii EP -300

MA -399 Mobile holder. Fits all
h/held radios. Sticks onto dashboard
of car.

£399

Deluxe over the ear earpiece.

IN Ciit Buy 1 £9.95+ fl P&P
Buy 2 £15.00+ £1 P&P.

Matches all hand helds. Can be worn
. on the belt or attached to the quick

111

£19.95

HANDHELD MOUNTS

RRP

E9 95

+P&P £1

IMI)

QS -200 Air -vent h/held holder

Communication receiver
covers 30kHz-30MHz.
Complete with power
supply and long wire aerial.

RRP £159.95.
ORDER YOUR TODAY AND CLAIM FREE DELIVERY.

SANGEAN
ATS-818
Award -winning portable
shortwave receiver (all

P & P £2

QS -300 Desk top h/held holder
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TARGET HF-3

POLICE STYLE
HOLSTER HHC-2

Latest mini frequency finder from
Optoelectronics. It will capture and
memorise up to 400 frequencies that can
be recalled directly into the AR -8000. Supplied with
ant, nicads and fast charger. This
month we are giving away a free case
RRP
worth £16.

£749.95

mode) 0-30MHz. R RP £.16815 £9.99

£19.99

OUR PRICE

£139.95
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SUNRISE ELECTRONICS
CENTRAL ism ONEESTOP COMMUNICATIONS CENTRE
229 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON WiP 9AE
to" MAIL ORDER HOTLINE
Fax

0171 - 637 3728

0171-637 3727

For best

prices on
all GPS

MAGELLAN GPS
GPS-2000
GPS-3000
GPS-4000

call us
now!

GARMIN GPS
£145.00
£199 00
£239.00
£249.00
£279.00
£479.00
£POA

GPS-38
GPS 40
GPS-45XL
GPS 75
GPS-89
GPS 90
GPS-120
GPS MAP 130

MERIDIAN XL
TRAILBLAZER
NAV DLX10
SKYBLAZER
Full range of Magellan GPS in
stock (new only).
* Discount for Scouts
* Discount for clubs & institutes

GPS MAP 175
GPS MAP 210
GPS-MAP 220

£159.00
£199.00
£229.00
£399.00
£349.00
£469.00
£354.00
£619.00
£619.00
£884.00
£1188.00

ALL ACCESSORIES FOR MAGELLAN & GARMIN GPS IN STOCK
Power data cable PC kits Marine antenna Mounting brackets Training video
Car adaptor Extension antennas Car antennas Software for PC available

SCANNERS/TRANSCEIVERS

NIGHTVISION

Stockists of Kenwood, Yaesu, Alinco, Yupiteru
and AOR. Call us now for further information.

PRICES FROM £199.00

All mode scanner
500kHz-1900MHz.

PC compatible.

YUPITERU
MVT-7100
0.1 kHz 1650MHz.

One of the best.

WELZ
WS -1000E
Smallest scanner
in stock. 500kHz-

Moonlight NV -100

ALINCO

AOR-8000

£365

DJ -S41
UHF Transceiver.
Compact size.

£130

YAESU

£285

FT -50R
VHF/UHF dual
bander.

£295

£310

70 memories dual
bander

E295

1300MHz

AOR
AR -2700
500kHz 1300MHz.
No SSB.

£189

YUPITERU
VT -125
108MHz - 142MHz

£169

KENWOOD
TH-22E
VHF 144MHz hand
held.

Air - Sea - Land.

2m hand held
trans' with charger.

DJ -190E

Sleek, miniaturised design only 5.5" long.

SECOND GENERATION

L
ITT QUEST 100
ITT QUEST 150
ITT QUEST 250

2m hand held. Very
compact trans'.

ALINCO

Moonlight Mini

PRICES FROM £699.00

KENWOOD
TH-28

YUPITERU

VT -225

£319.00
£269.00

1COM

IC-T7E

with illuminator. Tremendous
night vision performance at
an economical price.

£175

CIO ITT QUEST 300

£699.00
£899.00
£1699.00
£POA

(VIDEO CAMERA ADAPTABLE)

NEXT DAY DELIVERY AVAILABLE. QUANTITY DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE. EXPORT ENQUIRIES WELCOME.
TRADE CUSTOMERS CALL FOR BEST PRICES. ALL PRICES SHOWN INCLUDE VAT.
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YOU SUBSCRIBE TO
PRACTICAL WIRELESS

Compiled by Zoe Crabb

AND
QRT WAVE

"-December 15: The Verulam ARC Rally
is to be held at the Watford Leisure
Centre, Horseshoe Lane, Gerston,
Watford, Herts, off A405 near M1

visitors and special arrangements will
be made for disabled visitors. There will
be a Bring & Buy and all the usual trade
stands. More details from Jack GODZG

junction 6 and M25 junction 21k Doors
open 10am to 4pm. Features include
trade stands, Bring & Buy, grand raffle,
cafe, licensed bar and free parking.
Morse tests will be available. Details

on 0191-265 1718.

from Walter G3PMF on (019231262180
or Ralph G11352 on (019231 265572.

1997
January 19: The Oldham ARC Mobile
Rally will be held at the Queen Elizabeth
Hall, Civic Centre, West Street, Oldham,
Lancs. Doors open at 11am (10.30am for
disabled visitors). This event will
feature all the usual traders and a Bring
& Buy stall. Morse tests are available
on demand. Talk -in on 522 via GB4ORC,
commencing at 7.30am. Mobile contact
prize up to 2pm. Refreshments and free
parking available.10171:161846143 or
0161-652 4164.

February 2: The 12th South Essex
Amateur Radio Society Radio Rally is
being held at the Paddocks, Long Road,
Canvey Island, Essex. The Paddocks is
situated at the end of the A130. Doors
open at 10am. Features includes

amateur radio, computer and electronic
component exhibitors. There will also
be a Bring & Buy, FISGB Morse testing
on demand two passport photos
required). Home made refreshments,
free car parking with space outside
main doors for disabled visitors.
Admission is £1. Further information
from David Gill.P/J on (01268)697978.

February 2: The Harwell Amateur Radio
Society are holding their indoor Radio
& Computing Rally at the Harwell
Science & Engineering Centre, 1 mile
west of the A34 between Oxford and
Newbury. Talk -in on 522. Doors open at
10am. There will be trade stands, a
Bring & Buy, craft exhibitors, bar and
light refreshments. Admission is £1 and
children are free. Arthur GOMM on
(012351815399 or

http://www.rmplc.co.ukieduweb/sites/
ntaylor/rally.html
February 16: The 16th Northern Cross
Rally is to be held at Thornes Park
Athletics Stadium, Wakefield - one
large hall - just out of town on the
Horbury road. Easy access from M1
juncts. 39 & 40 - well signposted and
with talk -in on 2m and 70cm. Doors
open at 11am 110.30am for disabled
visitors and Bring & Buyl. Further
details from Peter GONE on (01924)

open at llam with special entry at
10.30am for disabled persons.
Admission is £1 on the door. The talk -in
station will be provided on 522 from
Barn. There is ample parking space far
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only with the latest in Amateur Radio, but
also with the latest developments in the
world of short wave listening.
Short Wave Magazine is packed every
month with items of interest and includes
features and regular columns on Airband,
Satellites, Broadcast, DXTV and Scanning,
as well as reviews of the latest equipment,
a comprehensive Frequency Exchange
and oll you need to know to keep you in
touch with where to listen for what interests

many special interest groups will also
be represented, ie. RNARS, RAYNET,
KRG, KEPAC, BARTG, etc. There will be

plenty of off road parking, a licensed
bar, food and refreshments. More
details from Martin MOAAK an (016341
365980 at any reasonable time.
*March 8-9: The London Amateur Radio
& Computer Show is to be held at the
Lee Valley Leisure Centre, Picketts Lock
Lane, Edmonton, London, N9. Doors
open 10am to 5pm each day. There will
be a trade show, Bring & Buy, on demand Morse tests, talk -in on 2m and
disabled
facilities, priority admission for disabled
persons, bars, restaurants, ample free
car parking and lectures_ (01923)

you.
Take advantage of this offer and your
radio hobby will be complete, with not one
but two radio magazines dropping
through your letterbox every month! It also
means that by subscribing you'll be
exempt from any cover price increases
during the period of your subscription and
that you'll have all the 'radio reading'

893929.

March 9: The Wythall Radio Club are
holding their 12th Annual Radio Club
Rally on Sunday at Wythall Park, Silver
Street, Wythall, near Birmingham on
the A435, just two miles from junction 3
of the M42. Doors open from 10am to
4pm. Admission is just £1. The usual
traders in three halls and a large
marquee. Bar and refreshment facilities
on site, big Bring & Buy stand and talk in on S22. More information from Rally

you need to hand far under £4 a

month!

So, what are you waiting for?

1.111.GIO

Fill in the form below or call the Subs
Hotline an (01202)659930 TODAYJ Then sit back and wait
for your double dose of radio every month.

Subscription Rates
£45
£54
£58
£67

Organiser, Chris GOEYD on 0121-430

7267 evenings, weekends for details.

UK

Europe Airmail
Rest of World Airsaver
Rest of World Airmail

r
J Please arrange a Joint Subscription to PW & SWM
for just £
Name:
Address:

details from Alan GOMAS on 10884)
252259,

379680.

February 22: The Tyneside Amateur
Radio Society will be holding their 11th
annual rally at the Temple Park Centre,
South Shields. The Temple Park Centre
is located on John Reid Road,
approached from A194 and with
excellent access from all parts. Doors

Did you know that by taking out a subscription to Practical
Wireless and its sister publication Short Wove Magazine you can
save £1 1.40 over a year? If you were to
buy both magazines individually every month
it would cost you £56.40 (UK), but take out
a joint subscription and it will only cost you
£451
By subscribing to PW& SWM you will
be ensuring that you keep up-to-date, not

February 22: The 12th Rainham Radio
Rally, sponsored by the Bredhurst
Receiving and Transmitting Society.
This is the 4th year at the new venue,
which is, The Rainham School for Girls,
Derwent Way, Rainham, Kent ME8 9PP.
Talk in on 522 GB4RRR. Doors open
10am,19.30am for disabled visitors and
items for Bring & Buy). Admission is
£1.50, under 14s free. There will be the
usual mix of trade stands, Bring & Buy,

March 16: The Mid -Devon Rally,
sponsored and arranged bythe
Tverton South West Radio Club is a
permanent fixture, set far the 3rd
Sunday in March, so no need to watch
the magazines for the date in future!
There will be a wide selection of
traders to the rally, no matter what your
interest, you will be able to find
something useful to take home to the
shack. There will also be all the usual,
excellent catering facilities. More

INE

Postcode:
If you're travelling a Irni distance to a
rally. it could be uorth 'phoning the
contact number to rhea all is well

Tel:

before vetting ruff.

The Editorial si2irr of PIT cannel be
held responsible for information on
Ha II ies. as this is supplied by the

organisers and is publisher' in god
faith as a service to readers.
If you have any queries about a
pad icalar event, please contact the
organisers direct.

Editor

I enclose a Cheque/PO payable to PW Publishing Ltd.
Please charge my Access/Visa card the amount of £

Card No:
Valid from:
Signature:

to

Zoe says:

"keep the News and
those Club
magazines coming!"

ontpi lc d by 1.

Crab

Amateur
Radio

Marathon
Glyn Jones GWOANA has
recently written into 'Club
Spotlight' to report on a
successful event held at Barry
Amateur Society's Club
House back on Sunday 22
September. On that day, the

Barry Amateur Radio
Society did a 24 hour radio
marathon to raise money to
buy specially built radio
cassettes for use by the blind
in South Wales.
The object of the
'Marathon' was to contact as
many people and countries
around the world by amateur
radio in 24 hours using only
100W. All contacts were
sponsored by the following
groups of people: BP Plastics

Rugby Club, RAF St.
Athans Engineers, Barry
Lions Club. Cardiff Lions
Club, Bridgend Lions,
Llantwit Lions, Cowbridge
Lions and the Bain .ARS

Brian Brown MORN refreshing those vocal parts around 4.30am in

life with an interest in
electronics, computers,
communications and, of
course, the radio (amateur or
commercial). Visitors are
always welcome to the
meetings, although the club
would prefer to be contacted
by non-members of the club
before the meeting so as to
sign in guests, which is a
requirement of the Parish
institute.
More details of the club

Wales.

from Damian Kamm
G7RFV on (01428) 724456.

the morning. Like the T -Shirt Brian!

members.
The Marathon team
members were: Glyn Jones
GWOANA (Club Chairman),

Brian Brown GWOPUP. Alf
Cornick MOAML and Clive
Tombs GW4MOM.
Unfortunately. the event was
not blessed with good radio
conditions due to QRN, static
crashes and bangs.
The bangs, hisses and
crackles made it hard on the
ears, but in the spirit of the
cause, the team battled on

and made 260 radio contacts

Golden Anniversary For Yeovil
Back in October, the 17th, the Yeovil Amateur
Radio Club celebrated its 50th Anniversary in
style, with over 50 members and guests in
attendance, including the Mayor of Yeovil.
Councillor Mrs P. Martin and her husband Ian,
Vice Chairman of South Somerset District
Council. Mr Roy Mills, the RSGB RLO, Dick
Atterbury and three founder members of the

club, 'hobby' Clark G3BEC, Don McLean
G3NOF and Den Hayward G3OMH.
The event was opened by the club chairman
(who was persuaded to keep the welcoming
speech to less than five minutes!). which gave
the club the opportunity to explain the
significance of Yeovil town in the amateur radio
world. The club received many letters of
congratulations from neighbouring radio clubs
and also from the major radio publications.
A representative range of radio equipment
spanning the 50 year period was on display,
which attracted considerable interest, as did the
h.f. on -air station operated by the club's newest
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the blind in particular. He
said that if it was possible, he
would send a contribution to
the club's appeal, but it was
not possible, but he sent his
kind thoughts as he fully
understands the tragedy of
blindness.
Due to the generosity of
the sponsors. the team
managed to raise £700 and
this money will buy 10
specially built radio cassettes
for blind people in South

in 44 countries. Their efforts
were rewarded with some
good contacts.
The farthest country
reached was Thailand
(HS1GUW), 6047 miles from
Barry! The most interesting
contact was in Baghdad Iraq
(Y19681F), 2688 miles from
Barry. This station was
celebrating 1000 years of the
founding of Babylon in Iraq.
Despite the troubles in
Iraq, the station operator
passed on his good wishes to
the people of Wales and to

New Venue
For Three
Counties
The Three Counties
Amateur Radio Club meet
at the Bramshott Institute and
Parish Club in Liphook on
the 2nd and 4th Thursday in
the month. Meetings start at
8pm.
The club is in a new
venue, which is warm and

ideal for a 'chin wag' and
social gathering, particularly
for people from all walks of

A -class operator, Rob MOAGT. The evening
was then rounded off by a superb buffet provided
by the ladies of the British Red Cross, (the Red
Cross being the club's landlord).
A commemorative booklet of useful circuits
and club history was released to the unsuspecting
members and guests. at which point, the
Treasurer George G3ICO had to earn his keep
by collecting £2 from the many purchasers. The
book is available from G3ICO or G7SDD,
QTHR, for £2.50 including P&P.
Overall, a most successful and memorable
evening was had by all. It must have been good
as the club are already starting to plan for the
Centenary celebrations!

Darlington's
Award
The Darlington & District
Amateur Radio Society is
pleased to offer the
DADARS Award, both
licensed amateurs and short
wave listeners. In order to
claim the award the
operator/listener must work
or have heard 40 stations
whose last letter of the
call sign make up the words
Darlington & District

(L to R) Founder member Don McLean
G3NOF, Councillor Ian Martin, Ashley
Edwards G7WFL, Chairman Mike Smith
G7SDD, The Mayor, Councillor Mrs P.
Martin and Councillor Roy Mills of the
South Somerset District Council. The
isolated hand (centre) on the Morse key
belongs to Rob Markam MOAGT, the club's
newest A -Licence holder!

Part of the display of radio equipment
spanning the 50 year period.
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On Again!
The Spotlight's

CA.I.I.NTOPI

UP.) pen,
141,141.1 AIME,
MPATIMIRNI

taa.

.Wral

Amateur Radio Society. The
make-up is as follows:

in the November issue of PW.
'Club Spotlight' has heard
from Brian Collinge
G7NYD. a member of The

Radio Amateur Relief
Expeditions (RARE), who
assist amateurs and clubs in

Ax5
Cx2
Dx4
Ex2

Gxl
Ix5
Lx1

Mx
Nx3

0x3
Rx4
Sx2
Tx5
Ux1
Yx1
In order to claim the
award, a copy of the log must
be sent, marked clearly as
being a claim for the s.w.l.
award or the worked award,
along with a cheque for £4
made payable to Darlington

& District Amateur Radio
Society and an attractive
certificate will be issued upon
receipt. Logs from 1 January
1996 onward will be accepted
in any mode in any amateur
band.

eastern Europe with items of
components and with
complete stations when
possible. In Romania, they
have supplied equipment to
the Federatia Roman De
Radioamatorism and have
found accommodation for the
club station in Turnu Severin.
At the same time. they
have made arrangements with
the education authorities in
TS to have a club station at
the Tirana High School.
which is accepted as the main
High School in Romania.
Equipment is required for
both these stations.

The main problem is lack
of storage space in the British
Isles and because of this, they
have had to turn down offers.
So, by the time they leave,
the equipment offered has
already been scrapped.
Members of RARE will be
off next summer to Albania
and Slovakia. Apart from
Romania. they hope to help
clubs in these countries.

Meetings are held each

Monday evening at 7prn at

The Grange, Hurworth On
Tees, Nr. Darlington, Co.
Durham D1,2 2BN. Visitors
are always made welcome.

To find out more,
including news of a new
RAE course which will be
starting soon, contact Gary

Smith MOAMM on (01325)
468204.

Help Is RARE
With reference to Rob
Mannion G3XFD's Editorial

Celebration
Award For
50th
Anniversary
The year 1997 marks the 50th
anniversary of the formation
of the Lothians Radio
Society. The Lothians has
served the Edinburgh and the
surrounding counties of East,
Mid and West Lothian since
its formation in 1947. The
current membership, which

Hornseals 25th Anniversary

includes some of founder
members, are introducing an
award for the 50th year.
The award is aimed at
allowing all amateurs and
short wave listeners to take
an active part in our
celebrations. The callsigns

GB5OL, GS3HAM and
GM3HAM are all operated
by members and are the keys
to the award.

The award is a 50th
celebration certificate, a
special prize of a modem 16
channel 25W u.h.f. Ern.
transceiver and will be
awarded to the applicant who
has worked the most
qualifying Lothians
operators. To obtain the
award requires four contacts
with any of these callsigns
operated by four different
Lothians operators.
Listeners need to report
four QSOs using these
callsigns operated by
different Lothian's operators.
The qualifying period for the
award is from 0000UTC 1
January 1997 to 2359UTC 31
December 1997.
Applicants may submit
their log details at any time
but they should note the
closing date is February 28
1998. Application after that
date will not be considered.
In order to reduce the
administrative workload
resulting from applications
after the 31 December 1997,
the award committee actively
encourages early applications
for the certificate and a
second application for the
transceiver prize. The
transceiver prize winner will

be notified within two
months after the closing date.
In the event of a tie, the
winner will be chosen by a
simple draw at one of the

year of the Spotlight Trophy,
this is the 2nd
Yes, its true,
magazine of the year by Practiced
Hoddesdon Club
awarded to the Radio Club
Last year, the
Kellwood tUK).
engraved on the cup
Wireless and
their club name
won, but who will have

Well. David Barlow

this year?

you ask?
How did it all start I hear professional and former
Marketing
lives in
a retired

G3PLE,

Birmingham Press

Club, who now

Pit,,
03XFD, Editor of
Cornwall, wrote to Rob Mansion ophy for the best radio
suggesting a special tr
and myself,
way
newsletter.
club magazine or
David's idea was an e nxcellent
Both Rob and I thought
magazie and
the often (hard-pressed)
of Kenwood (UK)
of encouraging
David Wilkins G5HY
newsletter editors.
competition was born!
thought so tool So, a new
it be weekly.
magazine, whether
So. let's see your
duplicated A4, PC produced
fortnightly or monthly, glossy,
yours could winl
They're all of interest and
all you have to
or whatever.
for the award,
club tnagazine
and
To enter your
club
magazines
in two of your most recent
Editorialpe
Offices.
do is to send
to the P
details of how they're published
remember to mark your envel
Most importantly.
Competition.
'Spotlight Club Magazine
year) are: Dave Wilkins
judges tas last
David
The panel of
Jim Bacon G3YLA,
(Zoe Crabb),
Rob lvlann ion
not
least,
CISKY, myself,
and last. but certainty
and reading
Barlow G3PLE
forward to receiving
than
G3XFD. We're all looking we want to receive
magazines, and as
s
the
s
your club
best get busy,
entries, you'd
last year's ten
now on'

member of the

oW

Lothian's normal meetings.
It is planned to activate as
many bands and modes as
reasonably possible, I .8MHz
through to 24GHz may be
used at any time. Contacts by
uh.f. and microwave
may be arranged by schedule.
Those requesting a
scheduled contact should
contact the information
officer. Longer lead times for
scheduled contacts will stand
a greater chance of a
scheduled contact being
arranged. Please contact the
information officer.
All contacts must be direct
with the exception of satellite
use. The use of repeaters of
any other form is not

permitted. A contact must
have the minimum amount of
information that defies a
QSO.

Lothian's members are not
eligible for the transceiver
prize. The decisions of the
Lothians Radio Society
Committee are final and not
open to negotiation or
litigation. QSLs via the
bureau, direct requests need
an IRC.
Applications and
information from:

Information Officer, Mr T.
Main GM4DCL, Lothians
Radio Society, 15 Pollan
Road, Lasswade,
Midlothian EHIS lAB.

Joan Heathershaw G4CHH who held the post
twice and the current President Peter Sheppard

G4E.W.
Back in October, the Hornsea Amateur Radio
Club celebrated the 25th anniversary of its
foundation by holding a reunion of current and
past members of the club in the Hornsea Floral
Hall. Over a hundred members and guests
enjoyed a very pleasant social gathering.
The club was formed from an RAE class of
six students and the instructor G3TLI. Three of
the founder members, Duncan Heathershaw
G3TLI and his wife, Joan G4CHH and
Norman Shields, who was the first Chairman.
Running the RAE and subsequently the
Novice scheme has been two of the main
activities of the club and it has produced many
local amateurs. Among the guests were two
members who became Presidents of the RSGB,

Practical Wireless, January 1997

An ex -council member Percy Winsford
G4DC and the Chairman of the club Mr C.
Reynolds G8EQZ were also present. Included

in the many activities of the club is participation
in the major h.f., vh.f. and TV contests with
some success and the running of the successful
Hornsea Amateur Radio Rally.
IL to Ili Norman Shields, Joan Heathershaw 64CHH
and Duncan Heathershaw GNU.

A few of the hundred plus that attended the
Hornsea Club's 25th Anniversary.
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BASIC RADIO
nvo

ELECTRONIC CALCULATIONS

Following the publication of Ray Petriis GODAT new book Basic Radio
and Electronic Calculations and the favourable review it was given by
Rob G3XFD in the December 1996 issue, we've managed to put
together a special offer for PW readers.

USING ME CP Fi0 SaggIPPC CRV:L. "C9

etar.e.vo

We are offering Basic Radio and Electronic Calculations together with the Casio FX115s Scientific
Calculator as featured in Rays book for the special price of £24.95 plus £1 P&P (UKI, £4 P&P inc.
insurance (overseas). That's a saving of over El, as the pair would normally cost 01.94 plus P&P. And, don't
worry if you've already got your copy of Basic Radio and Electronic Calculations or already own a Casio
FX-115s as we are able to offer you the chance to buy either item separately at an equally special price.

mots ,pgroo,a..
sev.tv

.ffl.A.K.Po

kialpth,,nobe

ii 7

ou can buy Basic Radio and Electronic Calculations for the special price of £13.50

lus £1 P&P (UK), £2 P&P (overseas) and the Casio FX-115s can be yours for just £13.50 plus £1 P&P

'UK), £4 P&P inc. insurance (overseas).
So, go on what are you waiting for? - Place your order today by using the Order Form on page 70 of this
issue or calling the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 and quoting RW1
Offer open until 24 January 1997

The GDLOV & 04LUE UK Callbook-On-Disk gives listings for callsigns up to MOAMR, M I BBR and 2E0APE and 2EIFIG. Once
installed the callbook can be used to search for information by callsign, address, postcode, surname or frequency (repeaters).
The calllaook requires an AT -PC 286 (or a PC with a '286 processor) computer system (or better) with a VGA/mono
monitor, 3.5in I .4Mb floppy disk drive. The program is supplied on three 3.5in disks and requires a minimum of 6.5Mb
of hard disk space to run the basic data or a total of 10.5Mb hard disk space to run the full address and surname searches.
So, if you want to put your computer to good use or just want a quicker and easier way of finding callsign entries, why
not enter our competition and you could be one of 25 lucky recipients of a UK Callbook on disk. If you're not lucky
enough to win, copies of the GOLOV/G4LUE Callbook-On-Disk are available from the PW Book Store for £11.75 plus £1

P&P (UK), £2 P&P (overseas).
How To Enter
All you have to do be in with a chance of winning a copy of the UK Callbook on disk is to find Santa. We've hidden Santa
elsewhere in this copy of PW and all you have to do is fill in the form telling us where you found him. Then send your completed

entry form to Christmas Competition, Practical Wireless, Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18
8PW. The first 25 entries pulled from Santa's sack will win a copy of the UK Callbook on disk.
The Editor's decision on the winner is final and no correspondence will be entered into. Please do not put any other

correspondence in with your competition entry.

I found Santa On Page

GOLOV / G4LUE

Name:

CALLBOOK-ON-DISK
SPRING 097

Callsign:

VERSION

Address:

Postcode:

If you do not wish to receive future mailings as a result of entering this competition please indicate.
Closing date for entries is 10 January 1997
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

ACommunications

Centre (Photo Acoustics Ltd.)

TWO-WAY RADIO AMATEUR RADIO 0 AUDIO VISUAL SALES & SERVICE

Vr

58 High Street, Newport Pagnell, Bucks MK16 8AQ.
(E -Mail: 100304.71@compuserve.com)

Tel: (01908) 610625

FAX: (01908) 216373

KENWOOD
list £2399
list £1059
list £1969
list £949
list £1059
list £729
list £419
list £459
list £479
list £254
list £289

TS -870S
TS -50S

TS -790E

TM -255E
TM -455E

TM -733E
TM -251E

TM -451E
TH-79E
TH-22E
TH-42E

our price £1969
our price £889
our price £1699
our price £799
our price £925
our price £629
our price £359
our price £389
our price £409
our price

£21.9

our price

£249

YAESU

PRIME
SPECIAL OFFER
Purchase the superb
IC -706 along with our
superb SG -230
"Smartuner" automatic
antenna tuner at the very special price of

£12 55SAVE
.00£269.00

Carr E1 O. GO

list £3799
FT-1000MP/AC list £2849
Fr -8000R
list £549
FT -840
list £959
FT -736R
list £1999
F7 -290R2
list £599
FT -690R2
list £649
FT -3000M
list £479
FT -50R
list £349
FT -1000

our price £2999
our price £2279
our price £489
our price £779
our price £1399
our price £539
our price £539
our price £389
our price £299

SG -230 Smartuner'
Antenna Coupler

SSB, AM, CW & DATA

£329.00

sta oo

You can't buy a smarter tuner than this. An
automatic

antenna

coupler so

intelligent it

precisely tunes any length antenna - 8 to 8Oft in the HF band.

The Smartuner automatically evaluates and
switches 64 input and 32 output capacitance
combinations, plus 256 inductance combinations

O

in a "pi" network. The amazing result is over a
half -million different ways to ensure a perfect

ICOM

match

list £3699
list £1969
list £2195
list £1649
list £1195
list £1595
list E1495
list £649

IC-775DSP
IC -736
IC -756

IC -8500
IC -706
IC -821H
IC -275H

IC -2350H
72rf. CA9TnY

Ell MI
0

5 YEAR
WARRANTY IS
AVAILABLE ON ALL
LISTED PRODUCTS

our price £3099
our price £1599
our price £1995
our price £1548
our price £999
our price £1429
our price £1395
our price £469

for

your

transceiver.

And

the

most

intelligent feature of all is that the Smartuner
remembers the chosen frequency and tuning
values, and will automatically reselect those

£89.95
SAVE £10

Built in audio
amp.

Speaker
mounting
bracket.

Use with ANY Radio, Transceiver, voice
or Data Link, even noisy telephone lines.
Ideal for vehiclen

Noise reductio

Notch filter

mounting

if0319,00

Variable band pass filter

SAVE £70

0
ICOM

values - in less than toms, each time you
transmit on that frequency.
The 5G-230 Smartuner'.
Buy Smart.

P-2512

25-30 amp power
supply with variable
volts (3-15). Dual
meters (VS + amps) and
over voltage protected.

POWERC LEAR'
Add on DSP

New IC -756 DSP HF
transceiver + 6m £1995

KENWOOD TS -570D

Setting the standard in performance

KENWOOD

5 YEAR WARRANTY AVAILABLE
EXAMPLE
YAESU FT -1000 with 1 year
manufacturers warranty: 4 years extra warranty =

£169.80
AUTHORISED AGENTS FOR KENWOOD, ICOM, YAESU & ALINCO. FULL S

* 16 bit DSP AF signal
processing

* CW auto tune
* 5W QRP setting
* Built-in auto ATU

* Electronic keyer

£Ring for price
ES A

ABLE

SPEND UP TO £1,200 INSTANTLY WITH A PHOTO ACOUSTICS LTD. CREDIT CHARGE CARD
PART EXCHANGE WELCOME, ASK FOR KERRY G617E Jon or JANE.
RETAIL SHOWROOM OPEN MON - FRI 9.30 - 5.30, (Thursday 9.30 - 12.30) Saturday 9.30 - 4.30
Goods normally despatched within 24 hours Please allow 7 banking days for cheque clearance. Prices correct at time of going to press - E&OE
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LTICOMM 2000
PRE -STOCKTAKING SALE
SPECIAL OFFERS
YAESU
FT-990DC

YAESU

YAESU

FT -890

FT-1000MP AC

£1199

£799

£2169

YAESU
FT -8000

ICOM IC -2350H

YAESU

YAESU
FT -3000M

YAESU
FT-900CAT

IMP
£1110

ICOM IC -706

ICOM IC -736

ICOM IC -R8500

£1499

£1499

FT -5100

£950
£465
ICOM IC-T7E

£395
YAESU

YAESU

KENWOOD

FT -50R

FT-50RFI

TH79E

£275

£275

£285

TIMEWAVE DSP-599ZX

YUPITERU
MVT-7100

£399

£259

£210
MFJ DSP-784B

TIMEWAVE DSP-9+

KENWOOD TS -570

Now in stock
£1350

AOR
AR -8000

YUPITERU
MVT-7000

£189

£340

£235

ICOM IC -756

BEARCAT 9000XLT

Order now
special price
£1799

£269

Bargain clearance of used equipment + ExDemo
AOR 1500EX

£159

ICOM AT -100

095

AOR 3000A

£599

ICOM IC -255

£99

AOR 3000+

£699

JRC NRD-525

£450

OPTO INTERCEPTOR

AOR 3030

£459

J RC NR0-535

£675

BEARCAT 200XLT

£110

KENWOOD TH-28E

BEAR CAT 3000X LT

£179

BEAR CAT 9000XLT

GLOBAL AT1000

LOWE HF-225 RECEIVER..

£325

YAESU FT -9900C

£1029

YAESU FRG -7

£159

£145

YAESU FT-77/FP-700

£399

SIGNAL R-532

£159

FRSDX/FLDX-400

£259

£149

SIGNAL R-535

£326

YUPITERU MVT-8000

£275

KENWOOD TS -50

£699

SIGNAL R-537

£99

YUPITERU MVT-7100

£175

£175

KENWOOD TS -820

£299

UNIVERSAL M-8000

£575

£50

KENWOOD TS -140

£445

YAESU FRG -100

£375
£251)

OPTO 2300 COUNTER .................£75

ICOM IC -8100

f299

K E NWO D TS -440SAT

£699

YAESU FT -101

!COM IC -R7100

1859

KENWOOD TS-450SAT

£899

YAESU FRG -50B

ICOM IC-R71E

1499

KENWOOD TS-850SAT

£1099

ICOM ICW-21E

£230

KENWOOD TS-930SAT

ICOM IC -32E

£179

ICOM IC -761E

£900

ICOM IC-R100SSB

£425

ICOM IC -901E

£359

ICOM IC -736E

£1399

THIS IS ONLY A SMALL
SELECTION OF OUR USED
EQUIPMENT

£65

YAESU FT -290

£225

£799

YAESU FT -29011

£269

KENW000 TS -940S

£895

YAESU FT -690

£269

KENWOOD R-5000

£550

YAESU FT -480

£145

KENW000 R-1000

£265

YAESU FT -736

£1050

LOWE HE -150 RECEIVER...

1269

YAESU FT -980

£769

LOWE RE -125 RECEIVER

£225

YAESU FT -5100E

£325

YE NUM YOUR

IJSI]) EOUIPMAT.
MP CASH
PRICE PAIL),

SALES HOTLINE: 01480 406770
Unit 3, 86 Cambridge St. St Neots, Cambs PE19 1 PJ
Fax: 01480 406770
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NEWS & PRODUCTS QUESTIONS & ANSWERS ANTENNA WORKSHOP REVIEWS

Automatic Auteck

Tonna Lives On

Kit Or Bits

At last, Auteck Research have launched

Franck Tonna F5SE, son of Marc Tonna

a v.h.f. version of their rather neat

One of the most popular

F9FT, and Daniel Jacquinot have

antenna and feeder analysing tester.

antennas for general hi.

recently bought out Tonna Antennes

The RF Analyst RF1 model for h.f. has

operation has to be the

from the parent company. They will

been available for some time, now it's

G5RV version of a

now trade under the new name of

joined by a v.h.f./u.h.f. version, the
VHF Analyst model RF5.

Antennes FT, and promise to create

The Auteck RF5 model has a

doublet. Haydon
Communications make a
full kit of high quality parts

coverage of 35-550MHz in three

to self -assemble your own

antenna. If you have a
G5RV already, is it due a refurbishment? If so, Haydon will supply all the

available early next year from their UK
distributors, Waters & Stanton
Electronics, 22 Main Road, Healey,

various parts to refurbish the one you already have.

Essex S55 4QS. Tel: (017021206835,

many new products in the near future.
A new product catalogue is to be

The full kit costs £39.95 for a full sized G5RV and £29.95 for a half -sized

FAX: (01702) 204965.

version. For the cost of the parts contact Haydon Communications at 132 High
St. Edgeware, Middlesex HA8 7EL. Tel: 0181-951 5781/2 or at their West
Midlands branch at: Unit 1, Canal View Industrial Estate, Brettel Lane,

Second Edition

Brierley, W. Midlands DY5 3L0. Tel: (01384) 481681.
bands, over which it will measure
frequency, s.w.r, or impedance

A very useful book for anyone
interested in experimenting with

L

antennas is Peter Dodd G3LDO's book

automatically, displaying the result on

one after another. You can watch the

FREQ then the SWR buttons will show

The Antenna Experimenter's Guide.

a four digit display. Like its low
frequency partner, the RF5 runs from a

impedance and s.w.r. on the display

both the frequency and s.w.r.

This book is, as Peter himself says, "not

while sweeping through the frequency

alternately, a rather neat idea.

an antenna book in the normal sense...

single 9V battery and has a series of

range.

The VHF Analyst Model RF5 costs
£289.95 + £10 P&P from Eastern

small push -buttons to select the desired

function to be displayed.

A rather neat 'trick' is that by
pressing both the UP and DOWN
together, the unit will sweep the

Communications, Cavendish House,
Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 012U Tel:

display two parameters alternatively, by

current frequency band to find the

(01692) 650077 or FAX your order on

pressing the desired buttons rapidly

point of lowest s.w.r. A tap on the

(01692) 650925.

A function of the RF5 is its ability to

welcome to AiA!
Welcome to the first issue
of Antennas in Action, the
new hi -monthly section of
Practical Wireless. This
section is to feature radio
related items that start
after the r.f. output socket

f your rig: be it cable,
feeder, accessory or
antenna.
In this section I hope to
bring you news of related products and try and
answer your questions that relate to getting your

PW - Antennas in Action, January 1997

precious r.f. energy out into the wild blue yonder.
Along with 'Antenna Workshop' and a good
project, I shall try to answer your questions. I'm
not claiming to know it all, I just might know
someone who can answer your questions and I
have access to a good library.
I shall look upon this section as a way that we
can all learn more about antennas and how to feed
them. We also want your ideas, to learn we have
to listen, but someone has to talk while we listen.
Let's do both in this section.
G1TEX

MORE 111E1NS &

PRODUCTS ON PAGE 30
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DES HEATH G3ABS SHOWS YOU HOW TO GROW LOOP ANTENNAS IN A SMALL GARDEN.

Postage Stamp Loops
aid tuning a 10:1 slow motion
drive and tuning control was

unit described in 'Barbecued Loop
Tuner' a WAG! published in 'Antenna
Workshop' February 1995 issue of PW.

then added.

Ed.}

Perspex sheet 800x400mm. To

perspex sheet as before, but I fitted the

tuning parts inside a plastic food

storage box 250x150x100mm. This
simple container provides excellent
weather protection.

The first loop performs well from 14
to 29.7MHz, where it excels on
21MHz. But with the decline of the

Two lengths of heavy duty copper
braid were soldered to the ends of the

sunspot cycle I needed a better
performance for the 14MHz band. The

loop, which was then bolted to the
Perspex base with plumbers pipe

calculations I carried out indicated that
a diameter of 1.48m would be needed

saddles. The new tail connections were

of the of the loop with a
complete turn round the tube.

for optimum performance on the lower

and to the vacuum capacitor.

The new 'tails' were soldered

band.

To connect the capacitor II
wrote a small BASIC program to
calculate what value it should
have 4) to the loop, I soldered

two pieces of coaxial cable
braid, 100mm long, to the ends

one to each stator. Each end of
the loop was then mechanically

then taken through the insulated box

The insulation on the cable meant
To solve the problem of bending the

secured to the Perspex with two

22mm pipe into the correct loop shape

small 'Ll' bolts.

I decided to use Heliax coaxial cable

that I had to try a different method of
feeding the loop. I decided to use a
Faraday loop method, in which a small
section of coaxial feeder is

formed into a smaller loop with
the inner of the coaxial cable
connected to the outer screen
after forming the loop. Have a

I decided to use a gamma

matching system to feed the
antenna so, a small copper

main interest in Amateur Radio

angle bracket art 50239 coaxial socket
was fabricated and fitted. This socket

has been the construction of

and bracket was then soldered to the

antennas. I had many years of

loop diametrically opposite the tuning

Since I was first licensed, my

making doublets, 'V' beams,
and courtesy of two local farmers I
even tried rhombics antennas. Then I

unit to form the input side of the
gamma match.

The Faraday feed loop was made

from a 930mm length of coaxial
cable with the inner conductor

Acljoat Tor

Iowa%

connect to the braid. This
particular method proved very

550mm long. One end was soldered to
the 50239 socket inner , the other has

farm.

a copper clip to slide along the loop to
find the best matching point for the

In the new location, local bye-laws
prevented me putting up a tower with a

lowest s.w.r. The drawing of Fig. 1

rotary beam, so my only option seemed

antenna.

shows the general idea of my first loop

to be a vertical antenna. Vertical
antennas have given me reasonable
their problems. I was almost at my wits

Faraday Loop
Shorting bar

from a piece of 3mm copper tube

scale down the size of the antenna

success, hut they were not without

look at the layout of Fig. 3.

The gamma matching rod I made

had to move house and, due to the
shortage of space, had to find new
ideas for my antennas. I would have to

Toning capacitor

As a support for the complete

difficult to obtain an acceptable
Coaxial inner

F18111

Coaxial Noreen bra

Fig. 1: This is the 'traditional'
loop arrangement tried by Des
G3ABS, but he found it had
interference pick-up problems.

match. So, as a second attempt I

tried a loop of 3mm copper tube
930mm long. This new feeder
method gave an s.w.r. of unity
first try, but trials showed that
noise levels were still very high. I
had to screen this new loop to
reduce noise pick-up.

antenna, I used a good strong broom
handle treated with several coats of

I covered the tube with heat shrink

end, when an article on magnetic loops
by an Italian amateur set me on on a

marine varnish. One end on the handle

instead of copper pipe. Heliax cable is

was fastened to the Perspex sheet with

completely new track. Magnetic loops,
or electrically tuned physically small

'U' bolts and across the circle was

stiff heavy duty coaxial cable with a
solid outer screen, and a trip to a local

secured to the small angle bracket.

rally yielded a six metre length at a

tubing then with a length of braiding
from coaxial cable. Finally I then
covered the new 'screen' with heat

reasonable price.

shrink again before connecting the

loop antennas were to revitalise my
activities again.
My first attempts at a magnetic Imagl

loop led to unsuccessfully searching for
copper tubing long enough to make a
loop of 1.4m in diameter. Then a farm
implement supplier said they had

Then came the testing phase of the job,

find a 5kV working vacuum capacitor

braid to the 50239 outer at the feed
point. This new feed loop, as shown in
Fig. 4, works really well on 14 and

during which the antenna was

with a range of 4 to 65pF, at the same

18MHz.

mounted on a portable folding
workbench. After connecting to the

rally. After some hard bargaining, the

capacitor, shown in Fig. 2 cost me £18.

The loop, with its general layout

transceiver and applying about 20W of

With this treasure secured, construction

shown in Fig. 5, is then mounted on a

was to become much easier.

length of light grey or white 40mm pvc

Testing Phase

I quickly tuned the loop to

lengths of 22mm soft copper tube

r.f.

available in large diameter rolls. A

resonance. Then, using a pair of well

single turn off the roll would do for the
lob in hand, so solving the first

insulated pliers, I made the final

problem.

The Heliax cable was cut to 4.65m

adjustment to obtain 1:1 s.w.r. by
varying the distance between the

overall, then 40mm of insulation was

gamma rod and the loop.

screen was thoroughly cleaned and
tinned. To finish off the ends, a 40mm

The next problem was to find a
suitable split stator capacitor capable of

As an added bonus, I managed to

Loop tuning is critical and made

removed from each end and the copper

length of 12mm copper tube was
slipped over each tinned section and

working at several kilovolts. In the end

more difficult by the effects of hand

1 used the largest one from a TU5B unit

capacity, so I decided to motorise the
task. ] used a barbecue spit motor as it

soldered on.

and removed the centre vane of the
stator, The ex -T13513 capacitor

need only a two volt reversible supply

mounted on a 10mm thick piece of

to tune the loop. (There was a suitable

Then the vacuum capacitor and
drive motor were mounted on a

24

tube. Don't be tempted to use the
cheaper dark grey or black piping. The
colouring is carbon based and makes
the tubing lossy at r.f. which absorbs
your precious power.

On c.w. in just over two years, I've
worked nearly 200 countries, without
burning midnight oil. But since my
initial trials I've since made made
another loop, with a diameter is
850mm and using the same type of
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Fig. 2: The vacuum tuning capacitor and spit
motor tuning drive mounted in an insulated
box prior to wiring into the loop.

antennas
4action

push button control look after motor

circumference of 8.750m is required.

regular weekly skeds with Torquay, and

direction and drive control.

The Heliax cable I'd used for the

gets a 5-8/9 report on 80m using 100W

smaller loops was too thin to keep its
shape, so a more robust material was

s.s.b.

The shack control box is connected

Contacts with stations east or west

via three wire cable and a socket to the
outside control box. It's most important

needed. This time I used LDF5-501-ID

Heliax, which is about 30mm in

are usually 5-5. Eventually I hope to

that each voltage feed control wire is
amply bypassed with capacitors of

diameter.

scrap the support frame and use a 10m

about TOri to common.

Bkiirectional

The LDF5-50HD cable proved ideal
and was cut to the required length of
8,750m. After removing 50mm of

length of 50mm diameter hardwood to
support the loop and allow it to be
rotated through 90° by a similar
method to the other loops I've

insulation from each end and tinning

mentioned.

The loop's power lobes are bi-

the exposed copper, I fitted two pieces

directional and at right angles to the

of 25mm copper tube 50mm long as

plane of the loop. There are narrow

ferrules as described above.

When I commenced this

deep nulls (in the radiation pattern) in
The new cable was formed into a
loop about 2.75m diameter. A visit to

construction of loops I had a limited
budget arid I'm pleased to tell you that
I can still afford one for the 10MHz

cable, for the 24 and 28MHz bands.

the plane of the loop. These may be

The feed loop in this instance is
170mm diameter. The performance of

used to reduce local interference. To
take full advantage of the directional

the smaller loop works as well as the

properties of the antenna, two cords

14MHz loop. But sad to say there isn't

are fitted to the antenna and mount.

much activity on the the higher h.f.

The two lines enable the loop to be

capacitor to work with this new

bands at the present time.

rotated through 90' from inside the

loop.

band. Only this week I managed to buy
another length of LD5-50 Heliax
for a 2m diameter loop. Next

See text for how to
make This Mop

rally shall be looking for the
I

shack.

I read an article in a recent

I don't have sufficient space in the
garden to mount all three loops at the

The performance of these loop

copy of QST, claiming that the

same time. So I have a 2m length of
aluminium mounting pole driven into

antennas can be improved by fitting

overall efficiency of mag loops

the ground close to the shack. The

four radials (twice the loop diameter in
length) at right angles at ground level.

could be improved. This
improvement could he achieved

coaxial cable feed and the motor

These earth radials improve the

control cables are contained in a small

bandwidth, and tuning is made easier

die cast box bolted onto the tube. It's

using them. I've found still greater
improvement by covering an area some

only a five minute job to put one of the
loops on the tube, screw the coaxial
cable, plug in motor control plug to be

wire fencing buried under the turf and

on the air on a new band.

connected to the radials.

The power supply for the tuning
motors uses 6.3V a.c. from an old
heater transformer, rectified and

feeding two voltage regulators. The
regulators provide a 2V and -IV at
about an ampere. A double -pole
double -throw reversing switch and a

To Transceiver

Tuning capacitor

the end of the coaxial cable in
place of the normal feed loop. I

four metres square with small -mesh

Miniature Antenna Farm

by using two FT240-61 ferrite
toroids fed with a Faraday loop at

have tried this but without

pyrvstvl

success, the s.w.r. is 1.4:1 at its

best and the received signal is

Fig. 5: Combining a tuned loop and
the Faraday loop of Fig. 4 gives
the final improved loop antenna.
See the text for sizing details.

two or three '5' points down.
I think the main reason for the

failure to improve the efficiency,
is because the toroids are too big

With the further decline of the sunspot
cycle and to complete my miniature
antenna farm, I needed a loop covering

the next rally provided a 1000pF 7.5kV

the 3.5 and 7MHz bands. To be

vacuum capacitor although, this time I

a diameter for the small Heliax. I am
waiting the arrival of two FT411-61

efficient on these bands a loop

had some hard work haggling to keep

toroids which are a better fit on the

the cost down to £25. And as the loop
is much bigger, this time I made a

Heliax and I think they will give a
better performance.

wooden frame to support the loop.
Cut the screen back
here (20irring

I would also like to record my
To enclose the tuning components I
used two plastic trays (sold as cat litter
trays) and fixed a piece of 10mm

Cut bock the Outer

insulation and jam
inner to screen here

feed iteca

barromel

Coaxial cable
feed (50s21

Fig. 3: A 'Faraday'
screened feeder loop that
replaced the gamma
match bar of Fig. 1. See
the text for dimensions.

Fig. 4: The new Faraday
loop made from copper
tube and coaxial cable
screen. See text for
details.

last few years working on this project.

tray. The capacitor and motor are

By the way, I'm having some success

mounted on this and the second tray
fixed on top to keep the weather out.

with two parallel Heliax Loops, but
using one tuning capacitor. But more of
that in my next report.

loop ends is again made with copper
braid.

t Des has made the `QBAS1C'

programs available and you may have

and made from 5mm copper tube. It's

a copy by sending either a formatted
IBM 31/2in disc or a request for the
printed version, along with a self

shielded in the same way as the

addressed label to: Practical Wireless

14MHz loop. With the present fixed

Loops Program, Arrowsmith

support this loop is unable to rotate, so

Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset 8H18

The feed loop is 550mm diameter

it is installed firing north and south.
The loop performs quite well during
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help and encouragement during the

perspex to reinforce the bottom of one

The tuning unit is fixed at the bottom of
the support frame, connection of the

Coaxial cable

thanks to Jack G3KKP, Maurice
G3MMK and Neale G3AAV for their

8PW.
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THIS MONTH DAVID BUTLER G4ASR DESCRIBES AN UNUSUAL AND RARELY SEEN ANTENNA. BUT FOR THE 50MH:

antenna workshop
Seasoned 50MHz operators

geographically selective. Different

the cross polarisation losses are quite

using three different band antennas, but

know that this low v.h.f. band

propagation modes can exist at the

substantial. When using narrow -band

the technique still holds).

has characteristics quite unlike

same time to widely separated regions.

modes (normally c.w. or s.s.b.} on v.h.f.

any other. Seeming devoid of

it is conventional practice to use

any apparent propagation, it
can suddenly be turned into something

For example, it is not uncommon for
trans -equatorial propagation (t.e.p.) to

resembling the hurly-burly of a CQ
World Wide contest on 14MHz.
Openings may be brief and

southern Africa, to occur at the same

horizontal antenna polarisation.
(Theoretically, if a vertical antenna is
used to receive a horizontally polarised

time as auroral propagation to northern

signal then nothing would be received).

Scandinavia. Similarly Sporadic -E (Sp -

E) openings can develop paths
Short circuit
(may be metal)

s.
720

720

with v.h.f. antennas. But they all have
one major problem, and that is feeding
and matching the coaxial line to the

So what is this wonderful antenna

North America at the same

system I'm going to describe? In answer

time.

I'm going to describe the far less well
known skeleton Alford slot. The unit

Normally most operators
360

in various books and manuals dealing

feedpoint impedance of the antenna.

in many differing directions,
perhaps to Europe, Africa and

Rear support 0.010

Details of how to create antenna
systems by this method, can be found

has horizontal polarisation, an omni-

will use a Yagi antenna

directional pattern and has a gain of

mounted on a rotator to

6dBd, which is the equal to many

monitor the band in specific
directions. This is quite

commercial 4 -element Yagis available

acceptable but how do you
catch those transitory

been developed for use on the 50MHz
band by Mike Walters G3IVL.

for the 50MHz band. This antenna has

openings on the 50MHz band
720

The Slot Antenna

that spring up in unexpected
directions? In the December
1996 column ('VHF Report')
reported on the success that

720

660 coaxiel cable
%Me traneceirer
I

Don Kirby GWOPLP had
720

when using a vertical antenna
on the 50MHz band.

720

I mentioned that during

Fig. 2: This balun was used
to feed the slot antenna. Its
length is calculated on a

velocity factor of 0.66 such
as found in solid polythene
dielectric coaxial cable.

one particular Sp -E opening,
contacts were being made

720

simultaneously all around
Europe. To the north of the

720

720

720

)
)

720

720

720

1- -

lc
[A.705P6

Fired pal nts

Two lubee 19mm die
spared 6Emm apart

equates to a reduction in signal

in a similar way to a dipole radiator.

located within call areas LA,

strength of some five or six S -points.

OH, OZ and SM. At the same

Another disadvantage of a simple

time contact could also be

vertical antenna is its lack of gain.

The important point to note is that it
produces the opposite polarisation to
the polarisation expected from its

made with stations to the east

When monitoring for openings on the
50MHz band (or working DX) you can

HA, I, OK, PA and SP.

loss can be around 30-36dB, which

ill afford to throw away receive

26

infinite sheet of metal it would behave

physical appearance.

A vertical slot in a sheet of metal

sensitivity or transmit capability by

gives a signal with horizontal

During the same opening
Don also worked CT3HJ in
the Azores, TF3T in Iceland

using the wrong polarisation or having

polarisation and vice versa, a

an antenna with only unity gain.

horizontal slot (or turning the sheet
through 90° r produces vertical

and was called again by

To spot the 'DX' propagation on the
SOMHz band it's useful to have an

polarisation. Further research was

JX7DFA on Jan Mayen Island

fora rag chew! All these

antenna that possesses not only an

carried out to determine to what extent
the infinite sheet of metal could be

contacts show one advantage
of using a vertical antenna.

omni-directional beam pattern and is

reduced before the slot antenna created

horizontally polarised, but also has a

'lost' its radiating property.

(Because it has an omni-

directional beam pattern you

useful amount of gain in all directions.
In a recent 'VHF Report' I suggested

don't need to rotate it.

that you could use a 'Halo', a 'Big

cylinder shaped antenna often referred

Therefore you can monitor

Wheel', the 'Cloverleaf' or similar
horizontally polarised antenna.

to as the 'Alford Slot'. Additional work
showed that the sheet of metal that
formed the cylinder could be further

the band in all directions at
once).

Fig. 1: The basic overall idea of
the 50MHz antenna. The relative
size of the loop elements has
been exaggerated for clarity.

Alan Blumlein's research showed
that if a vertical slot was cut in an

UK contacts were made with
JX7DFA, 0Y9JD and stations

of the UK in call areas DL,
720

In practice the cross polarisation

The skeleton Alford slot is actually
derived from work carried out by
Andrew Alford in the mid -1940s and
50s. Alford's work was applied to v.h.f.
and u.h.f. broadcasting antennas and
was in itself derived from research
carried out by the English scientist Alan
Blumlein in 1938.

Stacking two similar antenna types

Vertical

This research led to the classic

reduced by using a series of metal
loops.

Disadvantage

together, normally one above the other,
would give a useful amount of

However, the disadvantage of
using a vertical antenna is that

horizontal gain without being unduly
large.1 described something similar in
a recent 'Antenna Workshop' (albeit

Electrically the performance is
almost identical to that of the solid
cylindrical version. Bearing these ideas
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E BAND THE G3JVL SKELETON ALFORD SLOT ANTENNA IS PROBABLY A FIRST.

antennas
inaction

in mind Mike G3JVL then, in the spirit

360mm from either end of the support

standing wave ratio Iv.s.w.r.) at the

light in the feed slot. In practice it's

of development, used the previous

tubes.

required operating frequency. if desired

actually the standing wave pattern that

work to design skeleton slot antennas
for use on various v.h.f., u.h.f. and s.h.f.

To enable the antenna to be fixed to

the width of the slot can be altered to

'appears' to travel at this speed along

optimise the v.s.w.r. reading.

the length of the slot.
The standing wave pattern leads to a
field distribution similar to that
btained when feeding a number of
dipoles in phase. And unfortunately the
antenna that triggered this article
suffered badly in the recent winds and
is unavailable for photography.

amateur hands.

a supporting vertical mast a single

Antenna Construction

aluminium tube !size unimportant, but
the prototype used 19mm for

Robust Antenna

convenience ) is welded to the loops

On completion you will possess a

directly opposite the slot. II will leave

robust antenna ideal for general DXing
on the 50MHz band. The gain is ficilld

Although it's not my intention to give
methodical step-by-step details of
construction the following notes will
enable any competent constructor to
fully assemble the antenna. The
construction although relatively simple
in component parts does require the
use of an aluminium MIG welder. This
is probably the time to get in an expert,
as many of you won't have the
necessary skill. So have a look in the
Yellow Pages for a welder that can do
the job at your place.

Feeder tube.

(8.1dBi) and the circularity (ratio of

maximum to minimum gainl is
typically better than 1 dB. The
prototype v.s.w.r. bandwidth t< 2:11
Made from pz.b.
maleriai with an
pnspriating slot cut
pn the middle

So, from Mike G3JVL, I quickly got

measured ± 250kHz from the selected

hold of an example of a skeleton Afford

frequency of interest. Of course, on

slot that has been built for the 1.3GHz

receive, the antenna can be used over

band. I've shown this version in the

a considerable frequency range without
any apparent drop in performance.

photograph, Fig. 4. This antenna is
scaled and constructed by G3JVL to
confirm that the dimensions for the

was constructed from aluminium parts

50MHz antenna were correct. It
measures only 540mm in length, unlike

As shown in the diagram of Fig. 1,
the skeleton Alford slot antenna simply

an alternative method could be to use

the 50MHz version which is nearly

copper water pipe and a 20m length of

11metres tall.

consists of two tubes onto which fifteen
split loops are attached. A backing
structure, consisting of a single tube, is

surplus LDF-450 heliax hard line feeder
for the loops. This cable has a solid
copper inner and outer conductor and

exact copy of the design it uses 19

is easily soldered to the copper water

loops each 20mm in diameter.The feed

pipe.

point details are also different on the

Although Mike's prototype antenna

attached to the loops on the side
directly opposite the slot. There's also a

matching balun which is attached to
the feed point at the base of the
structure.
Two aluminium tubes, 19mm x

Fig. 3: The feed point is
made from a piece of
p.c.b. material with the
copper cut away between
the cable inner joining
points.

10.8m long, form the slot material.
Because of the length of each tube it

However, this scaled version isn't an

1.3GHz version. It's fed in the centre of

Principle Of Operation

the slot via a 4:1 matching transformer
made from 3mm semi -rigid feeder.

The principle of operation is somewhat
complex and I'm not going to go into it
at all. But it involves signal velocities

If you need any further details
regarding construction of these

apparently greater than the speed of

skeleton Afford slot antennas you can

will be necessary to construct them

fixing methods to your imagination).

contact Mike Walters G3JVL

from several pieces. If you use 18

The completed antenna assembly

on 01705 464482.

s.w.g. tubing then each length can be

should now be located ideally in an

joined together by using a section of
15mrri aluminium tubing which should

area away from nearby buildings.

be a sliding fit inside the 19mm tube.

Matching The Antenna

Affix each joint with stainless steel
screws.

The base impedance of this slot
antenna is some 200L

and because of

have a 65mm gap between them. The
tubes are short circuited at the top and

this feedpoint impedance a 4:1 balun is
required to match the (balanced)
antenna to the (unbalanced) 500

attached to a glass fibre printed circuit

coaxial feed line.

The two tubes should be arranged to

Fig. 4: David's son
William models the
colourful England
football team's
sweatshirt and the
1.3GHz version of the
skeleton slot
antenna.

board (p.c.b.) at the feed point. The
p.c.b. acts both as an insulator between

the tubes and as a fixing point for the
balun assembly.

The diagram, Fig. 2, shows the
connections to make a coaxial 4:1
impedance transformer lbalun).

Although you may not recognise it as a
The loops are also made from 19mm

balun because it uses transmission line

diameter aluminium tubing, each
1333mm in length. Each section of

techniques. It consists of a half wave

tubing is formed into a circle around a
former approximately 400rrim in
diameter. This is not particularly easy,

approximately 2.29m long.

but after the first half dozen or so it gets

connected to the copper lands of the

easier! The fifteen loops are then

p.c.b. insulator fitted to the base of the

electrical length of 5052 feeder,

The balun is conveniently

welded to the support tubes, spaced

radiating slot. To tune the antenna

720 mm apart. The upper and lower

connect a low power transmitter to the
feed line and measure the voltage

loops are located at a distance of

Antenna
Workshop
moves back to
it's usual spot
next month.
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TEX SWANN DELVES INTO OUR POSTBAG, PASSES ON HINTS AND TI

win.iwin.

tex topics

Win yourself a copy of the new
Mere Out Of Thin Air.
Get writing, the next one we give
away may be yours - but without
an idea - it can never be.
The best idea used in every issue
of Antennas in Action wins the
author a copy of More Out Of Thin
Air. So get thinking and writing.
Send your ideas and

tips to: Antennas In
Action, PW
Publishing Ltd.,

Arrowsmith Court,
Station
Approach,
Broadstone,
Dorset BH18

unit. So 1 added a few components to

losses start to increase due to a non -

the box. These components are an
Le.d. a diode op prevent wrong

constant characteristic impedance.

polarity units discharging the batteries)
and a small I2V 4OrnA bulb as a

The PL259 plugs are available with
entry holes on the rear of the plug to

current limiter.

accept differing coaxial cables such as

RG58, with its 5mm overall outside

8PIN

I've used a small bulb as a current
limiter because it keeps the charge

diameter, to the thicker and RG8 or
RG213 both with an overall diameter

current more constant with differing
voltage applied to the circuit. The

of 10.3mm. They may have a simple

Fig. 2.
and p.s.u. area of his MFJ Antenna

photograph of Fig. 2 shows how simply

'screw -in' action or be soldered in
place. Details of how to wire both

the modification fits inside the case,

types is shown on the Antenna

while the photograph Fig. 3 shows

Reference Data Chart given away with

missive from reader Niel Starkie who

Analyser unit. With ordinary i.5Vdry
cells fitted the total voltage would be a
nominal 12V to the unit. But using

where I've mounted the small charge

the January 1996 issue of PW.

says "a friend of mine got one of the

eight NiCad rechargeable batteries the

indicating tett,

Charging The MFJ
Antenna Analyser
Kicking off the first Tex Topics is a

MFJ antenna analysers that you in PW

voltage is a 'nominal' 9.6V, although

Needless to say my friend hasn't had

had as a special offer some time ago,
and he was (and in fact is) very pleased

this doesn't seem to alter the working
of the unit. The centre connection of

to open the case to change the batteries

with it. Pleased that was until he noted

the two batten/ packs is on the main

many months ago'.

how fast it gobbled up batteries when

p.c.b. but seems to be unconnected
with any other part of the circuit. So all

he inadvertently left it switched on.

since this modification was made

Thanks for that interesting

that is needed is a small circuit to

modification to the MFJ Antenna

He solved the cost problem when he
fitted eight rechargeable batteries
inside and this is definitely a much

supply a charge current to the battery

cheaper option. But after a while
opening the case to take the battery

The simplest way would have been
to have put in another power socket,

Analyser Mel. I'll have to try that one
on my own unit, as I also find that
taking out the eight screws, just to
charge the batteries a bit of a fiddle.

packs out to recharge them became a

but that would have been overkill as

nuisance. He then asked me if I could
come up with a solution to the

there already is a power socket on the

when not in use.

So what should you look for when
buying PL259 and 50239 plugs and

For those that haven't seen the M9
Antenna Analyser, it's a combined 3170mFlz oscillator, frequency

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

problem of charging the batteries in

counter, and resonance and s.w.r.

situ.

bridge. It's an extremely useful piece of

sockets? If they are 'used' then look to

equipment and

see if they're clean without trace of
corrosion, and I try to buy silver plated

The MN Antenna Analyser has a

be showing you

some of its versatility in future issues of
A-i-A.

power socket fora 12V supply that
bypasses the internal batteries. But

ones rather than the more usual nickel
plated ones. A little care is needed

strangely enough it doesn't have a

when buying this way, as some of the

identifying Plugs

charging socket for charging NiCad

plugs I've seen on sale have a slightly

batteries. So this is how 1 modified his

different thread on the locking cap.

MFJ Antenna Analyser to charge the

I'm often asked by friends how to

batteries from a cheap plug -top p.s.u.

identify plugs and sockets just by

Have a look at the part circuit

Fig. 3.

shown in Fig. 1. This shows the battery

already own, take a plug or socket

should they use for which 'job'.

along with you to check for a matching

And I have to admit that identifying
the basic types is fairly easy, but there
are two types that can catch me out.
Have a look at the the photograph of

AcIsetronaf components

So if it's to mate with some you

looking at them, and just which one

thread if at all possible. When
tightened up as far as possible there

should be no movement in between
plug and socket.

Fig. 4, where you can see a variety of
loisasu 1

121/ 40mA
bele

coaxial plugs from the business ends.

Now let's have look at each type as to

A,

their usefulness.

As well as the thread on the locking

cap, look carefully at the insulation
used to support the pin tube in the
plug. I try to avoid the type that uses,

To ere rest of Lea
MFJ antenna analyser

Coaxial power
socket

Unary cars 1
tdftAA cells)

Con point of toe circuit board

The P1.239 plug Ion the right)

what looks like Paxolin (or synthetic

matches the 50239 socket (see later)

resin bonded paper s.r.b.p.1. This

and this combination must be the most
widely found plug/socket pair lalso the

insulator seems to absorb moisture and

only pair with different names for the

become lossy and noisy when used
outside.

plug and the socket) in amateur radio
Battery pack 2
texAA celled

Fig. 1.

28

related circles. This pair is a good unit

Similar in size to the PL259 plug is

to use at h.f. and low v.h.f, as they are

the N -type plug ton the left in Fig. 4).

very cheap to buy and may be found

The N -type plug has a more constant

everywhere. Above the 144MHz band
they are not ideal as their mismatch

characteristic impedance making the
plug/socket useful up into the s.h.f. and
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Fig. 7.

)5 FROM READERS AND ANSWERS YOUR TECHNICAL QUESTIONS

Qs & As
Welcome to the first 'Tex Topics' column in the first Antennas in

antennas
action

Action (A-i-A). The purpose of this section is to become a questions

and answer type of column, not that I intend to answer all
questions! As I see it it, Antennas in Action is to become a clearing
house of ideas and answers to many of the problems to do with

Leads & Plugs

transmission and measurement of signals.
We want your ideas for antennas, feeders, plugs and sockets,

modifying equipment to improve it, tips and tricks of how to do

When connecting equipment together
we may need a number of leads with

something. You can tell us all about how you do it. Cr if you have a

plugs for sockets} on each end. These

question to ask about any of the above topics

then let's have it and

I'll try and get an answer for you.

P1259.

are known as patch leads and you

should have a variety in various
lengths. You should also ideally have
them in various lengths with

combinations of different plugs and
sockets available.

microwave frequency range. li's often

plug and socket probably the most

found on coaxial cables that carry

popular for test equipment such as
signal generators and oscilloscopes.

microwave signals using very low loss
(thick) coaxial cables, but they are
easily the most expensive plug/socket

combination.

What are the things to watch out for

The patch lead shown in Fig. 9 is a
very short one I made up to couple a
144MHz transceiver to the 430MHz
transverter I was using. This adapter

when buying BNC connectors? Well, in

illustrates the principle of using the

answer to that, there are at least two

correct plug for the job. The PL259

characteristic impedance versions of

plug was to connect into the 144MHz

BNC connectors r50 and 70/75Q}

rig. The N -type connected into the

which are not compatible. I've also

transverter, although over this sort of

seen 90 or 9552 versions for computer

length losses do not present much of a

local area networks in the past. There

problem.

are also variants of the BNC plug to suit
both thick and thin cable as shown in
Fig. 5. So choose your BNC connector
with care.

N -type.
In Fig. 10 I've shown a few of the
many types of adapters available to

Fig. 9.

couple equipment together. One type
I'm very fond of is the PL259 plug to

Fig. 6.

Being physically smaller than the N type and with its own quick -lock

BNC socket in the middle top of the
photograph. This particular adapter II

method it's possible, when using BNC
connections to

have a box full of these) allows me to
use the quick fit type of lead {BNC

get more coaxial

plug) onto a rig that has the ubiquitous

of kits and projects relating to antennas
and feeding them.

cables into a
smaller area.

50239 socket fitted lit seems to be
about 99% of all rigs). Other adapters

It there are any other suppliers out

There is also a

have many uses and remember It's

there, write or FAX in to A-i-A and let

variant of the
BNC system that

everyone know what you can supply -

uses a threaded

almost impossible to have too many
adapters (you never have the one you
really need at the

locking cap

time).

Both lake Electronics and C M Howes
Communications have promised details

watch this space.

known as the

INC plug and

Fig. B.

socket. The TNC

plug and socket may be used where a

BNC type plug fin the middle in Fig. 4)

more weather proof combination is
needed. Although none of these coaxial
connector are very weatherproof, and
would need extra covering if used

and socket lock together with just a

outdoors.

Both the PL259 and the N -type plugs
have a multi -turn locking cap, but the

short quarter -turn action. Two small

pegs on the outside of the barrel of the
socket locate into two small slots in the

locking cap of the plug.
By pushing gently on the body of the
plug and giving a short clockwise twist

Photographs of matching plugs and
sockets are shown in Fig.s 6, 7 and S.
The pair shown in Fig. 6 is a

PL259/50239 combination. The PL259
is also an adapter to a BNC socket, but

Looking To
The Future
Right that's all the
space I have this

time, let's look
ahead to what
be
letting you know
about in the future.
As I've already said,

I'll be showing you
how to make better
use of the MFJ Antenna Analyser. I'll he

more of that later, The N -type

looking into using the new Autek RF5,
that's if I can convince Eastern

is locked into the socket. Like the N -

plug/socket pair is shown in Fig. 7 !my
apologies for the quality of the

type plug the BNC may be used up into

photograph Ed.) . The photograph of

Communications to let me borrow one
for some time. shall also try to get the

the s.h.f. range where its quick action

Fig. 8 shown the BNC pair, the socket

UHF version of the MFJ Antenna

locking makes coupling up coaxial
cable quick and easy. The speed and

Ion the right) is actually part of a 'T'

Analyser from Waters and Stanton

adapter that allows two test leads to be

ease of connection makes the BNC

twinned onto one BNC socket.

Electronics. But that doesn't mean I'm
going to ignore 'home-grown' products.

(as seen from behind the plug} the plug
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Take care see you next time
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CONTINUED FROM PAGE 23

News & Products
it is to encourage you to make

inaction

Low Banding DX

hands. The range of antennas

:or each band is comprehensive

antennas and to measure the

performance of them and to know what

Recently back in stock in the PW Book Store is an intersting

and there must be at least one

it is that you are measuring".
This second edition of his very

book, on antennas and DXing techniques for the 1.8, 3.5
and 7MHz bands, by John Devoldere ON4UN. Antennas

Eagle antenna to suit your

popular book is broken down into
eight chapters and three appendices.
The eight chapters deal with subjects

And Techniques For Low -Band DX-ing is a 395 page tome

packet or performance.
The Eagle DX range of
optimised Yagi antennas features

full of ideas for getting the best possible from your antenna
and location.

a folded driven element and a ptfe

Not everyone goes hunting for the best DX, but making

such as 'Experimenting and

high power capable balun fed

measurement' with chapters on

your signal go as far as possible is surely the dream of

from a silver plated N -type socket.

measuring impedance, resonance, field

everyone. The cost of this dream - £15.50 + £1 P&P from the PW

The Oscar range in each band

strength, and overall performance.

Book Store.

features crossed Yagis with either left or

right hand circular polarisation
{switchable polarisation is an option).
if you want to stack

Materials, masts and

the toroidal antenna. This was an

compromise somehow. One of the best

and bay a number of

antenna that had an unfortunate first

compromises is to use a multi -band

antennas then you

publication in an April issue of
Radcom, which caused many readers
to believe it was an April fool's joke!
This 160 page book which has to be
an essential book in your library,
whatever type of antenna you intend
experimenting with. The Antenna

antenna covering more that one v.h.f.

will need power
dividers for the

Experimenter's Guide (RSCB) second

withstand

edition by Peter Dodd G3LDO is

150W

available for 115.50 +£1 P&P, from the

maximum

PW Book Store. See the PW Book Store
pages in this issue.

but costs

Eagle Communications at Unit E3,
Bank Top Industrial Estate, St Martins,

less than f30 a band at E89.95 +

Oswestry, Shropshire SY10 788. Tel:

P&P.

(01691) 777511 or via Internet E-mail

coaxial cable are dealt with in one
chapter, as is mathematical modelling

in its own chapter with colour screen
grabs of computer generated
simulation. But it's not just about how

band.

The Watson W-2000 antenna covers
the very popular 50, 144 and 430MHz
bands in a 2.5m high vertical antenna.
Offering rising gain with frequency, the

W ON

is available from Waters and Stanton
Electronics, Spa House, 22 Main Road,

The name Watson appears an a small,

Hockiey, Essex 555 4Q5. Tel: (01702)

also some experimental antennas

but growing range of radio related

206835.

featured in chapter seven of this book.
Antennas covered are: an all -metal

accessories. The range covers p.s.u.s

cubical quad antenna, the
W1QP/VV8CPC compact h.f. beams,

the VK2AQB wire beam, a 14MHz
vertical and a directional discontinuous
ring radiator {DDRR) antenna.
Also covered are three versions of

50RM 144/430MHz antenna

antennas, and when their 2.4GHz
versions will be available, contact

eaglecomkelticco.uk

Welsh Traps
C. Reynolds GW3IPT tells us of his

new 3.5 and 7MHz tuned traps for

VHF/UHF Eagles

dipole antennas. Beacon Traps have
three items presently available: a

dipole centre, traps tuned for 3.5MHz

tuner/power meter).

Many of us are limited in the

harnesses to suit the bands.

items in the range of Watson products

to measure, plan and build, there are

speakers, earphones and power and
v.s.w.r. meters (including the SWR-

can provide these for the 50-1296MHz
bands, along with frames and phasing
To find out about the Eagle range of

antenna can

Details of the W-2000 and the other

Three -Up The Pole

particular band. Eagle

Eagle Communications can supply a

amount of space we have for mounting

range of high quality antenna to suit

an antenna farm, and so we must

the 70, 70, 144, 430 or 1296MHz

and traps tuned for 7MHz.

Provide your own wire and coaxial
cable and you have your own antenna
that matches some of the more well

known ones at a price that wool break
the bank. For instance, a pair of 7MHz
traps and a dipole centre costs only

SGC On Tune

£23 post paid.
Please make all cheques (payable to

American equipment manufacturer SGC have

C & E Reynolds) or postal orders to:

announced a 500W automatic tuner that will tune
any piece of wire longer than 23 foot (7m) anywhere

Beacon Traps, GW3IPT, Bronwylfa
Road, Welshpool 5Y21 7RD.

within the h.f. amateur bands within 10 milliseconds
(ms).

The SGC 235 automatic tuner is fully waterproofed to
military standards and needs only a 24V supply to
operate. The action has over half a million Ti' -match

combinations available to tune a 3-500W signal. The
unit remembers the best combination for the frequency in use and retunes within 10ms.
The SGC 245 costs C1017+VAT and is available from the importers Nevada Communications, 189 London Road, North
End, Portsmouth, Hants P02 9AE. Tel: (01705) 662145.

I hope you've
enjoyed the last
eight pages...there's
more Antennas in
Action in the March
Issue.
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

IT'S
NEW

IT'S PACKED FULL
OF EXCLUSIVE
PRODUCTS
VHF/UHF MOBILE & BASE
ANTENNAS, HF BEAMS,
TEST EQUIPMENT,
WIRE ANTENNAS,
HF VERTICALS,
MORSE KEYS,
SWR METERS,
SWITCHES,
POWER
SUPPLIES

If you can't see the wood for the trees get an

FL3 Audio Filter
from Datong Electronics.
the bands as busy as they are it can be very frustrating when you are
enable to hear the station you want to work because other people are operating

close to the frequency you are on One of the easiest and most cost effective
is to use an audio filter between the radio and
external speaker
)atong's FL2 and FL3 Audio Filters enable you to do just that.
The FL2 and FL3 allow you to remove annoying signals such as 'monkey

solutions

...i'natter- and signal 'splatter' by stations operating close to your frequency

In

addition, the built in notch Filter allows whistles and tuning signals to be
removed, even if they ate on top of the signal you are trying to hear In the case

of the FL3 the Notch Filter is automatic so you don't even have to touch any
controls. This allows you to get on with working the DX
Using a high and low pass filter that are continuously variable from 200 to

CLOCKS,

3500kHz you can set the FL2 and FL3 for optimum listening for different
modes of operation such os SSB, AM, C\X/, RTTY, Packet and AMTOR. In

FILTERS,
ROTATORS,

total there are 12 poles of filtering available. This gives you filters that have a
very sharp cutoff Both filters require a 10 to 1 2 Volt power supply which is

DUMMY LOADS

available in most radio shacks Or we can supply one for X10.52
wi°

THE
LATEST

At a cost of1117.44 for the FL2 and 1152.69 for the FL3 they offer
00[4 t.01'

14S-S4404hS''Y'

EASTCOMM
CATALOGUE

excellent value for money. The price includes VAT and postage.

from
Europe's Largest
Amateur Radio
Showrooms

For Converters, Filters and Active Antennas call now for a
catalogue and information,

Datong Electronics Ltd

JUST SEND 10, 2nd CLASS STAMPS TO:

Eastern Communications, Cavendish
House, Happisburgh, Norfolk NR12 ORU

Essex Amateur
Radio Services
The little dealer with
the big heart

=ME

Clayton Wood Close, West Park, Leeds. LS16 60E

Tel 0113-274 4822 Fax: 0113-274 2872

PHONE

1166
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FAX
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3056

24 HOUR EXPRESS MAIL ORDER SERVICE ON STOCK ITEMS

E2F81
ECH35
ECH42

4 Northern Avenue, Benfleet,

RST

DISTRIBUTORS OF ELECTRONIC VALVES
TUBES AND SEMICONDUCTORS AND I.C.S.

0181 684

E20808

We buy and sell new and second hand
amateur radio equipment. We pay cash
same day or 24 hours by post.. Always large
stock available. Phone today for the
best deals.

LANGREX SUPPLIES LTD

RST
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This is a selection from our stock of ore 6000 types. Please enquire for types not
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American brands. Terms CW01 mot order E101or credit cards.

P&P 1-3 valves E2.00. 4 -6 valves E3.00.

...IIPIW

Add 17.51 VAT to total including P&P
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ROCS
By Ian Poole G3YWX
Irt

Ian Poole G3PWX

cday's band conditions it's absolutely

necessary to make the most use of all the

- THE BASICS

transmitted power. Speech processors

takes a look at how

play a vital role in achieving this.
Speech processors have been in general

speech processors can

use for many yeani, but even now some

help you to make use

people doubt their real advantages. If used
wrongly, a processor can degrade the

of all your transmitted

sound of a signal, making it less

intelligible.

power.

When used properly, a speech

processor can provide as much 'gain' as a

Fig. 1: Example of a
waveform in speech.

linear amplifier and at a fraction of the
cost. Without one, the full potential of a
transminer can never be realised. In fact

when DXing a processor is absolutely

vital whether it's an integral part of the
transmitter or an additional unit.

Need for Processing
Before looking any further at the
mechanics of speech processing it's best to

band. Unfortunately bandwidth is a very
valuable item, and communications

lasts for a short time whereas others will

start human speech is far front the ideal
form of waveform to modulate a

transmissions need their bandwidth

for longer. This will also make the peak to

limited so that there is room for other

average power level poor.

transmitter.

stations.

see why processors are needed. And to

Human speech has a whole variety of

sound levels which appear in speech. And

sounds which vary from the soft vowels to
plosive sounds like 13' and

transmitter power and they may not add

placed on different words or even different

much to the intelligibility of the signal.

parts of words to stress some particular

mouth) ones such as

and

and

and many

Apart from the wide bandwidth of

more. Owing to this very wide variety of

speech it also has a poor peak to average

sounds and their nature the waveforms
which need to be transmitted become very

power ratio. Looking at a speech

inefficient in terms of modulating a
transmitter.

In the first instance, the full frequency

waveform on an oscilloscope it will be
seen that there a number of short peaks
and the average power level is very low,
As the transmitter has to be able to

range of speech is very wide. To transmit

cope with the peaks, the average power of

high fidelity speech a bandwidth of 15k1 -1z

the transmission will be very low, and the

or more is needed.

transmitter is under utilised.

Transmissions made on v.h.f, or f.m.

There are two reasons for the wide
range in levels. The first is that the sounds

Fig. 2: Block diagram of a

use 15kHz of audio bandwidth and there is
a definite improvement over the narrower

speech compressor.

audio transmitted on the medium wave

sound level.

Compressed
At<

There are further variations in the

The additional frequencies required for
the improved quality also use up valuable

fricative (produced by friction in the

Audio input

have much lower levels, possibly lasting

Amplifier

output

themselves have a high peak to average

point. This is quite natural within speech

and it would sound very dull without it.
However, it makes the task of fully
modulating the transmitter all the time
more difficult. In fact, by the time all these
variations are taken into account, the peak

to average level of the transmitted signal
could be very low indeed.
Fortunately, when most amateurs are

talking into a transmitter they will keep
one eye on the p.a. current and this tends

to take out some of the level variations.

However, there is still a lot which can
be done to improve the average level of

Take as an example a vowel sound.

the signal and make the optimum use of

This might be expected to have an almost

all the available power. Fortunately, there

sinusoidal waveform. However, this is not

are several ways in which this can be

the case as can be seen by the example in

done, and techniques like compression,

Fig. 1.

clipping and frequency tailoring all play

In fact, within a waveform like this. the

Gain control

in this respect a different emphasis is

their pan.

peak to average ratio can be as much a7..

10dB. This can he made slightly more

Compression

difficult by the fact that the peaks are not

Time
constant
WT0511
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Rectifier

symmetrical.

Speech compression can take a variety of

Secondly different, sounds in the same
word will have vastly different power

slightly different forms depending upon

levels. Some will have a high level which

all basically the same, consisting of an

the actual use in mind. However, they are
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amplifier whose gain can be altered

impossible to match the responses of all

according to the level of the incoming

the different systems in use and usually

signal.

there is no need for high quality

For a small signal the gain is high and

transmissions. Another is that most

then as the level of the signal increases the

amateur processors involve further stages

gain is reduced. This has the effect of

of processing.

levelling the signal out.

of clipping whilst still retaining the
intelligibility.
With the levels of clipping mentioned
an r.f. clipper can offer a gain which is in
the region of 8dB about 3 or 4dB more
than an a.f. clipper. However, the circuitry
required for the cf. version is more

Automatically Clipping

complicated than its a.f. counterpart.

the gain is adjusted instantaneously,

When talking of speech processing most

single sideband signal

varying the gain oldie stage over each

people automatically think of 'clipping'.
Clipping forms the basis of very many

with good carrier

speech processors and can give very large

to be clipped, filtered and

gains in terms of increasing the average

demodulated. As this

power level of a transmission,

involves r.f. circuitry the
layout is a little more

There are two main types of
compressor. In the first type the level of

part oldie waveform of the signal. This
form of compression is understandably
called instantaneous compression.

The other type of compression has a

time constant introduced into the

Circuits are required to generate a

Yet as the name implies clipping

suppression. Then this has

adjustment loop as shown in Fig. 2. By

distorts the signal quite severely in terms

doing this the gain will be dependent upon

of the waveform. In many respects it is

the level of die envelope of the audio
signal.

quite similar to instantaneous

frequency of the sideband

compression.

signal cannot be

To give a comparison the circuit
operates much like an a.g.c. in a radio.
This type of compressor is the one which

is more likely lobe found in amateur radio
systems where names like VOGAD

Basically the action of a clipper is to

Clipping threshold

critical, although there is
no mason why the

comparatively low

remove the peak of any waveform once it
reaches a certain level as shown in Fig. 3.
The actual level of clipping is often
quoted. This is simply the ratio of the peak

frequency

Clipping threshold

Tailoring

W71512

(Voice Operated Gain Adjusting Device)

level of the waveform (if no clipping takes

Although Innumg the

and others can often be seen. They are

place) to the peak level of the clipped
waveform.

amplitude range of a signal is very

usually used to maintain a constant level

important, it's also necessary to reduce
and tailor the frequency response of the

of audio to the next stage of circuitry.
When designing the VOGAD type of

a degree where intelligibility is almost

audio signal. This can also bring

compressor the time constants in the

totally lost, but this is not the case. The

improvements to the signal for a number

feedback loop must be chosen carefully. A

reason for this is that the ear recognises

of reasons.

fast attack time is of paramount

sounds by the frequency content and not

importance. This is required so that the

by the amplitude shape.

circuit can react very quickly to any
sudden increases in signal level or
transients which are always present.

If the attack time is too slow then the

Clipping appears to distort the signal to

Fig. 3: The action of
clipping on a waveform.

However, clipping still introduces

The first reason is obvious. An audio
signal with the full range of frequencies

distortion which appears in the form of
harmonics and intetmodulation distortion.

present will require a large amount of
bandwidth and in today's crowded bands,
this is not acceptable. In addition to this

These products have to be removed

there is no advantage to

transients will pass through into the next

wherever possible because they reduce the

be gained by wasting

stages where they may cause overloading

intelligibility of the signal.

power on transmitting

and distortion. As a general rule an attack

As a result of the problems mentioned,
it is standard practice to have a low pass

not really needed to

adequate.

filter to remove any products which fall

can), the speech

outside the audio spectrum. Normally

information

it's generally longer. For most amateur

3kHz is taken to be the cut-off frequency

applications a decay time of around 300

for this purpose.

bandwidth of speech

milliseconds is used.

Unfortunately, any products which fall
below the 3kHz frequency cannot be

can be reduced quite

enables the compressor to follow the

removed and they actually reduce the

general undulations of the speech level

and keep the overall level correct. If the

intelligibility of the signal. This limits the
amount of clipping to a maximum of

unduly impairing the
intelligibility. The main

time constant is reduced then it can be

about I5dB giving about 4 or 5d13 of gain.

The decay time of 300 milliseconds

made to follow the different levels of each
syllable. This type of syllabic compressor

It worth noting that whatever the type
of compressor. it's also possible to
regenerate the original audio at the remote
end. This can be done by having an
expander with the inverse response i.e. it
has a larger gain for larger signals.

Unwanted harmonics
from the audio clipping

Fortunately the

2/
Audio Frequency
Weresin

SSB signal

substantially without

Unwanted harmonics
of the cf, signal

criterion is to be able to
reduce the bandwidth as

far as possible without

Radio Frequency

Radio frequency Clipping

unduly compromising

In order to overcome the problems of

the intelligibility.
Generally a bandwidth of 300Hz to
3.3kHz is taken as the telecommunications

is not normally used, but can be effective
in some situations.

Wanted audio signal

frequencies, which are

time of 10 milliseconds is taken to be quite
The decay time is also important, but

Fig. 4: Hannonics generated
by a.f. and r.f. clipping.

audio clipping it's necessary to remove all
the harmonic distortion. This can he done

standard. Even so it is possible to reduce it

if a radio frequency single sideband

still further and many amateur transceivers

waveform is used.

will only have a bandwidth of 2.7kHz or

Here the harmonics will be generated at

less.

multiples of the frequency of the rf signal
as shown in Fig. 4. It's then an easy matter

reducing the bandwidth is that some of the

compressor and an expander and is called

to remove the distortion and regenerate the

sounds with a large high frequency

a compander for obvious reasons. Many
systems use these techniques.

clipped audio signal.

content will not be easily distinguished

The equipment usually contains a

For example many telephone links or
broadcast relays use companders to ensure

the best signal to noise ratio while still

because the sideband signal generated in

being able to regenerate the original audio.
However, companders arc rarely used in

the transmitter itself can be clipped then

One reason for not using companders

in amateur radio is that it would he almost

Practical Wireless, January 1997

Fig. 5: A block diagram of
an a.f. clipper.

If the processor is part of a single
sideband transmitter there may be no need
to regenerate the original audio. This is

amateur radio.

The main problem encountered in

filtered.

Input

Input and
pre -emphasis

Compressor

Clipper

Filter and
output buffer

Radio frequency clipping is

undoubtedly far superior to al. It's

RVT0514 I

possible to achieve almost infinite levels
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Output

Speech Processing - The Basics
Audio signal

Fig. 6: A block diagram of
an r.f. dipper.

550 signal

Audio signal

1

Compressor
level control)

In put and

preeniphasis

from one another. The letters

and 'f'

the signal so that a constant level is

I wsosoe

in

maintained before it is applied to the

are prime examples.

Not only is it advantageous to just limit

clipper.
The stage of compression or audio

Power

number of benefits which can be gained

a.g.c. is very important because it enables

input

by altering the overall response and

a constant level of clipping to be

emphasising or reducing the level of

maintained despite differences in the audio

the frequency response. 'There are a

various sections of the audio spectrum

level. After being compressed and clipped

before the clipping process. This is called

the signal is then filtered to remove any

pre -emphasis.

out of band distortion products.
The diagram Fig. 6 shows the block

It's found that components of speech

below 600Hz have a fairly high power

100n

T

100n

T

This capacitor placed
as close io input terminal
as possible

Fig. 8: Filtering for the d.c. supply lead.

diagram of an r.f. clipper. Again the signal

content but contribute little to the

from the microphone undergoes pm -

sections, it may not be tightly screwed

intelligibility. adding mainly to the natural

emphasis and compression.

together and some r.f may creep in.

Then the signal is fed into a balanced

sound of the speech. It can be an

Most processors have some r.f, filtering

advantage to reduce these frequencies.

modulator with a signal from a local

on the microphone lead. This is absolutely

Conversely the components between
about 1.5 and 3kHz are lower in level but

oscillator to generate double sideband.
This signal has to be filtered to remove the

essential and two possible designs are

carry more of the real information needed

unwanted sideband to give the single

to recognise the words and it can be an

sideband signal which is then clipped.

advantage to emphasize them more.

It is also found that the act of clipping

After this there is a further stage of
filtering to remove the unwanted

shown in Fig. 7 in case none is fitted.
Another way r.f. can enter the processor

is via the power input. If a low voltage d.c.
supply is used then a few ceramic
capacitors should placed at the point

has the effect of reducing the portions of

harmonics before the clipped audio is

where the supply enters the unit and also

the spectrum which have a lower level.

regenerated by mixing the r.f, with the

on the board.

and giving even greater dominance to the

local oscillator. This signal can be buffered

frequencies with the higher power levels.

before being fed out of the unit.

small series resistor can be placed in the

Number of Problems

possibility is to place some ferrite beads

line as shown in Fig. 8. Another

Accordingly some form of pre -emphasis
can be used to redress the balance. Usually

The filtering will be improved if a

a simple filter which reduces the level of

over the supply lead.

frequencies below about &)Hz is quite

Even though there are significant

satisfactory.

advantages to be gained from using
speech processors there are also a number

Full Speech Processor

of problems which can encountered. One

limit of audio clipping is limited to about
I5dB. If this limit is exceeded then it will
be found that the quality of the signal will

of the most important is that of feedback.

be reduced and the speech processor wilt

it has already been mentioned that the

Fig. 7: Simple microphone
filters to remove unwanted

To make a full speech processor. elements

r.f. pick-up. A filter for high

of each type of processing are needed. A

than when no processor is used. This is

impedance microphones Ls

typical block diagram for an a.f. processor
is shown in Fig. 5,

because the audio gain is being increased

resist the temptation of squeezing out a

by the degree of clipping which is

little extra from an audio clipper, so that it

employed.

can add intelligibility to the signal rather

microphone
arrives in the

As a result even very small amounts of
r.f. on the microphone lead can cause a

than detracting front it.

unit and first it
is filtered and

major problem. Sometimes the feedback

Conclusion

shown in 7a while a low
impedance version is shown
in 7h.

As shown in Fig. 5 the audio from the

T

make the signal less intelligible.

Accordingly it's absolutely necessary to

does not show itself in terms of the normal

pre -

`howl round' effect noticed with audio

Speech processing is part of today's DX

emphasised.

systems. Instead it can cause severe

communication scene and processors are

The next stage

distortion on the transmitted signal.

included as part of most transceivers. Even

of processing

Fig. 76.

W9150813]

Feedback is far more likely' to occur

There are several measures which can

so it's still necessary to have a working

involves

be taken to cure feedback. Firstly ensure

knowledge about them to ensure the best

compressing

that the microphone screen is well earthed

is being made of the signal.

to the processor case as soon as it enters

the unit.

100k

Next check the tightness of the

PW

connector on the processor as this may not

be tight enough. Obviously the case must
be metal to give sufficient screening, but
even so if it's made up from several
Fig. 7a.
lirisosce.1
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

GET REGISTERED

After you've tried the shareware version of HamComm
DLASAW SSTV and PD2.03 you can now buy the
FULL VERSION from your newly authorised UK outlet.

LAKE ELECTRONICS
The kits with all the bits!
(AND THAT INCLUDES THE HARDWARE!)

HamComm 3.1 with Pactor Receive at £19.99

Transmitters, Receivers, ATUs, Test Equipment,

DL4SAW (GSHPC) SSTV at £34.99
PD2.03 (Pager Monitoring) at £19.99

JVFAX HAMCOMM PKTMON12
DL4SAW SSTV & POCSAG (PD)

Use our receive only Demodulator for these popular programs - connect it
to your audio output, plug the 25 way connector into your PC and then

monitor Fax RTTY Morse Packet and SSTV at a REALISTIC price.
UKJEire price £16.99 - Overseas i 19.99. Transmit version below.
25 way to 9 way Adaptor UK/Eire £3.00 - Overseas £5.00

Filters, etc.
Send SSAE
For brochure

7 Middleton Close, Nuthall, Nottingham NG113 IBX
Tel/Fax: 0115-938 2509

let

E-mail: 100775.730@compuserve.com
Callers by appointment only

JVFAX7 + HAMCOMM + PKTMON12 + POCSAG on 3.5" HD 12.50
DL4SAW SSTV SHAREWARE (V1.2) £2.50

THE NEXT GENERATION
The world's most popular receive demodulator

is now joined by the TRANSMIT version

(For Fax and RTTY) at £24.99 and the
IMPROVED (Adjustable hysteresis)
version for receiving POCSAG at £19.99
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT and POST (Cc PACKING
For non-EU deduct 17.5% VAT fipm above prices.
All products (NOT Sqfnvaret carry a full money back guarantee.
Minimum Credit Card order value CI.5.00

Pervisell Ltd, 8 Temple End, High Wycombe, Bucks HPI 3 5DR
Tel: (01494) 443033 Fax: (01494) 448236

http://www.pervisell.com e-mail ham@pervisell.com
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C.M.HOWES
COMMUNICATIONS
HOWES

\ /

.

I

l

DC2000

ii

.1

Would you like to stock our best selling titles
like the World Radio TV Handbook & Passport
to World Band Radio? If the answer's yes then

telephone Michael Hurst in the PW
Book Store on (01202) 659930 for the
best quality discounts.

Mail Order to: Eydon, Daventry,
Northants. NN11 3PT
101
IT 01327 260178

Beginner's SSB/CW Receiver Kit - £22.90

VOI..01.11 F

/

Dialers !

NEW! HOWES DC2000

ON

FINE TONE

Attention Ra

The ease of construction, the sensitivity and the low quiescent current
consumption make this a great little receiver for both the first time builder
and for holiday and portable use! It covers a single band at a ti me, but uses
the same interchangeable band modules as the DXR20, to give the choice

1

of any HF band on a simple plug-in basis. Choose from 160.80, 40, 30,
20, 15 & 10M amateur bands. Also suitable for BM11 and BM54 HF air -

in HA22R hanlivuov updon

HOWES DC2000 Electronics kit: £22.90

band modules. Like o u r other receivers, the D(2000 will i nterli n k with many

(includes standard 80M, or your choice of band module. Extra
hand module kits are £7.90 each).

of our other kits to form a complete station. Fancy a digital frequency
display,
meter', sharp CW filtering, a matching transmitter? There are

liA22R Hardware (pictured): £18.90

many reasons why building the DC2000 is a great way to start your station!

Multiband SSB Receiver
DX1120. Covers SSB and ON on 20, 40 6
80M bands as standard. You can add any
other SW band with optional plug-in band
modules (same type as DC2000). Versatile
and popular with great performance!

DXR20 Kit £39.90. 0052 "5 meter" Kit:
£10.90. HA2OR hardware pack: £28.90

Enjoy your radio more with great projects from HOWES!
ACCESSORY KITS
593

Aulornalic Speech Processor

154

Mic Amp with active filleting

CM2

Quality Elettrel Mic alit. 50050
Internal 558 & 01 Filler for oor Ks 110.50
-5 Moe' for direct conversion RM. t10.90
Counter Rutter Sits Rx to Feed 0E051 E5.90

C544
OCS2

CBA2

£16.80
16.20
£13.50

DED4

DFD5

5944
5T2

Add-on Digital Readout for superhets 48.90
Digital Frequency Counter/Readout £54.90
Scanner Preamp. 4 to 1300MHz
1 5.90
Morse Side-tone/Practice Oscillator
£9.90

5W530 SWR/Power Indicator, 30W 1-200MHz R13.90
XM1

crystal USW-slur. S iotervats + ideal E15.90

!Please

The famous HOWES Active Antenna Kits
AA2. Covers 150kHz to 30MHz. The neat compact answer for those with limited space.
Kit: £8.90
Assembled POI module; 04,90
AA4.Covers 25 to 1300MHz. Broad -band performance in a neat, compact package.

Kit: £19.90

Assembled PCB modules: £28.90

AB 1 18. Optimised for long distance reception on 118 to 137MHz air -band.

Kit: £18.80

Assembled PCB modules: £27.90

MB1 56. 156 to 162MHz marine band active antenna system (the brother of A8118!)
Kit: £18.50
Assembled PC.Bmodtites: £27.60

Practical Wireless, January 1997

MEI

Tap Value Receiving ATVs

130& 1504-rx mod,is

CTLI8. Covers 500 kH z to 30MHz. Matches antenna impedance and helps reduce spurious
signals and interference with extra front-end filtering for the receiver. 50239 sockets.

Factory Built: £49.90. Kit (including case and all hardware): £29.90.
CTU9. As CTU8 plus balun, bypass switch and terminal posts. The fully featured Rx ATU!

Factory Built: £69.90. CT119 Kit (including case and all hardware): £39.90.

Please add £4.00 P&P. or £1.50 P&P for electronics kits without hardware.
HOWES KITS contain good quality printed circuit boards with screen printed parts
locations, full, dear instructions and all board mounted components. Sales, constructional
and technical advice are available by phone during office hours. Please send an SAE for our
free catalogue and specific product data sheets. Delivery is normally within seven days.

73 from Dave G4KQH, Technical Manager.
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the PractLc
By Rev. Geor e Dobbs G311,11V

this month the Rev,
George Dobbs C3RdV

presents what he
describes as "an

almost digital voltage

indicator" project to
monitor 12V in the

shack, car or in the

field".

After reading the quote from Mr.
Horowitz and Mr. Hill (below, right
1 think they are no doubt right.
However, there's an exception: it's
when you're using a power supply
with a piece of radio equipment (then
it's better when nothing interesting is

home-brew transceiver to operate.
After that, I usually packed a meter to
monitor the voltage of the battery
supply!

happening1).

The useful little unit I'm describing

Most amateur radio equipment is
designed to run at a nominal 12V. It's
a 'nominal' voltage level
because much equipment is
actually designed to run at
just above 13V (this is the
usual voltage for a fully
charged -12V' lead -acid
storage battery).
Most of us have at least
one bench power supply, run
from the domestic mains
supply to provide the nominal
12V. When the equipment is
used in the car, or in the

this time replaces a test -meter. It is

'field' well probably use a
battery. whether lead -acid,
gel -cell, NiCad or even a
non -rechargeable battery.
Over the years I have
enjoyed portable operation

How to identify an I.e.d
pin.

MN hit
'digital', but not 'fancy digital'. in

showing half volt steps from 10 to
14.5V. (This is the likely area of
interest fora 12V supply).
The indicator uses an LM3914
dot/bar display driver chip. The
LM3914 lights up to ten l.e.d.s (in the
bar mode) or one of 10 l.e.d.s (in the
dot mode) in response to an input
voltage.
The chip contains a voltage divider
and 10 comparators that turn
on in sequence as the input
voltage rises. There is an
internal reference voltage
source which can be used to
set high and low reference
points on two pins at either
end of the voltage divider
chain to adjust the range of

"There are two quantities that
we like to keep track of in
electronic circuits: voltage
and current. These are
usually changing with time;
otherwise nothing interesting
is happening."
The Art of Electronics. Horowitz & Hill

with QRP equipment. It was either
powered from a gel -cell battery or
hooked up to the battery in the car.
Some of the equipment is quite
voltage sensitive. I well remember
one of my QRP expeditions being
ruined towards the end of the day
because the battery voltage had gone
too low for the change -over relay of a

that a line of light emitting diodes
(1.e.d.$) indicate the state of the
supply voltage.

It would be possible to set it up to
read from zero volts to the required
supply voltage but that is wasteful.
All that we require is an indication
around the nominal supply voltage.
In this case we have 10 l.e.d.s

measurement.
Another pin sets the

LM3914 to operate in the dot
or bar mode. Altogether a
useful chip'

The Va.&

The circuit of the battery
voltage indicator is shown in
Fig. 1. The battery (or supply) being
monitored provides the operating
voltage.
In practice, the LM3914 operates
with any supply voltage from 3 to
18V. A preset potentiometer feeds the
input to pin 5. This is used to set the
highest reading point. Another preset
control sets the low reading voltage

BATTERY VOLTAGE INDICATOR
Slightly larger than life,
showing that the voltage
applied was about 13.5v.

(anywhere between about
13.25 and 13.75v).
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10V
red

Iwsssns

10.5V
red

11V
red

11.5V
green

12V
green

12.5V
green

I ,I

13V
green

13.5V

1411

green

red

,7

A.

15

14

13

holders).
The I.e.d.s are
mounted in a row
along the lid of the
box. The l.e.d.s
holders are nice but
can cost as much as

14.5V
red

rI

11

12

the I.e.d.s
themselves.

IC1

iNI3914
Battery

holes undersized and
gently ream them out
until the l.e.d.s are a

R3
152

push fit. Remember

:R1

.457

e4k75

An alternative is
to drill the mounting

set high

R4

4k7

14.511

eel low
10V

that the shorter lead
(often
of the

marked by a 'fiat on
the casing) is the
cathode.

using the internal reference voltage.
Pins 1 to 10 feed the I.e.d.s. It is
possible to obtain 'bar' indicators
with 10 I.e.d.s mounted in a row but
this indicator uses individual I.e.d.s.
These are red or green according to
the desirability of the voltage.
The diodes indicating 11.5 to
I 3.5V are green and the voltages
above and below are red. The green
represents the probable safety margin
for using I 2V equipment.

inikling Techniques
Of all the building techniques for
making amateur radio equipment, the
one I like least is Veroboard. (Well....
I have made an enemy with one
company!).
Veroboard of course is that system
which uses a 0.1 inch pitch matrix of
holes with tracks joining the holes in
one direction along the board. It's not
that there is anything intrinsically
wrong with Veroboard but that 1 find
it difficult to think in straight lines!
Using Veroboard really requires
careful soldering because the tracks

The board requires five straight
links and a link that curves around the
edge of the LM3914. The tracks have
to be cut in 12 places, nine of these
being between the adjacent rows of
pins on the LM3914.
I recommend that you use a proper
Vero spot cutter, or alternatively a
small twist drill held in the fingers.
The connections to the battery and the
I.e.d.s all come from one end of the
board.

I mounted the completed unit in a
small ABS plastic box, 110 x 60 x
30mm deep. (I happened to have the
box, as I did the l.e.d.s and their

Circuit diagram of the
G3R,IN"digitar voltmeter.

Hy Lids
Two fly leads (red and black) with
crocodile clips seemed the easiest
way to feed the indicator. And there
you are -just clip the indicator on to
the battery or supply and you know
the state of the voltage!
By the way, if you prefer a bar
display (with all the I.e.d.s up to the
measured voltage alight) connect pin
9 to the positive of the supply rather
than to pin 11. Go on...have a go...it's
an 'illuminating' project this time!
PW

A photograph of the insides.
Tracks on the Veroboard

run horizontal!).

are placed close together. The tracks
are also easy to bridge by accident.

But despite what I've just
said...this project lends itself so well
to the Veroboard method of
construction! The l.e.d.s are
conveniently fed from sequentially
numbered pins and the rest of the

circuit fits with very little trouble.

layout Design
The Veroboard layout design is
shown in right. The parts simply fit
onto the board as shown: note the
direction of the tracks. Note: there are
breaks between the pins of [Cl and
the two variable resistor sliders.
There are also breaks between the
two 'end' contacts on R2 and R4.
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SPECIAL OfFERS & FIVE YIDnow with

ACCIDENTAL DA1VIAGE!

Yaesu FT -8500

Only from Martin Lynch & Son

SAVE £25411
Yaesu's new

super dual
bander is available from Martin
Lynch & Son at a fantastic discount!
Na

Full remote head

W 50 Watts on 2M
111
35 Watts on 70cm

kom IC-775DSP

Yaesu FT -990
SAVE OVER £600!!

,M=

Icorris
Flagship machine offering a massive 200
watts of power and DSP. Despite its size, the
IC-775DSP is relatively light thanks to a
high power switch mode supply fuelling the
transceiver and huge brightly lit display.

Built in CTCSS Encode

Personal Computer Control
Massive Omni -Glow Display
110 memories with Alpha
display

RRP 1749 ML PRICE: /495
SAYING £25411

NEW! Albrecht AE -550
"NO-NONSENSE LOW COST 2M MOBILE"

The Yaesu FT -990 has been a world best seller
since its introduction a few years ago. Thousands
world wide are used daily by Radio Amateurs
who want a simple to use, beautifully built HF
Transceiver. No other is built using plug-in
boards for example, allowing servicing to be
quick and easy. The FT -990 was the first to offer
Digital Filters allowing high and low cut to the
received signal.

25 Watts 5/10/12.5/20/25kHz

100 watts on all HF bands
General Coverage RX
High Speed internal Auto ATU

steps IM 144-146MHz (extendible)
MI Compact size: 140mm (w) x
125mm (h) x 41mm (d)

200 Watts output
Massive display
Twin PBT on each I.F.
Twin RX with display
DSP Noise reduction
Twin Antenna input
Auto Notch
APF on CW
1Hz tuning
Triple Band Stacking register

RRP: 0699 ML PRICE £2899

Available with or without internal PSU

10 (YFS , ONLY 10) memory channels

Digital hi/lo cut filter as standard
Twin VFO's
Fly wheel tuning
Brilliant RF Speech Processor
Electronic Keyer
IF Notch
IF Shift

Programmable calling channel
Enter the
no frills, no
messing
AE -550.

Simple to use - great in operation. Even
better price...

AC Venues: REP

1199.95 INCL. var.

ec venues: REP £1999

P&P {10

& ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

180011

panel
III

INCLUDING 5 YEAR WARRANTY

SAVE

RX: 110-174/410-500MHz
9k6 Packet input jack on rear

itvol ML Price £1549!
ML Price £1399!

Kenwaad TS -870S
SAVE 145011
Offered from Martin Lynch & Son with
uprated 40/80M performance. the TS -870S
is still the reigning champion for full "DSP"
transceivers.
Mi

100 watts on all HF Bands

General Coverage RX
111

Internal Auto ATU

W Full DSP - Variable bandwidth to 50H/1

NEW! kom IC -756

DSP also available for TX

Auto Notch

Contest Keyer
MI Fly Wheel Tuning

The new 1C-756 etas rather like the

TWin VFO's

new Jaguar XK-8 coupe al the Motor

Now just take a look at the price!

Show. You couldn't gel near it! bike

RRP 12399 ML PRICE 11949

the new Jaguar the IC -756 is bursting
with innovative features and las long

NEW! kom IC -821N

has been Jaguar tradition), offered at
Icom brings you
the latest in all
mode dualband
technology. The

a very competitive price.

SPECIAL
PACKAGE OFFER:

Integrated 4.9" Data Display
Band Scope

Full DSP at 15kHz
Visible TX Message on
memory keyer
IN Dual Watch as standard
t 60rn - 6m ALL MODE
MI 100W output ALL Bands
III

Apt/ Twin FRT. Auto Notch

£2195

FL -222 1.8kHz SSBN

..129
£65

UT -102 Speech announcement _128
FIVE YEAR WARRANTY
(including Accidental damage) .£126

M?ION

r i.0

new IC -821}1 is

IC -756 HF Transceiver

SP -21 Matching Speaker

1114 P)9t

an "enhanced" version of the 1C -820H, sporting
some very important features. If you are serious
on VHF/UHF then join the queue for the best of

the best

IN All mode
MI .5 - 1300MHz NO CAPS
Tuneable bandpass titters for
excellent image & intermod
rejection

W 1000 memory channels with
Alpha tag upto 8 characters
MI Multi function dot matrix LCD
display
III

Real time band scope

100Hz frequency res.
III

Multiple scanning modes
Noise blanker & Auto noise
limiter
Full PC interface compatibility

RRP £429
INCLUDING 5 YEAR WARRANTY &
ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE

NEW! km ICR-8500

price!

SAYE £275!!
When Icom introduced the ICR-7000 ten years
ago World Government establishments,
Commercial organisations and true
"enthusiasts" queue up lu place orders. The
1CR-7100 then followed and today ICOM
bring you the new 1CR-8500. Another
masterpiece for "All Band" monitoring? If it
was a painting, you'd hang it on the wall!

100kHz- I999.9999MHz continuous
IM All mode as standard
MI 1000 Memory channels All alphanumeric
Optional .500Hz CW/Data Filter

1111

Built in RS -232C interface

APF and IF shift
Digital AFC function

Multiple tuning steps
Three antenna inputs
Optional voice announcement module
IN Versatile Scantling features

IN All mode incl. 9k6 packet
compatibility
III 35W on 2M SSB
NI 45W on 2M FM

III

0.11 microvolt for 10dB sin
SSB.CW
IM IF Shift for either band

SPECIAL PACKAGE DEAL FROM

30W on 70CM SSB
40W on 70CM FM

IIII

RRP £1699.

MARTIN LYNCH & ON:

CI -V bus

New boxed ICR-8500, FL52 500Hz
CW/Data Filter (worth L129), Mains PSU
(Worth £20). FIVE YEARS Breakdown &
Accidental damage cover (worthf 126)

RRP £1595 ML PRICE £1429

ALL FOR 11699.00

Satellite Mode operation

Twin receivers allowing 2/70
duplex operation

Want the rig only without the Wad' 3ken call for,lowest

The latest Scanner
from the from stable
that's burring the rest
of the scanner market!
Don't think that the
IC4110 is an
alternative to the
Tandy hocky kocky
2000. its a serious hand
monitor receiver. Take
a look at the spec. then
order one.

Twin Antenna input

WITH 5 YEAR WARRANTY & ACCIDENTAL DAMAGE!

IN

NEW! IC.R10E

SAVE £275!!

Yaesu FT8000 Doll Bonder
THE LATEST DESIGN FROM THE
YAESU STABLE. A SMALL COMPACT
HIGH POWER DUAL BAND MOBILE,
OFFERING THESE FEATURES:
Fhe latest addition to the STANDARD CORP family, the C-156
will become the reel "standard" in 2m bandies, Typical Standard
engineering with features that price For pound are unheard of in
todays market. Take a look:

M. Coverage 100-200MHz RX

DOT Matrix LCD & Menu Display
E Message delivery, 10 fixed, 9 customised by user
M. 39 tone encoder + 1750Hz tones built in
100 Capable memory channels, incl. Alpha tag,
Repeater/simplex, offset, Tone Squelch frequency
(option), + more

Upto 5 Warts output with optional CNB 157 or
13.8V input.

,

Wide Band RX, I 10-550 / 7501300MHz.
Smart Search sweeps a band and
loads active frequencies in dedicated frequency banks.
108 Memory Channels, storing repeater offset,
MI Optional. CTCSS, Packet Speed & Power level.
IN Digital DC Voltage display.
Dual receive on same or cross band, plus cross band repeat facility.
Full 50 Watts out on 2m, 35 Watts on 70cm.
1200 or 9600 Baud Packet available per memory channel with easy
interface via a dedicated input socket.
ADMIS- 1 D Windows programming software,

RRP: £549 Ill PRICE: £415. Deposit £75, 12 x 06.73. Cost of loan: £40.83

Lightweight & very compact, only 290g with
batteries!
NEW PRODUCT FROM KENWOOD... the DSP TS -570D

PRICED AT ONLY £149.95 WITH CELL CASE

OR £t99.95 WITH NICADS & CHARGER

Yaesu FT-900AT

kom IC-T7E

The best mini

DUAL BAND

HF base
station

FEATURES AT

available. Full

SINGLE BAND

feature

A DSP HF Transceiver the size of an old TS -440S. Technology gone

mad. Using 16 bit DSP technology for unmatched interference
reduction and signal processing.
I 100W HF General Coverage Amateur Sand
Transceiver

I Employs Digital filters for each operating mode
DSP Beat Cancel for elimination of multiple
hetrodynes

PRICE!

including 100
watts all

DSP Noise reduction pulls signals out of the noise.
DSP enabling ultra high quality TX audio
I Worlds first CW Auto Tune feature, enabling exact

Th. Lunt "Twin Bander'

mode.
General
Coverage and much more.

RRP £1299 ML PRICE £1049
SAVE £250!!

Handie From 1com. Nice and
slim, easy to use and loaded

with useful features.

RRP £349

ML PRICE £289

RRP £1499.95.
Including FIVE YEAR parts and

labour warranty and
ACCIDENTAL COVER.
AVAILABLE ON FREE FINANCE.

£499.95 deposit with 12 payments

kom IC -704

of £83.33. ZERO APR

The only way you haven't heard about
the IC -706 is you're either a. Dead or h.
Living on the Moon. The only mini
mobile to offer 100 watts on HF and
SIX metres, 10 watts on TWO metres,
all mode, Wide Band FM RX plus loads
more.

RRP 0195 ML PRICE: £989
YAESU FT.1000NIP

pitch of incoming signal
I Large LCD screen with 7 character alphanumeric
sub display
I 270mm x 96mm panel size and light weight makes
TS -570 ideal for all applications.

5 Watt CIRP minimum output through to 100 Watts
I PC Control of all functions at up to 57600bps.
I All mode including Packet, FSK and FM

tORTI N UNChr
& Son
I THE AMATEUR RADIO EXCHANGE CENTRE

140-142 NORTHFIELD AVENUE, EALING,
LONDON W13 9SB

0181E566 1120
OPENING TIMES MON - SAT : 9.30 - 6.00
I.A I F. NR.1111 I'llURSDAY BY APPOINTMENT

m 5 TEAR WARRANTY'S MADAME

Mirtintlinch sin est. otter finance terms upto Yon/apts. kipooits #0111 B
minimum al 10%. We woionme your port exchange against any new (or eartd1/

ON ALL MAIN PRODUCTS LISTED

'kr,*
The magic in the new Yaesu HF transceiver is the
inclusion of "COLLINS" filters. The result is audio that
harks back to the "S Line" days. Rounded, full and real
depth but with a crispness that is easy on the ear. Add to
that the latest in technology with "EOSP" signal
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Invented
By Patrick Allel GW3KJW
Patrick Pilely
GiV3141W casts his

humorous eye over the

history books to make

up his mind on who
invented radio.

0

Over a period of many years, I have
been asked the question 'Who
invented radio'? on a number of
occasions. And depending on how I
felt at the time, I would answer,
'Why, Marconi of course'!
However, if I was feeling a bit
stroppy, 1 would reply Professor A S
Popov' and watch a blank look come
over the face of my interrogator. It
would be a good bet that they had
heard of Marconi but Popov was a
stranger to them and they would not
want to display their ignorance by
asking who he was!
Now, after much thought. ] have
come to the conclusion that radio was
not invented, nor discovered, by any
one man. Radio can be likened to a
camel - no one person could ever
design a camel, it is obviously the
result of a committee, a gathering
together and amalgamation of ideas.
So, let me explain further...

Busy Fighting
In the 17th century, the super powers
of the time were busy fighting each
other and very often themselves
(remember we had our civil war long
before others!). But fortunately, a few
more saner men were involved in
exercising their minds instead of their
muscles, Newton, Kepler and Wren
being such examples.
A new age was dawning when the
study of the sciences became a
fashionable pursuit amongst the
wealthy. Many of the big houses had
a laboratory in which the lord and
master could follow his hobby, (1
suppose today's equivalent is a shack
in the cubby hole under the stairs!).
By the beginning of the 18th
century, electricity was the great
mystery. It was believed to be part of
the life force and experiments were
conducted to try to understand it and
to measure and control it. How many
must have found that electricity has a
habit of biting back?

First Experimenter
I sappusc the first great experimenter
was a genius named Benjamin
Franklin (1706 to 1790). He was an
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inventor, a diplomat (and possibly a
spy during the 1770s) and a man who
believed that electricity was a fluid
which could be tapped.
Franklin went as far as flying kites
in thunderstorms in order to induce

saying that he had produced
electricity out of animal tissue and
that is was normal electricity
produced by the contact of two
dissimilar metals.
Volta proved his theory by

his electric 'fluid' into the kite string

inventing the voltaic pile (not the
painful medical condition!),
otherwise known as the electrochemical battery, a device to produce
a constant source of electric current.
Volta then toured Europe
demonstrating his battery and on
showing it Napoleon in 1801, was

and transfer it to a key suspended on
the string. How these experiments did

not kill him defies logic! But he
understood the phenomena of
electrostatic action.
Electrostatic action was, at the
time, treated almost as a party trick,
or a way of impressing your less
brainy friends. But some men were
seriously researching such matters.
One of the serious researchers was

Sir Henry Cavendish (1731 to
1810), a man of independent means.
He was a man with influence, a
nephew of the Duke of Devonshire,
and he was clever!
Cavendish had a wide range of
scientific interests and identified
Hydrogen as a separate gas and in
1798 deduced the density of the earth.
He anticipated Coulomb. Ohm and
Faraday, deduced the square law of
electrical attraction and repulsion and

discovered scientific inductive
capacity.

Unfortunately Cavendish's main
discoveries in electrostatics remained
unpublished until 1879. (Many years
after his death)

Similar Experiments
Over on the continent, similar
experiments were taking place and
the Italians were getting 'in on the
act'. For example, Luigi Galvani
(1737 to1798) was an anatomist, who
in the 1780s, made the chance
discovery that frog's legs placed in an
electric field produced by his
electrostatic generator would twitch.
Galvani believed that he had
discovered another type of electricity
- animal electricity and published his
findings.
Galvani's claim was disputed by a
fellow Italian, blessed with the name

made a Count.

Also Busy
While Napoleon was ravaging
Europe, one of his subjects was also
busy. He was Charles Augustin de
Coulomb (1736-18061 an
experimenter from an old and wealthy
French family.
Coulomb announced that the forces
between two electrical charges are
proportional to the product of the
sizes of the charges and inversely
proportional to the square of the
distance between them. He thereby
defined the quantity of an electrical
charge. The Coulomb and Coulomb's
Law are still with us.
The study of electrical charges was
also being taken up in Scandinavia.
And it was Hans Christian Oersted
(1770-1851, who in Denmark in
1820, whilst passing a current
through a length of wire (which just
happened to be near a compass)
noticed that the compass needle
deflected. He then deduced that an
electric current has a magnetic effect.
Oersted's findings were published
and came to the notice of one of the
greater mathematicians of the age, a

Frenchman, Andre -Marie Ampere
1775 to 1836). Ampere became one
of the founders of the study of
electromagnetism and following
Oersted's finding, mathematically
proved the relationship between
magnetic force and electric current.

of Alessandro Guiseppe Antonio
Anastasio Volta (1745-1824). Volta

In Germany

was following similar researches and
suggested that Galvani was wrong in

It doesn't seem strange to find from
the history books that yet another
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physicist, this time in Germany, was
working on similar experiments. This
man was
1854).

Georg Simon Ohm (1789-

It was Ohm who as we know found
out our 'Ohm's Law'. He discovered
that the electric current flowing
through a wire is directly proportional
to the potential difference and
inversely proportional to the
resistance.

It's not thought that Volta, Ampere
and Ohm ever met each other.

However, I wonder if they had, would
they have stood in a triangle
formation? But there's no doubt that
their individual published researches
were read by the others.
Two other men of the age pushed
the electromagnetic knowledge
further. One was the great Michael
Faraday (1791-N67). Like others
before him he initially concentrated
on analytical chemistry, but his
interests were wider.
In 1831, Faraday discovered
electromagnetic induction by which a
permanent magnet could generate
electricity. This vital breakthrough in
electrodynamics, previously
investigated by Ampere, led directly
of making a dynamo and a motor.
Faraday also proposed the concept
of lines of force. But this time he left
the proof to later physicists.

Independent Henry
At the same time and entirely
independent from the others
(although no doubt following the
same lines of research available to
Faraday, and indeed to all interested
in academics) an American, Joseph
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Henry (1797-1878) also conducted
accurate research into
electromagnetic induction. His name
became the unit of induction - the
Henry.
By the time Queen Victoria came
to the throne, the basic building
blocks of radio had been discovered
and proved. Electricity and
magnetism, potential difference,
current and resistance were terms
understood by the scientific
community and were being used in
commercial ventures.
The telegraph system was a prime
result of the discoveries I've listed.
Although research was being carried
as a pure academic interest, the
industrialists had realised that there
was money to be made in faster
communications and were beginning
to finance research. Governments
were also aware that military
communications needed upgrading
and so they also encouraged further
studies.

Just 4s Clever
The men of the 19th century were just
as clever as their mentors! For
example, a Belfast man, William

Thomas Kelvin (1824-1907)
although famous for other studies,
experimented in Faraday's theories of
induction and Kelvin's concept of an
electromagnetic field was derived
from his own and Faraday's work.
Kelvin was involved in the laying
of the first Transatlantic cable. His
work influenced the Scot James Clerk
Maxwell 11831-1879) who was the
first Cavendish Professor of Physics
at Cambridge in 1871.

Maxwell extended the work of
Faraday and Kelvin. He produced
field equations which unified
magnetism and electricity.
James Maxwell also identified the
electromagnetic nature of light and
most importantly as far as we are
concerned, predicted the existence of
other electromagnetic radiation. (Here
was the first suspicion of what may
be termed radio waves). Maxwell also
published the findings of Henry
Cavendish in 1879.

lack To Germany
Back we go to Germany and to one of
the greatest teachers of his age,

Hermann Ludwig Ferdinand von
Helmholtz (1821-1894). He was
involved in many sciences and
amongst his research he studied the

properties of oscillating electric
currents. He left his assistant to
continue with this line of enquiry.
How fortunate it was that
Helmholtz's assistant was Heinrich
Rudolf Hertz. He was born in 1857
and who so tragically died of blood
poisoning at the early age of 37 in
1894. Hertz was made Professor of
Physics at Bonn in 1889.
Hertz was able to follow the works
of Helmholtz and Maxwell. In 1886
he demonstrated experimentally, by
using an induction coil to produce
sparks across a gap between two
metal balls. He was also able to
induce a current into a metal loop
connected to another spark gap and
thereby producing sparking across
this gap.

continued on page 42
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The receiver was placed a few feet
away from the transmitter. Hertz then
proved that the waves behaved like
light and radiant heat, thus proving
that they too, were electromagnetic.

detect and rectify signals. In later life,
Lodge became interested in
spiritualism and tried to contact the
dead (not unlike calling CQ on
144MHz at times!).

In England

Early Radio

Back in England during 1879,
Professor D. E. Hughes, produced
electric sparks in his house and
detected them half a mile away by
means of a simple detector and
earpiece. His peers refused to
acknowledge his claims of radio
waves, and the existence of radio
waves were not accepted until Hertz,
some seven years later, demonstrated
his results.
During the same period, Sir Oliver
Lodge was also experimenting and
was developing an early form of
receiver known as a coherer. This
involved the use of dissimilar metals,
(the principle of a semi -conductor) to

It can now be seen that early radio had
arrived, although in a very primitive
state. It was not appreciated by the
general public and not thought to be
much more than a scientific
phenomena.
However, the 'super powers' of the
time had already grasped the
possibilities of improved
communications. They were looking
around for someone to come up with a
reliable working system.
In the scientific world, where
advances in any discipline are deemed
to be original they are published for
the good of all science. So it's not
swprising that the discoveries and

Transatlantic
Transmission
The culmination of Marconi's early
experiments was of course the first
transatlantic transmission from
Poldhu in Cornwall to Signal Hill,
Newfoundland on 12 December 1901

using a spark transmitter rated at
25kW to a 'fan' aerial.
At the Newfoundland end, reception
was via a 'coherer. This was a glass
container with a plug of iron at one
end, a copper plug at the other end
and mercury in between. A kite was

inventions of Hertz and Lodge in
particular came to the notice of two
more men living far apart, but
following similar lines of research.
One was Professor A. S. Popov
(1859-1904), a physicist working in
Russia. The other was an Italian,
Guglielmo Marconi (1874-1937)
who was an electrical engineer. It
would appear that their experiments
were almost identical and one
supposes that they were working from
the same published material.

Successful
Communications
In the spring of 1897, Popov achieved
successful communications over a
range of 600m during experiments
with the Russian Navy in Kronstad
Harbour. Later the same year he
increased the range to 5km.
In July of the same year, Marconi
demonstrated communication between
used to support the aerial.
In the next few years, radio
developed quickly. In 1904, Sir
Ambrose Fleming invented the
thetmionic diode valve and two years
later, Lee de Forest, an American,
invented the triode, thereby allowing

ships in an Italian port over a distance
of 151cm.

Marconi, not being an academician,
was not inclined to reserve his talents
for pure research. He set out to make
radio a viable system and at the same
time to earn a good living from his
endeavours.
Marconi was then invited to Great
Britain where he was courted by the
General Post Office and the War
Department. They began a number of
trials to prove his system and to
improve its reliability.
Young Marconi then set up a firm,
trained staff and sent them out to
various parts of the United Kingdom
and further afield. The first known use
of the newfangled radio by the War
Department was during the Boer War
when ship -to -shore communication
was set up in South Africa.

amplification of current, an essential
requirement for successful radio
communications.
But to get back to the original

question, 'Who invented radio?' I'm
afraid I don't know and neither do I
know who designed the camel!
PW

A British First.....From
Uzbekista
By l'hil Whitehurch C3SWH

In August 1990, Barry G3LZK
received a letter of invitation from
Nazim Tabtarov UI8A A for him to
G3SWIl describes
visit Nazim in Tashkent, Uzbekistan.
memories of the
This letter was something of a
surprise as Barry had only worked
DIpedition to
Nazim a couple of times on the air
previously.
Uzbekistan that he
Barry was very keen and asked me
if
I
would like to join him on a c.w. and Barry Steele
only mini-DXpedition. Of course I
jumped at the idea!
6312N enjoyed in
Barry then wrote to Nazim
1991.
explaining what was proposed and
duly received a telegram from Nazim
saying 'No problem.
P1r Operation by British Ameteurs tram trzbekistan,USSR
Fly to Moscow then
4-101h May 1991
to Tashkent':
So, it was decided
CJ
U18A/G3121(
a
to try and travel in
easy- FOC IBM -.MARS 340
May 1991. We
Ll U18A/G3SW1-0
started to organise
Phil - FOC 1613 - MARS Nag
reciprocal licences
OTH, Tashkent City
OBLAST: 189
and airline tickets.
CO Zone: 17
ITIJ Zone: 30
Phil Whitchurch

put &mete Ranks in Noon, OISAA I,, M1.6 nolo and tool:4.11Yr
retticl, made Ms oma,9lla l 00951ble
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Oa

het(' it
URAA.
Nairn ito iced two British friends to
thekistan and they had quite an adventure!
.

First Obstacle
The first obstacle was to get travel
visa applications from the Russian
Embassy in London, at a cost of £10
each. These had to be completed in
triplicate with photographs and two
copies sent to Nazim, the third copy
being returned to the Embassy.
When he received them, Nazim
had to take his two copies to the
`authorities' in Tashkent for them to
issue us with a formal letter of
invitation to the Soviet Union. This
then had to be sent to the Embassy in
London for the actual visas to be
issued.

Copies of our UK amateur licenses
were sent off to Box 88 in Moscow.
And after much correspondence and
the assistance of Vlad U3DR, we
were issued with the callsigns
U18A/G3LZK and LII8A/G3SWH.
Airline tickets were booked, but
these involved a change of airport at
Moscow, as well as an eight hour
delay between flights. We fell back
on our amateur radio contacts...much
to our advantage!
We were met at Sherenetyevo
Airport by Valery UA3DEA and
Jacob UA3BR who showed us the
sights. They also got us spectacularly
drunk on vodka and they eventually

Continued on page 47
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WTaloe

intage

B Charles Miller

It's Charles

Miller's turn
to look after
PW's vintage
'wireless
shop' this
month.
Charles
continues the
story of the
pioneers and
in the first of a
two part story
he turns the
spotlight onto
one of the
most
famous.... john
Scott -Taggart.

If you talk to almost anyone who
was around in those vintage days
of radio, the 1920s and 30s, it's a
near certainty that sooner or later the
name of John Scott -Taggart will
crop up. It comes as something of a
shock to find that Scott -Taggart was
really in the public eye for less than
20 years, because in that time he

contrived to make himself better
known than almost everyone in radio,
save Marconi himself.
It's almost pretty certain that for
every person you find who considers
Scott -Taggart a near genius, there'll
be another who will denounce him as
a near charlatan. One thing that is
certain is that he had a wonderful gift
for (mainly self)
publicity.

One

Hundred
Years
John Scott -

Taggart was born
one hundred years
ago. It was just at
the time when the
23 year -old

Guglielmo
Marconi had
arrived in Britain
with his 'newfangled' ideas
about wireless
telegraphy.
Whether the
timing had any
effect or not, John
grew up to make an
extraordinary career

seems never to have practised, which
isn't surprising as it would have been

difficult for him to have found time
in between his other activities!
According to his entry on the
1954 Who's Who, Scott -Taggart also

managed to serve in the Army during
the First World War with some
distinction, being mentioned in
dispatches and gaining the Military
Cross. This wasn't bad for a lad who
was still only 21 when hostilities
ceased.

It was probably the war that
brought him into contact with and
stimulated his interest in wireless.
This was to such an extent that by
1918, again according to Who's Who,

Two years later, Scott -Taggart
was in charge of the patents
department of the then influential
Radio Communications Company,
but was still looking farther ahead. In
1922 he founded The Radio Press
Limited, and embarked on the job of
putting the name of Scott -Taggart
firmly before the eyes of the public.

Radio Year Book
In an advertisement published in
Pitman's first Radio Year Book
(1923) Scott -Taggart announced
modestly that "as publishers of
authoritative wireless literature we
can guarantee that everyone
interested in the
science, either
I professionally.

Iexperimentally or
merely as a

fascinating
hobby, will derive
full satisfaction
from reading
some (or all) of

the following
publications".
The list
appended gave
the names of
Modern Wireless
(edited by John
Scott -Taggart)
and four books
Ithat also had

come from his
pen. As a matter
of fact, the source
Photograph showing John Scott -Taggart demonstrating of the above
one of his receiver designs to Mr Shadbolt's workers in quotation is his own
exploiting Marconi's 1936. Even the somewhat bland posed photograph
copy of the Year
discoveries.
helps to convey some of the charisma surrounding
Book (I acquired
Scott-Taggart's
Scott -Taggart and his work...judging by the looks on
this some years ago
education ranged
the admiring faces!
along with a good
from, what he
selection from
described as various (unspecified)
he had already taken out the first of
Scott-Taggart's personal library) and
Technological Institutions, to
over 30 patents relating to valves,
it has a cross marked against it in the
University College London, where he
transmitters and receivers. He was
great man's own hand.
studied Law. He was, in fact,
also under way with the first of a
There are many small
eventually 'called to the bar' but
series of books on these subjects.
annotations and underlinings in the
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announced that he had
1926) Scott -Taggart
Advertisement
(naturally!)
Grandiose
(6 November
of valves that were
advertisement
the
production
diose
into
g
activities in order to go
Ina characteristically
of Fleetway
market.
his
journalistic
Press
on
the
relinquished all
passed to the Amalgamated
anything else
Edwards
with G. V.
far
than
its publications
of Norman
going to be better by
concerned.
all
the
editorship
was
continued for a while, under
As far as Radio Press
Wireless
Harris. Then he was
Modern
of Percy W.
House, EC4.
guidance
the BBC. The
under
the
Dowding as technical editor.
late chief engineer of
carried on for some years
P. Eckersley,
Wireless Constructor by the more charismatic P.
Popular Wireless.
at his desk, looking
early
1930s
long
running
replaced in the
valves? Pictured
Almalgarnated
wonderful
new
absorbed into
and his
title Wireless was
of John Scott -Taggart
diffidently in a display advertisement:
Meanwhile, what
he asked
valve and you had met
straight in the eye, as
the reader
to a dealer to buy a
would you have

Ii

reading matter week after
week. is daunting indeed! But
as if that wasn't enough,
Scott -Taggart had established
what he called a research
laboratory in Elstree to
develop and test new wireless
equipment.
Although on the surface
all seemed well with Radio
Press, there must have been
rumblings underneath. The
first indication of changes
to come was the sudden
abandonment of Wireless
on your wayas ideal for your purpose,
Weekly ['the 100% valve
month ago you had beencertain
valve
"Supposing a
paper') halfway through
recommended a
out
If he had
shall be happy to test it
1926 and its incorporation
get
it
I
Scott -Taggart.
certificate
to
"When you
(a polite euphemism for
had
said,
advice?
personally
sign
taken his
"Supposing he
give you a
submergence) in a new
The advert continued satisfied it is up to standard,
expert
best known
after I am
weekly entitled simply
as
the
offer?
thoroughly and,
has built up
accepted this
have been a
reputation
he
have
Wireless.
this
subject
analysed the
his books on
that effect", would you
head of their
consciously have
know
that
Initially. Percy W.
he
was
the
not
did not even
You would
You probably?
Harris and J. H. Reyner
across your mind that
might
flash
in
this
country.
apparatus.
of them. It
on valves
were credited as joint
critics of valves and Would you have put his
guide to over 500,000 readers
editors with G. P.
and the keenest of
actually to
judgement?
you
have
influenced your
great Elstree Laboratories
Kendall as assistant
confidence?
Today
best
opinion
have
with
activities top roduce the
editor and John Scott How far would his valve in your valve holder
other
and tested
has relinquished all
Taggart as technical
the
S
T
recommended
Scott
-Taggart
certify that
director. Although in
answer this question. John
initials every box to
his
own
conditions) under
September, his name
valve he can.
and the designer personally
operating
in every type
as its dynamic
was erased (literally
(tested under actual
valve
which,
It is available
S
T
the
tested dynamically valve. Let it be an
Thanks to the
\
since the gap in the
has
been
a new
valve inside
purity of reproduction.its performance will be
credits list is quite
You are about to buy
and
wonderful
constant vacuum,
supervision. gives high amplification
obvious) and a month
the
high
below) and
curve shows,
later the other names
filament (see my comment like the Pyramids - to last". Especially when it was followed
torodium*
are built went as well.
I can't find
blandishment?
I

{

I

ll

I
I

valves? *But
maintained, for S T valves home constructor resist this
virtue of the new
by Scott -Taggart
extolling the
any wireless

How could
coloured prose
Perhaps it's a word 'invented'
of highly
more
pages
scientific
dictionary.
of the
by several
'Torodium' in any
-Taggart was in charge it with
any reference to
"...Mr
Scott
compare
the adverts:
than fifty patents (but inventive
himself?
example of the prose accompanying
proof
of
the
Here's an
the British Government...more
stand in his name. some
of radio .....inside
of valves made for
with
valves,
manufacture
entirely with this branch
all
concerned
designed
machinery
his entry in Who's Who!),technical life has been concerned precision of specialty
shoulders
head
and
science,
the
genius of one of whose
make a valve which standscontinue unless he was
the ingenuity of modern
bulb
is
all
contributed to
valvefused to
the glass
of the S T
care in testing have
result, S T Ltd. are operating
and painstaking in the early stages the designer
desired.
As
of the valve.
above the others ..... and able to use any invention he the design and advancement
essential
to achieve the
contributed
to
invention
which have
entirely unhampered
to
use
some
under all the leading patents design through inability
sacrificed in
Nothing has been
II

Economical Or
Prodigal
Whatever you may
think of ScottTaggart's ability to
be economical or
prodigal with the
truth as the
occasion
demanded, in the
cause of self advancement, it
had to be

ii

'

best results ...... .

book, giving a good indication of
who and what was engaging his
attention at the time. And although
Scott -Taggart must have had
backers when he started Radio
Press, he later became its sole
proprietor.

Modern Wireless
Modern Wireless wasn't a bad
magazine and it's fascinating now
and again to browse through the
early issues (again from ScottTaggart's own collection, in my

Also on the authors list were
case). It seemed to be holding its
own against the very considerable
competition in those days from the
many other publications aimed at
the wireless enthusiast.
By 1926, Radio Press had
moved from its original location
in Devereux Court to new quarters
at Bush House in the Strand. Now
that's a familiar name!
A good editorial team had
been assembled, including Percy

W. Harris, H. J. BartonChapple, G. P. Kendal and J. H.
Reyner. Each of whom became
well known in his own right.

John W. Barber and John
Underdown. But these may well
have been pseudonyms used by
Scott -Taggart!
There were now companion
magazines, Wireless Weekly, also
edited by Scott -Taggart, and
Wireless Constructor, a monthly
under the guidance of Percy W.
Harris. In addition, there was a
trade -only weekly called The
Radio Dealer.
To those of us engaged in

producing single monthly or bimonthly publications, the very
idea of bringing out all that

admitted that he

really did show real talent for
grabbing publicity!
Scott -Taggart is such an

important 'character' of the
vintage wireless days that I've run
out of space this time. So, I'll
have to continue his fascinating
story when it's my turn to look
after the 'shop' again in the new
year. Until then I wish you all the
best and good reading, happy
Christmas and New Year!

PW

Cheerio from Charles, see you in April.
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from pup 421.

literally 'poured' us onto the aircraft
at Domodedova Airport for the
overnight flight to Tashkent.

Arrival At Tashkent
On our arrival at Tashkent Airport we
were met by Nazim, his friend
Bahadyr and a teenage girl called
Lena. She introduced herself as our
interpreter, as Nazim was not at all
sure of his spoken English and we
spoke about four words of Russian
between us.

We then drove in Bahadyr's car to
Nazim's home and settled in. Our
room was next to the shack and after
a couple of hours sleep, we lost no
time in getting on the air.
Barry had taken his Bencher keyer,
hut without the supporting
proved to be a
problem as Nazim's electronic keyer
was not designed for iambic keying.
So Barry had to learn to use Nazim's
home-made hacksaw blade keyer in a
very short time.
I had taken my Vibroplex
mechanical hug, which just connected
to the electronic keyer output and
worked first time. Thus, I had the first

QSO with UB4LOI on 21MHz. Our
first G station was G5VQ, who was in
fact QSO No. 8.
As soon as Barry had mastered
Nazim's crude keyer, we spent as
much time as possible on the air,
taking turn and turn about of an hour
or so each. Activity was, however,
restricted to 14 and 21MHz.
All of Nazim's equipment was
home-made, with exception of the
receiver, which was an ex -military
general coverage type. The
transmitter was capable of 100W
output of s.s.b. as well as c.w. and
was built to the famous UW3DI
design. The equipment used valves
throughout.
Antennas were mounted on a
lattice tower and consisted of three
element monoband beams for 28, 21
and 14MHz. Wire dipoles were
available for 7 and 3.5MHz.
Nazim is chief operator for three
other club stations locally. These
included UI9AWD located at a hostel
for Tashkent textile factory workers,
U19SWI located at a secondary
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school, literally next door and
UI9BWR located at a 'Pioneer' camp
near the town of Charwak, about
100km north of the city.
With the exception of the universal
ex -military receivers in use. all the
towers, antennas, transmitters, etc. at
all three stations had been constructed
by Nazim. That at UI9AWD the
station was particularly impressive.
The antenna set-up at
UI9AWD it had no less
than four 22m towers with
full sizes monoband
beams for 7MHz (3 element), 14MHz (5 element), 21MHz (5 element) and 28MHz (6 element). We later learned
that this was the station
operated by Lloyd and Iris

showered with beautiful gifts. We did
our best to reciprocate with western
consumer products, but were agreed
that we were outdone.
After some fairly emotional
farewells at the airport the following
morning, the flight to Domodedova
Airport in Moscow was uneventful.
But we arrived early and missed our
meeting with Valery UA3DEA and
took a taxi to Sheremetyevo, as our
connecting flight time to London did
not allow any room for error.
When we arrived at Sheremetyevo,
the first people we saw were Valery,
Jacob UA3BR and Alex UV3DPP
who, having missed us at
Domodedova, had driven to
Sheremetyevo to wish us farewell.
Needless to say, we were very
embarrassed, but parted the best of
friends.
We should particularly like to
thank Nazim U18AA and his family
for their unsurpassed hospitality Vlad

Phil G3SWH operating
with Nazim UI8AA looking
on.

The impressive operating
position (note transmitter

entilation trunking on left
of photograph) at UI9BWR.

fame

during their own visit in
June 1989.

Pimmer Camp
The high spot of the trip
was a visit to the Pioneer
camp at Charwak where U19BWR is
located. From an amateur radio
viewpoint, this is a superb location,
with good take -offs in all directions,
especially to Europe.
There was an impressive array of
low band delta loops as well as the
inevitable lattice tower and 3 -element
monobanders. We planned to spend
two days here and lost no time in
getting on the air, as we had now
access to 7MHz as well as 14 and
21MHz.
The signal was obviously much
stronger than from Tashkent city and
the pile-up built up very quickly. We
kept strictly to our one hour on and
one off routine with breaks for meals,
etc. and the number of QSOs in the
log increased dramatically, finally
reaching 3152.

U3DR for his help with the licenses,
Valery UA3DEA and Jacob UA3BR
for their help and assistance in getting
us across Moscow.

PW
(Left to right) UI8AA,
Lena, Yuri RIEDN and
Bahadyr.

Last Night
All too soon it was time to pack up
and return to Tashkent for our last
night before the trip home. Nazim's
wife Merxem had laid on a special
meal of pilau rice with beef followed
by strawberry gateau and we were
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By Rob Mannion G3XFD
Kenwood have just
launched the TS -570D

transceiver which they

say is aimed at
replacing the T8-450
transceiver, Rob
Mannion G3XTD takes

a look at Me many

facilities - including

digital signal
processing
new rig.

on the

On looking back through my bound
copies of PW I see that I reviewed the
Kenwood TS-45OSAT (automatic
antenna tuning unit version) in the
April 1992 magazine. I was
impressed with the rig then and on the
few occasions I've operated one
since...the effect has not worn off.
Many hi transceivers come my
way and I have been impressed by
several. The TS-450SAT was one,
and the Yaesu FT-900AT was another.
These 'favourites' were then joined
by the Alinco DX -70 which suited me
very well indeed.
However, everything I've had the
pleasure of trying in the last few years
was overshadowed by the mighty
Kenwood TS -870. What a machine
and what amazing facilities and
performance! And although 1 realise
that it would be difficult for anything
to come up to the standards of the TS 870, I was more than pleased to be
the first Amateur Radio

journalist in the United Kingdom to
get the opportunity to review the new

out what's in this particularly 'user
friendly' (a very appropriate word in

TS -570D.

this case) rig .

Remarkable Looking
The new Kenwood TS -570D has a
remarkable looking display. It's very
large, clear and exceptionally concise.
Unusually for Kenwood the display is
black 1.c.d. with a sandy -yellow
backlighting colour.
I was immensely impressed with
the display as it is very 'pleasant on

the eye'. (I think it will prove to be
ideal for those long hours of
operating during contests!).
And although I'm not keen on
using too much 'techno-speak' I must
also add that the ergonomics on the
TS -570D are good. This is
particularly noticeable with the
exceptionally well laid out keyboard
'switch pad' on the front panel. They
(much to my surprise) were very easy
to use despite the limited feeling I
have in my fingertips.
In fact, Kenwood's designers have
engineered the switches with a
sloping surface so that (in effect) the
button control surface is facing
slightly upwards. This provides the
operator with an excellent tactile
characteristic. Because of this I've no
doubt this transceiver will prove to be
very useful for someone with limited
or failing sight, (there's also a voice
synthsesiser unit available to further
help in this respect).
Another feature which 1 (as
someone who does not usually enjoy

working with 'computer type'
equipment') is the 'scrolling'
message facility which informs the
operator of exactly what's been
Underside viers of the
transceiver.

selected. This is provided when the
operator selects 'Menu Mode'. It's
very useful, helpful and non confusing as it really does tell you in
words. There's no need to look for a
code translation book for symbols of
abbreviations.
So, now I've briefly described the
initial impression of the transceiver
it's time to delve deeper. Let's find

Photograph showing the fully solid-state !fully electronic. no mechanics)
automatic antenna tuning unit fitted to the TS -570D ism text).
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Digital Signal
Processing
There's no doubt about it...digital
signal processing is gradually making
its mark on Amateur Radio
transceivers. In a few years time I
think all 'mainstream' h.f.
transceivers will come with d.s.p. as
standard and at increasingly lower
prices. Whereas at the moment it's
only fitted (as standard) on the higher
price equipment.
The TS -570D includes a 16 -bit
d.s.p. unit to process the audio
frequencies. And along with
providing enhanced interference
facilities, it also improves transmitted
audio quality.
The transceiver uses a double
conversion superhet for a.m. c.w.,
s.s.b. and f.s.k. and triple conversion
for f.m. First i.f. is 73.05MHz and the
second is 8.83MHz. (Third i.f. for
f.m. use is 455kHz).
The TS -570D employs the d.s.p
technology to provide high
performance receive filters and
enhancement of the heterodyne and
noise reduction capabilities. It also
provides an interesting facility by
providing 'automatic zero -beating for
c.w. operating.
The d.s.p. facilities on transmit are
also very useful. This is because the
operator can actually 'tailor' the
transmitted audio to suit their voice
and operating conditions by using the
'transmit equaliser' function.

The Manual
As I was privileged to be the first
Amateur Radio journalist in the UK
to have the TS -570D on review, I was
also the first to have it on loan
without the manual!
The TS -570D I had was the model
which was on display at the Leicester
show and I had the pleasure of taking
it back to Dorset with me. The
manual arrived several days later.
In my opinion it's a credit to the
'user friendliness' presentation of the
TS -570D that 1 was able to go on the
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air without the manual. In
fact. I had many QS0s on the
day after Leicester (Sunday 19th

October) and the only difficulty I
had was that quite a few of my
friends didn't recognise my voice
until 1 found out how to adjust
the transmit audio
characteristics. And 1 achieved
this without the use of the
manual, but with the help of the
'scrolling menu' and a lot of practice.
However, once the manual arrived
I realised it was worth waiting for. As
is usual with most manufacturers
now, the 'Japanese English' has gone,
to be replaced by accurate, precisely
prepared and well thought out
instructions. But the advice from

G3XFD is - "If you got the
manual..sead it"! And this sentiment
is certainly applicable with the TS 570D instructions as you'll save a lot
of your time which could be used on
the air or listening.

On The Air
I was fortunate...indeed I was lucky
that the time I had the transceiver on
review - and on the air - was before
the storms (the tail end of a hurricane
apparently) struck hard here on the
south coast. All my new h.f. antennas
were wrecked and I was forced off
air, until I 'jury rigged' a crude long
wire antenna.
However, I managed to put the TS 570D through its paces and
experience a rather different
automatic antenna tuning unit
(a.a.t.u.) before the storms. I'd been
warned the auto a.t.u. on the
transceiver was an electronic
switching type but it still caught me
unawares!
The electronic a.a.t.u. didn't seem
much quicker than the electromechanical types which use 'roller
coaster' or mechanically switched
tappings. On the other hand because it
was very quiet I had to watch the
front panel display to see if all was
well. Rather un-nerving at first, but
you soon get used to it and the a.a.t.u.
then memorises the settings for that
frequency for the antenna you're
using at the time.
Audio from the transceiver's built-
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in

speaker

(there's
an optional
external unit
available) was
very good. The reports from other
station on my transmitted audio (as
I've already mentioned) were also

good following the initial set-up
process.

Incidentally, I found that the builtin speaker gave very reasonable
results on broadcast band listening
when I used the general coverage
receive capabilities. This is not often
the case with a communications
receiver and to be quite honest I
didn't feel the need for an external
speaker for communications use.

Morse Mode
Most of my operating is in 'Morse
Mode' although I like to have a chat
on 'phone. And it was on c.w. that I
found the 'auto' zero beat' function to
be helpful. This provides a quick
(very!) automatic zero beat to the
incoming c.w.
The auto zero -beat also takes into
account the operator's preferred offset
(beat note). And although I did find it
useful I've no doubt that this

ingenious facility will really come
into its own for contest working.

Working The DX
Tuning up and down my favourite
band (7MHz) I found that the
impressively clear display made
operating a relaxing time and I
thoroughly enjoyed working the DX.
The d.s.p. proved its worth by
virtually eliminating the splatter from
another European station who

(although beaming to New Zealand)
was obviously firing a lot of r.f. at me
- assuming he was beaming his 7MHz
beam the other way of course!
I worked a string of ZLs on 7MHz
and then a few West Coast American
stations on phone and c.w. And by
using a selection of setting
combinations on the DSP Slope (high
and low) control) was able to copy all

the DX without difficulty. It was

m

particularly helpful on c.w. because
on this mode I often found myself
literally 'buried' under signals as
other European operators called the
DX station.
The d.s.p. facilities really come
into their own on 3.5MHz - and 'Top
Band' This is where I really found
the interference reduction capabilities
to be very helpful indeed in reducing
line timebase interference from TV
receivers, and the various high power
(it's a problem down on the south
coast) maritime signals which seem to
spread or literally appear from
nowhere on a previously quiet
frequency.
At the times I operated, neither 21,
24 or 28MHz were offering any DX
or worthwhile signals. However, 14
and 18MHz were busy and I had
many QSOs on s.s.b. and c.w. on the
bands.

There's a real challenge for any
receiver to be met on I 0MHz though.
But the d.s.p. helped on this band our narrowest allocation. I'm often
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The Kenwood TS -570D HF Transceiver
continued from page 49

Table 1 Sensitivity Specifications
Mode

From
500kHz
1.705MHz

a.s.b., c.w., f.s.k.
fa10d13 S+N/N)
f.m. i`@ 12dB SINAD)

Sensitivity

To

24.5MHz

1.705MHz
24.5MHz
30MHz

<4pV
<0.2pV
<1.3pV

28MHz

30MHz

<0.25µV

Table 2 Selectivity Specifications
Mode

o-6dB

60-50d11

s.s.b., c.w., f.s.k.

2.2kHz

a.m.

4k Hz

20kHz

f.m.

12kHz

25kHz

z
L1J

5-60dB

c.w. operator...the narrow c.w. filter
comes as an extra.
Personally, I would prefer that
Kenwood fit all necessary filters on
the TS -570 and dispense with the
built-in keyer. I say this because it's
easier for me to select the keyer and
system I prefer, whereas it's nowhere
near as convenient to have to
purchase and install an 'optional
extra' filter.

4.4kHz

Comparing Equipment

discouraged from working on this
band...but with d.s.p. it becomes
easier to 'winkle out' stations and
have a good QSO on the occasions
the band becomes busy.
To round off my comments on
using the TS -570D 'on the air' I
should emphasise that it's a very
pleasant transceiver to use. The menu
system, the memories the front panel
controls and the general 'feel' of this
transceiver makes me think that it
will be very popular with the contest
operator and anyone who likes to
have prolonged operating sessions.
The built-in electronic keyer also
proved its worth and I enjoyed using
it. However, I was rather surprised
that although the transceiver was
equipped with d.s.p., an electronic
keyer and many features to assist the

Normally I always try to avoid
comparing equipment because I feel it
can be very confusing to the reader.
However. in this case I feel it's a very
god idea because the TS -570D is
being marketed to replace an existing
model which was (and still is) very
popular.
Looking in my log book 'notes'
section I see that the most popular
Kenwood rig (used by stations I've
worked) is the Kenwood TS -850 and
the TS-850SAT (with auto antenna
tuner) closely followed by the TS 450. So, do I think the TS -570D is
likely to prove attractive to anyone
who owns a TS -450? In short the
answer has got be a 'Yes'.
The addition of the digital
processing, larger memory capacity,
an excellent main display (you've got
to see it to appreciate the clarity) and
good lay -out and simplicity of
operation does make the TS -570D an

attractive proposition. However,
personally I must say that I'd prefer
manufacturers (when they've gone to
the extent of offering d.s.p.) also
make any other filters a standard
fitting.
But on the other hand, Kenwood
intend that this transceiver sells at a
lower price - with the benefit of d.s.p.
- than the model it replaces. So I
suppose in the long run you have to
be realistic and although I would like
the c.w. filter fitted too...the d.s.p.
would be the first choice!
With everything considered, if you
can't afford the absolutely superb TS 870 (my 'dream machine'!) the TS 570D will provide you with an
excellent transceiver. And although

the TS -870 requires some 'driving' (it
really is an 'operator's rig) to provide
its best, the new TS -570D is much
easier to use from the word 'go'. And
that's why I think many Kenwood
enthusiasts will go straight to their
dealers to try one for themselves.
They won't be disappointed!

My thanks go to Kenwood UK Ltd.
at Kenwood House, Dwight Road,
Watford, Hertfordshire WD1 8EB,
Tel: (01923) 816444, FAX: (01923)
819131, for the loan of the review
model. The TS -570D is available
from Kenwood dealers for a
recommended price of £1499.95.
PW

Manufacturer's Specifications
General
Dimensions

270(w) x 96(h) x 2701dimm

Weight

6.8kg (approx)

Power

13.8V (Nominal) negative ground

requirements

2A on receive

<2p V11305 - 30MHz on asrits.s.b./c.wlf.s.k.)
<0.25p V 28-30p V f.m. only)

Audio output

20.5A transmit

Transmitter

Antenna impedance

50U nominal (16.752 -1501I with a.t.u.)

Modes

Frequency stability

within ± 10p.p.m.lroom temperature)
within ± 10p.p.m.1-10° C to 50° C)

Receiver
Frequency range
RIT range

J3E (1.s.biu.s.b.)A1A(c.w.), A3E/F3E (voice),
F10 (f.s.k.)

Frequency range

1.8 - 2.0

(MHz)

14.0

3.5 - 3.8

14.35

500kHz - 30MHz

7.0-7.1

18.068-18.168
21.0-21.45

9.999kHz (reference the transmitter

frequency)
Conversion type

>1.5W (into 852 at 10% distortion )

24,89-24.99

Output Power

Double converion superhet

28-29.7

5-100W Ion s.s.b./c.w./f.s.10.m.)
5-25W (on a.m.)

Modulation
Triple conversion superhet (f.m. only)

Balanced (s.s.b.), Reactance (f.m.), Low level
(a.m.)

First if.

73.05MHz

Spurious emissions

-50dB or less

Second i.f.

8.83MHz

Carrier suppression

40dB or more

Third

455kHz (f.m. only)

Unwanted sideband

Sensitivity

See Tablet (above)

suppression

Selectivity

See Table 2 (above)

Deviation (trill

25kHz (narrow), ± 5kHz (wide)

Image rejection

>70dB (1.8 - 30MHz)

XIT frequency

9.99kHz (transmitter offset tune(

40dB or more (at I kHz modulating frequency)

>70dB (First i.f. when tuning 1.8-30MHz)

Squelch sensitivity

50

<20p V (500kHz -1.705MHz on
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Mike Richards G4WNC rounds -up

the month's news and views from
the computing world.

ne of the benefits of running
my readers offers is that I have
been able to keep a very close
eye on the price of good quality
formatted disks. Whilst you can get
unbranded disks very cheaply, I've
found them to be very unpredictable
and generally not worth the effort.
As a result, I only use branded
disks. I've been using the office
stationers Staples for some time
now and their latest offer is
unbelievable. They are currently
offering AT&T branded, formatted
HD IBM disks at £22.50 inclusive of
VAT for a box of 100. This is
extremely cheap!
Staples are also offering smaller
packages at equally silly prices. If
you need disks I would recomend
you get down to your local branch of
Staples.

0

Leicester Rally
It was great to see so many of you at
the Leicester show this year. Thanks
for making the effort to come and
see me. The show didn't seem to be
quite as busy as usual but this was
probably because the Motor Show
was also running at the NEC along
with a Multi -Media Computer show.
didn't spot any particularly
stunning new applications at the
Leicester show although there were
some good software offers around.
Windows '95 upgrades were
available for £49 whilst the Capital
Products stand had lots of bankrupt
stock that was well worth a close
I

look.

I did however, manage to pickup a copy of Visual Basic 3
Professional for just£22. There were
also a host of other Microsoft
applications available at knock down
prices.

55TV Software
There seems to be lots of SSTV
software about these days and the
latest to get my attention is GSH-PC
by DL4SAW. Like many of the new
programs, this package has been
designed solely for SSTV and so has
not had to compromise on any of the
facilities.
Although the GSH-PC program
has been around for a while, the UK
distribution for registered copies has
just been taken over by Pervisell,

1de (1< [CFI op: IVAGTO

famous for their excellent
Hamcomm/JVFAX

interfaces. Phil Perkins of
Pervisell has kindly sent
me a full, registered
version for review.
In its compressed,
An
distribution format the
GSH-PC program fits neatly
n a single PC disk and self
expands once copied to an
appropriate directory. It takes full
advantage of the VESA video format
and so requires a 386 or better PC
with a VESA graphics card that
supports 640 x 480 VESA modes 15,
16 or 24 bits per pixel VESA modes
272, 273, 2741.

You will also need at least 1Mb
of extended memory, though 4Mb is
recommended. The interface with
your rig is dead easy as it uses the
standard comparator system and is
fully compatible with existing
Hamcomm/JVFAX interfaces.
Because GSH-PC needs
expanded RAM and likes a hefty
chunk of conventional memory, I
found I needed to make-up a hoot
disk to configure the PC for best
operation. However, to be fair, I have
to do this with most DOS based
applications, (I really ought to tidy up my config.sys and autoexec.bat

SSTV picture received using
GSH-PC version 2.1.
The transmission of test cards
was made very easy with a whole
range available for rapid loading into
the transmit screen. You can also
add your own text over the top of an
existing image using the text edit
mode.

On the receive side, GSH-PC has
a couple of excellent tuning aids.
You can either choose the
oscilloscope or a bargraph type
display.

The oscilloscope is fairly
conventional and I found it to be
particularly useful for helping to get
the best from noisy signals.
However, for most occasions the
bargraphispectrum analyser display
was just the job.
The bargraph/spectrum analyser
display was very clearly set out with
markers for black, white and sync
pulse. I was particularly impressed
with the responsiveness of both

files11.

displays.

Once the programs are up and
running you're presented with a very
smart graphical interface with 3-D
control buttons and 2 main image
screens. This was supplemented by
a number of thumbnail frames where
received images are temporarily
stored as a reminder of what you've
received.
There are all the usual options to
save and view images and
everything was available at the
touch of a button. The image formats
supported were bitmap and TIFF
though it's only the INTEL variant of
TIFF without [IVY compression.
There was also some good on-line
help just in case you got stuck.

Another well set-up aid was the
slant correction that's used to adjust
the PC's clock off -set. In this
program you first receive an image
with a slant and then align a marker
with the slant. A press of the Return
key calculates the offset and
automatically stores the details for
future reference.
If you want to try a copy or buy a
registered version of GSH-PC, you
need to contact Pervisoll Ltd. at 0
Temple End, High Wycombe. Bucks
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Special Offers
Those of you who've ordered any
of the Special Offers recently may
well have suffered rather long
delays, I'm sorry for that but
unfortunately demand has
outstripped my ability to supply.
I've therefore been trying to
find a better way to handle the
offers. As a result I've managed to
secure a very special offer with
the Public Domain and Shareware
Library, (PDSL).
The PDSL have put together a

library set of all five disks for just
£12 ail inclusive. Using PDSL also
makes ordering simpler as they
accept all the usual credit cards
so you can order by 'phone arid
don't even have to write a letter.
In future please direct all
requests for this disk setto PDSL,
Winscombe House, Beacon Road,
Crowborough, Sussex TN6 1UL
Tel: (01892) 663298 and request
library volume: 11008739abcde.
The disk set consists of IBM
PC Software(1.44Mb disks): Disk A
- JVFAX 7.0, HAMCDMM 3.1 and
WXFAX 3.2; Disk B DSP Starter
plus Texas device selection
software; Disk C - NuMorse 1.3;
Disk 11 - UltraPak 4.0 and Disk E Mscan 1.3 and 2.0.
I am still supplying my
FactPacks, but am looking at
better ways to do this, so watch
this space!

Printed Literature
Beginners Utility Frequency List
(Order Code BL)
Complex Signals Utility Frequency
List (Order Code AL)
Decode Utility Frequency List
(Order Code DL1
FactPack 1 Solving Computer

Interference Problems (Order
Code FP1) FactPack 2 Decoding
Accessories (Order Code FP2)
FactPack 3 Starting Utility
Decoding (Order Code FP3)
FactPack 4 JVFAX and
HAMCDMM Primer (Order Code

HP13 50R. Tel: (014941443033. You

FP4)

can also visit their Web site at
http://www.pervisell.com My thanks
to Pervisell for the supply of the
review copy.

FactPack 5 On the Air with JVFAX
and HAMCDMM (Order Code FP51
FactPack 6 Internet Starter (Order

That's all for this month so, until next time keep computing and keep those
letters coming to me Mike Richards G4WNC at PO Box 1863, Ringwood,
Hants 8H24 RD. Internet mike.richards@diaLpipex.com or visit my Web
page at: http:dialspace.dial.pipex.contimike.richards/

Code FP6)

For the printed literature just send
a self addressed sticky label plus
50P Per item E1.50 for four, £2.50
for seven and £3 for nine) to me at

the address at the foot of the
column.

END
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Bu7Af:r_lti!771-1LiL;(7-421,1D
Welcome to The

Practical Wireless Amateur Radio Buyers Guide. This has been

The PW Editorial team would like to thank Icoin UK Ltd., Kenwood Electronics UK Ltd.,

complied from information supplied by the various manufacturer's specification

Waters & Stanton Electronics and Yaesu UK Ltd. for their help in supplying the information

sheets. It is only intended as guide as to what you can expect to find on the dealer's

needed to compile this new regular feature.

shelves and to help you decide which radio will suit your needs.
All the data given is correct, to the best of our knowledge, at the time of going to press. You

We hope you find the 'Buyer, Guide' useful and would like to point out that many more radios

arc strongly advised to consult your local dealer before finally deciding on which radio to buy, as

will be added to the list in the near future.

he will be able to demonstrate working models to you. Further information and full specification
sheets are available from all approved dealers or direct from the manufacturers.
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To order call the Credit Card Hotline on (01202) 659930 or use the Order Form on
page 70 of this issue.
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DAVID

BUTLER

G4ASR

V
This month David Butler G4ASR

takes a look at the variety of
propagation modes that were
observed recently on the v.hf., u.h,f.

and s.hf. bands.
During the month of October a
surprisingly high number of
propagation modes were
observed on the v.h.f., u.h.f. and
microwave bands. These included
aurora, sporadic -E (Sp -E), trans equatorial propagation (t.e.p.),
meteor scatter (m.s.), rain scatter

50MHz band were reported in the UK
on October 5, 13, 14, 15, 16, 20, 21, 22
and 23.

Virtually all openings were with
countries to the south-east of the
UK. For example, between 1000 -

during this period. These openings
however were very much weaker in
terms of intensity and duration
compared to those over the southeasterly path.
The Sp -E openings on the

October 20 at 083OUTC the m.u.f. was
in excess of 90MHz in the LZ/YO
direction and at 0934UTC the station
of DL8EBW heard LZ2FR on the s.s.b.
calling frequency 144.300MHz.
Another 121 station was heard
on c.w. but signals faded out before
contact could be made. The m.u.f.
bounced around the 90MHz mark all
morning of the 20th reaching the
144MHz band again between 10001015UTC. At that time the station of

and tropospheric enhancement
(tropo).
At the end of the October there
was also the international ARRL
earth -moon -earth (e.m.e.) contest.

I/1(11 reported working a number of
Belgian stations.
In central England, operators of
the 50MHz band were reporting
contacts with S52R, YO7VJ, Z32MA
and many Italian stations between

Although not strictly a propagation
mode it does involve a scattering
medium, albeit 395,000 kilometres
away!
Of course not all parts of the

spectrum were similarly affected by
the modes I've just mentioned. For
example t.e.p. was only observed on
the 50MHz band whereas rain
scatter was only observed on the
upper microwave bands.
Nevertheless there was
sufficient variety to keep many
v.h.ffu.h.f./s.h.f. enthusiasts very
happy. It's just a pity that activity on
some bands was fairly low because
there were some very good DX
contacts being made.
Now I'll take a look at the
openings in more detail. One of the
modes that occurs at the lower end
of the v.h.f. frequency spectrum is
auroral propagation. It's frequently
observed on the 50 and 70MHz
bands, although lack of serious
DXers on this latter band means that
many openings regrettably go
unnoticed.
Openings on the 144MHz band
are fairly common whilst those at
430MHz are encountered only during
larger events. Three auroral
openings on the 50MHz band were
noticed in central and northern
England on October 19, 22 and 23.
All were small scale events and

connected to solar activity
associated with the previous solar
rotation. Virtually no amateur activity
was detected although all events did
reach the 144MHz band, albeit only
with reception reports of the
SK4MPI beacon.

0930-102OUTC. Did you hear any
unusual activity on the 144MHz band

during this period?

Trans -Equatorial

Propagation

Last time I reported that a number of
stations throughout England had
noted the return of trans -equatorial
propagation (t.e.p.) on the 50MHz
band. This propagation mode allows
contacts to be made across the
geomagnetic equator (hence trans equatorial) with countries situated
within southern Africa.
Theoretically many countries
are workable from the UK, for
example Botswana (A2), Malawi
(707), Namibia (V51- previously ZS3),
Zambia (9.1) and Zimbabwe (Z2).
However, it very much depends on
the resident amateur activity and
beacon availability.
Both V51, Z2 and 7Q7 have
operational beacons (V51VHF on
50.018, Z21SIX on 50.052, and 7Q7SIX

Fig. 1: The e.m.e. antennas for the 144 and 430MHz
bands at the QTH of JA4BLC.
1330UTC on October 5, contacts

Sporadic -E Openings

produced contacts with stations in
CT, EH, F, HB9, I, OE, S5, YO, YU and

50MHz band were unusually late in
the season, possibly nature's way of
making up for the very poor
conditions experienced during the
summer! At times during October the
maximum usable frequency (m.u.f.)
almost reached the 70MHz band.

One of the propagation modes that
did generate some activity during
October was Sp -E. Openings on the

9H. There were also reports of
contacts being made with stations to
the north-east (ES. LA, OH, OZ, SM)

was around 67MHz on October 13
and 14 in the EA/CT direction. On

54

were made with stations located in
CT, EH and YU.

A further eight days of openings
between October 13-16 and 20-23

According to111.13EBW the m.u.f.

on 50.003MHz). As reported last
month the V51VHF and 7Q7SIX
beacons were heard in the UK on
September 28 and 29. Amateur
activity in these two countries is
very low but at least they have more
than one active 50MHz operator.
Look out for V51DM, V51E,
7Q7JL and 7Q7RM. Unfortunately in
other countries the only active
stations are those of A22BW, Z23J0
and 9J2CR. On October 16 between
1545-1645UTC the V51VHF beacon
(J687) was heard by G7EXO and
G4RGK, both in locator square 1091
and by 60PG0 in 1092.
The station of G7EXO also
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reported hearing 9H5ET (JM75) at
the same time indicating that the
t.e.p. path was being extended into
the UK via Sp -E propagation. I
mentioned last time thatthis is
perfectly normal and that a two mode path occurs relatively
frequently.
On reflection I should have
mentioned that in my opinion this
normally refers to the period around
solar minimum. At other periods, in
the years either side of solar
maximum, the first hop from the UK
(towards the main t.e.p. zone) could
well be sustained by F -layer
propagation. It's also a possibility
that at solar maximum the northern
t.e.p. zone may well extend north as
far as central England. The need for
an additional propagation mode
(such as Sp -E or F -layer) to get into

the te.p, active region is therefore
not required.
also mentioned last month that
the t.e.p. season is accepted to
occur between
September/November and
February/April. The recent openings
I

These tests were always scheduled
outside of shower periods and relied
on random meteors, early in the
morning.
Running 8W of s.s.b. into a 5 element F9FT Yagi on the 50MHz
band I could generally complete a
contact within 15-20 minutes.
However, on the 144MHz band,
running 150W of c.w. into an 18 element Cushcraft Yagi, the

schedules would take up to one hour
or more to complete.
The simple example quoted
shows how easy it is to make m.s.
contacts on the 50MHz band. My
personal choice however, is to make
schedules or carry out random
operation on the 144MHz band.
There are undoubtedly more DX'ers
interested in making schedules on
this band than all the others put
together.
Among those making FTI.s.

contacts on the 144MHz band during
the Orionids shower were G4RKV
(J001) who contacted I8TWK/8
(JM79) some 1720km away and
GOFIG (1090) who worked ES2RJ

in the UK on September 28-29 and
October 16 tend to confirm this.
Incidentally if, like me, you want

(K029) over a path in excess of

to predict when these openings
might occur its worth noting that the
last recorded opening in the UK was

Rain Scatter

on 24 October 1993. So, there has
been a two-year gap (1994-1995)
with no t.e.p. activity reported in the
UK.

The autumnal openings in 1993
occurred on October 14 (to A22BW,
Z23J0, ZS6WB and 71:178M) and
October 24 (to 7G7JL and 7C7RM).
Earlier that year (1993), the spring

openings occurred on March 16
(7Q7) and March 25 (V5 and ZS6).
Openings in the previous year,
1992, were much better with two
openings in September (V51 and
71271 and five in October (A2, V5, ZS5,
ZS6, ZS9 and 707). Even better

propagation was recorded during
the spring equinox period with eight
openings recorded in March and
three in April 1992.
So, based on this (very short)
reporting period it could be deduced
that there might be two or three
t.e.p. openings around March 1997
and even more (possibly four or five)
later in the year around October.
Well you can't say I didn't warn you!

Other Modes
Now I'll continue with reports of
other propagation modes. A number
of diffuse meteor streams were
encountered during October, the
best of these being the Orionids

1900km.

A propagation mode that very few
operators encounter is rain scatter.
That is unless you happen to be a
microwave operator! Heavy rain
between two microwave stations
will almost always attenuate signals
by many tens of dBs. That's because
large numbers of rain drops can act
as a reflector to s.h.f. signals.
However, if the rain storm is
located away from the line of sight
path then both operators can beam
at the 'reflector' and make a contact
via rain scatter. Interestingly, many
fixed station 10GHz operators find
they can often work greater
distances during intense rain storms
rather than trying on a calm summer
day.

The rain cloud effectively
becomes a 'metallic mirror' in the
sky and can enhance signals by
30dB or more. The only problem is
locating the specific rain storm that
acts as a reflector to microwave
signals and communicating that fact
to other operators, maybe up to
800km away.

Recent contacts made by Sam
Jewell G4DDK (J002) via rain
scatter on the 10GHz band include
PAOCIS and OF7JS. A contact was
also made with 01.3YEE over a path
length of 540km.

shower.
The earth passed through the
Orionids shower between October
16-27, with maximum activity being
noted on October 21. Very little
activity was noted on the 50MHz
band. This is a shame because some
good results can be obtained even
with low power and a small antenna.
Many years ago I ran a series of

Signals peaked 56RS (the 'RS' is
the convention used to indicate rain
scatter. It's similar to sending 56A to
indicate an auroral contact).
Interestingly because of the
relative motion of the rain storm
there is a pronounced doppler shift
on received signals. On the 106Hz
band c.w. signals can spread more
than I kHz making the signals sound
auroral.

Autumnal Lifts
It's generally recognised that the
best tropo enhancements are often
observed during the months of
October and November. These
autumnal 'lift' in conditions normally
occur when mist or fog are present
and high pressure extends from the
UK for hundreds of kilometres into

Clusters. Among the more distant
stations being worked from the UK
were EA1BLA (IN53), EA2AWD
(IN93), EA3YX (JN11), HB9AMH/P
(JN37) and IK1MTZ (JN35).
German stations, both to the
south of the country (JN48, JN58)
and to the east, (J050, J051) were
putting in rock crushing signals for
much of the period.
Ralph Sachs G2CZS (J001)
mentions that having missed out on
the Sp -E openings earlier in the
summer he is happy to report some
DX on the 144MHz band at long last
In addition to many s.s.b. contacts
with stations in F and DL he also
worked IX1JA (JN29), HB9RDE
(JN37) and HB9WNA (JN37).
According to Ralph the Swiss
stations were 'end -stopping' at his
0TH.

Europe.

True to form such conditions
existed on a number of days during
October allowing many operators to
make some long distance contacts.
For example, the station of G4FUF
(J001) reported hearing HB9AMH/P
(JN37) peaking 579 on October 22.
Simon Freeman G3LOR (J002)
also made some good contacts,
working HB9MI0/P (JN37) over a
distance of some 700km and DL4VCG
(JN39) at 550km. The station of
G4DDK had similar success
contacting DJ6JJ at 430km and
F6DKW over a 360km path.
Did I forget to mention I was
reporting activity on the 10GHz band!
Yes, that's right, 10,000MHzl
Milliwatts of r.f. and 60mm dishes.
So, just imagine what was being
worked on lower frequencies.
Probably the best period for lift
conditions occurred in the three
days between October 22-24. The
build up to the openings was
predictable and as usual it was the
u.h.f. and s.h.f. operators that
capitalised on the tropo
enhancements.
On the 1.3GHz band, operators
as far north as locator square 1093
were making contacts into Germany,
Switzerland, southern France and
Spain. John Quarmby G3XDY (J002)
reported making many s.s.b.
contacts including QSO's with DK2LR
(JN57) at 910km and HB9SNR (JN36)
at 800km.

John also worked F/G8MBI
(JNO4) over a 890km path and EA2LP
(IN93) at 1013km. Not bad for an
s.h.f. band.

It was a similar state of affairs
on the 430MHz band with much
traffic being noted on the DX

Earth -Moon -Earth
The last 'mode' I'll look at this month
is that involved with earth -moon earth (e.m.e.) communication. The
principal behind this is relatively
simple.
Create as much power as you

can, point your group of Yagis at the
moon and attemptto bounce your
signal off the lunar surface to
someone on the other side of the
world. In practice it's a little more
complicated than this!
Conditions during the ARRL
contest on October 26-27 were quite
good. The geomagnetic activity was
low which meant that there was
insignificant absorption to v.h.f.
signals.
Activity was good on all bands,
most operation taking place on the
144, 430 and 1296MHz bands.

Stations of note being worked from
the UK included JA4BLC (Fig. 1) and
KL7X on the 144MHz band and
HP3XUX and PY5ZBU on the 430MHz
band.

Activity Table
Just another reminder for you that I
will be running an activity table
during the 1997 period. Entries can
be for any v.h.f., u.h.f. or s.h.f. band
and for any mode.
Although intended for terrestrial
communications I'm not averse to
the idea of satellite contacts being
included (as long as they are
entered as a separate listing). To
enter you only need send details of
the number of counties, locator
squares and countries worked on
each band.

Deadlines
That's enough of me for this time. Thank you to everyone that has written in to the column with news and photographs.
It's very much appreciated.
It therefore only leaves me to wish you a very 'Happy Christmas' and hope that 1997 is yet another year full of DX
on the v.h.f. bands.
As usual please send any news, comments, photographs for your column or entries for the all -band tables to me
(by the end of the month) at Yew Tree Cottage, Lower Maescoed, Herefordshire HR2 OHP. You can also forward
material to me via packet radio @ GB7MAD, the UK DX Cluster @ GB7DXC or E-mail via davebuOmdlhrtigw.htco.uk
Alternatively you can telephone me on (01873) 860679.

meteor scatter tests with LAMA on
both the 50 and 144MHz bands.
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ED

TAYLOR

WT3U

This time Ed Taylor WT3U, explains
how to get a reciprocal licence for
Canada, he also continues with his
look at the US licensing system.

Ed WT3U at his

workbench.

Canadian Reciprocal

Canada will be (for example)

(b) 50:1

Licence

VE3/GOQLF. The VE3 is the prefix for

(c) 1:5

the call area you are operating in,

(d) 5:1

and GOQLF is your home callsign.

Before anyone tells me, I know that
Canada is not part of the United
States, and that this column is called
'Scene USA'. However, that won't
stop me mentioning Canada
occasionally( I explained last time
(October 1996) how to get a
reciprocal permit for the USA and I
would now like to do the same for
visits north of the border.
For reciprocal operation in
Canada you need a form called an
'Application to Operate an Amateur
Radio Station in Canada' see Fig. 1.
This is very straightforward and it
reflects the laid-back attitude
Canada has towards regulation of
amateur radio.
The Canadian national society,
Radio Amateurs of Canada, can
supply copies of the form. They can
be contacted at 720 Belfast Road,
Suite 217, Ottawa, Ontario K1G 0Z5,

To find out the correct prefixes
for the various areas, see Fig. 2. As
you would expect, if you hold a Class
B licence in the UK, you must not
operate below 30MHz.
David GMOODW, wrote to say
that he was made to feel at home on
his trip to Alberta and British
Columbia. His first contact was with
VE6OF, who advised him of routes to
drive across the Rocky Mountains,
and was very hospitable.
When approaching a new town,
David talked to local 'hams' who
gave him information on Motel
accommodation, which was very
useful. Then he joined a Net in
Vancouver which was welcoming
visitors to the area. "A nice -touch!"
he says. I'm sure you'll receive
similar hospitality when you make
your own visit to Canada.

Canada. Tel: (from the UK): 001 613
244 4367. If you have access to the
Internet, everything you need is

Licence Examinations US
Style

2: What sidebands are generated by
a double-sideband 'phone
transmitter with a 7250kHz carrier
when it is modulated less than 100%
by an 800Hz pure sine wave?

categories of US licence, and each
must be obtained before going on to
the next. In addition, there is a
Morse test at 13 words per minute

(a) 7250.8kHz and 7251.6kHz
(b) 7250.0kHz and 7250.8kHz
Ic) 7249.2kHz and 7250.8kHz
Id) 7248.4kHz and 7249.2kHz

available at http:llwww.rac.ca
When you have completed the

In last April's 'Scene USA' I gave
examples of some of the questions a
prospective amateur would
encounter when taking the Novice
and Technician examinations. Look
at the April '96 copy of Practical
Wireless if you have it, for
background on the testing and
'Volunteer
APPLICA1
Examiner'
TO °MIA rE AN A/4AM* RAM) STATION iN CANA1M
(Plead Nat or TwO
system. Let's
InfAnani, NAM
have a look now
at questions for
Was
the General,
innnein da.
Sled
Advanced and
Extra Licences.
Anival Oak do and&
I kdartura Ow don t Janda
As well as all of
Addread 6i i. dual.
the v.h.f. and
u.h.f. allocation,
the three higher
I. as undadd,dtad anatuur od, ladaddd. radadol a pans Ida i.rnaanon w an Min ,asp
levels of General,
flan,,
11. C..4. 1 dadardwdl thud d. paw la panica n,. orcrmum mu Jew.; rad= rdste
Advanced and
Med ha
wiad Canadian nilo add addLoon. and ihv lam, a,W .mdindna of *id aandider
Extra Licences
Weer. naafi hr nor addrowndo
allow access to
Fdaloadd dad
ever -greater
I A add? ut odcostod, lideadd
sections of the
of oat.., fwd., A laddard ',pat add,
h.f. spectrum.
lhpc
Remember that
ddpuddre
there are six

form, send it to the address
corresponding to the proposed
location of your operation in Canada,
as shown on the second page of the
paperwork. Use airmail, allowing
plenty of time.
Your callsign once you are in

Fig. 1: This form is used to apply for a Canadian reciprocal
licence.

Fig. 2: Map showing Canadian call areas, which are
determined by the province you're operating in.
(w.p.m.), rising to 20w.p.m. for the
Extra class.
The General Licence is the most
popular, although it is being
overtaken by Technician ('No -Code',
v.h.f. and u.h.f., similar to our Class
B). Every h.f. band is available to a
General Class licensee, but certain
useful sections are reserved for
higher licence categories.

General Practice
The General examination contains 25
questions and a pass requires 19
correct answers. Here are some
questions representative of the level
of ability required.

1: What will be the standing wave
ratio when a 50c2 feed line is
connected to a resonant antenna
having a 10i2 feed point impedance?
(a) 2:1

56

3: What is the total bandwidth of an
f.m. phone transmission having a
5kHz deviation and a 3kHz
modulating frequency?
(a) 3kHz
(b) 5kHz
(c) 8kHz
Id) 16kHz

4: A signal report is '20dB over S9'. If
the transmitter power is reduced
from 1500W to 15W, what should be
the new signal report?
(a) S5
(b) S7
(c) S9

(d) S9 plus 10dB

How did you get on? I found myself
wondering if an intelligent guesser
would be able to pass, then decided
it would be difficult! auestion 3 sent
me scurrying to a text book and
question 4 made me reflect on why
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements

AERIAL ROTOR FOR ONLY £49.95!
AR300XL Aerial Rotor, Control Unit and
Optional Alignment Bearing
Rotor unit type AR300XL and control
consol. Continuous indication of
beam heeding. Clamps to 2in
1.52mrril max. mast and takes 1 tfin

(38mml max. stub. mast. 'Offset'
type mounting. Vertical
load
carrying 45kg. Spacial offer E49.95

CURRENT

CATALOGUE
Send El for cur :atUst
glassy It tags catalogue
which you will receive
back by returner peat.

plus £4.95 p&p.

A

AR 1201 Alignment isupport) hearing. Allows
greater/higher head loads. Fitted above rotor.
£15.95.

1-:
1=e-yi58'fi

RR -50 Manually tuned satellite receiver, ideal ATV 1.3Ghlt use and
()Xing. I.F. coverage 950-1700MHz. video bandwidth 12-26MHz

adjustable £199.00. Deluxe model with Threshold Assistance
board fitted (threshold 3.5dE0 E329.00

11 Kent Road, Parkstone,
Poole, Dorset 131-111.2 2E19

Tel: 01202 738232

SCOPES SE. LABS. SM.111 general purpose bench or port scope for use on 2413V
or 24V DC spec DC to 18 megs at 20 Mill /V Cm or 4 megs at 2 Mill /V Cm. T.B. 0.2
Us Cm to I Sec Cm plus x 5 expansion CRT 10 x 8 Cm dual trace, size 10 x 10 x 17"
weight 11Kg tested with book. E135. FREQ COUNTER Racal type 9916 8 digit 520

mess 10 Mill/V with TCx0 crystal unit tested. £12.5. COAX SWT 1 pole c/o BNC
50 ohm with plugs 1.5Gz. £9.50. AERIAL TEST 1 to 1.2 Gz with BNC connec 8" by
dia weather proof. £12.50. COAX ACCS inc Dir Coupler, Piston Atten, T
Thro corm ass BNC 50 ohm plugs items for use at IGz lot. f1.6. POWER UNIT
Army bench unit 240V DC o/p var 0 to 40V at 0 to 5 amps const V or I volts ind
by decade swts current by meter checked with info. £65 also 12114V DC at 10
amps stab modules. £28.50. AMPLIFIER UNIT wide band for 240V was used to
increase amp older type army VIMs can be used alone as amp or with red ofp to
meter as VTM gain 10/50/100 at 50/40/15 megs valve unit with info. £32. TAPE
UNITS Racal 405 Inst tape rec./ replay units 4 chan le tape max 85' spools? speed
15 /16 to 60" sec fitted for 3 chap FM mode DC to 40Kc (6011 than DR 100c/s to
300Kc modern style unit size 19 x 17 x 514' 240V or DC with book. £135.

Above prices are inclusive. Goods ex equip unless stated new.
2 x 26p Sl171Piptifor list 62

A. H. SUPPLIES
Unit 12, Bankside Wks, Darnall Road, Sheffield 59 5HA

AERIAL TECHN1OUES Fax: 01202 716951 P1 =

Tel: 0114-244 4278

Best seller... the bargain priced

Adapt -A -Mast

Dear

this advertisement
I think
some rules
breaks

Lifts to 25ft Wall mounting
Complete with all brackets, cable and winch
Accepts 2in stub mast Adaptable to tilt -over
Available hot dip galvanised BS729
Simple four bolt installation
MANY OTHER MASTS AVAILABLE

Call (01505} 503824
Mobile (0374) 951660
or write to

TENNAMAST SCOTLAND LTD
81 MAINS ROAD
= 1E3
BEITH, AYRSHIRE KA15 2HT

Advertisements are expected to conform to rules and standards
laid down by the Advertising Standards Authority. Most do.
The Few that don't we'd like you to write in about.
And if you'd like a copy of these rules for press, poster and
cinema advertisements, please send [or our booklet. It's free.

The Advertising Standards Authority.
We're here to put it right.V
ASA Ltd., 2 Torrington Place, London WC lE 7HW

U.I
Subscribe to

Practical Wireless

Sire04111

C.)

PRACTICAL
WIRELESS
PCB SERVICE
Printed Circuit Boards for Practical
Wireless constructional projects are
available from the Practical Wireless PCB

CC
U.I

Service.

every month

Cl)

When ordering PCB's please state the
article title, magazine cover date and the
board number.

and save money.

CO

Mark your envelope Practical Wireless
PCB Service.

The boards are made in 1.5mm glass fibre and are fully tinned and drilled.

Cheques to he crossed and made payable

C.)
ephoPe PIM

a

to: Badger Boards.
Please print your full name and address
in block capitals and do not enclose any
other Practical Wireless correspondence
with your order.
Please allow 28 days for delivery.

for more details.

Send orders and remittances to:

Badger Boards, 87 Blackberry Lane,
Four Oaks, Sutton Coldfield B74 4JF.
Tel: 0956 374918
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G6XBH G1 RAS G8UUS
COLOMOR (ELECTRONICS) LIMITED
170 Goldhawk Road, London W12 8HJ
Day Tel: 0181-743 0899 Fax: 0181-749 3934

ti

OVER A MILLION VALVES IN STOCK. PLEASE ASK FOR A QUOTE

C

£p
E18OF

EAF42
EBL1
EB1.21

ECC81
ECC82

EC033
ECC83 MUL
ECC91
ECF80

ECH35
ECH42
ECH81
ECL80

EL84 MUL

1.50

11.84W
El_86
EL95

5.80
4.80
2.50
2.90
3.90
9.90
2.25
1.00
2.60
1.20
1.90
1.00

EF37

EF37A MUL
EF4I
EF50
EF80
EF86

EF86 MUL
EF89
1591
EF95
EL32

3.45
5.60
3.30
1.90
2.35
5.10
12.95
1.60
1.55
1.45
1.45

EL4I

6.25
7.20
3.50
4.75

EL84

250

E1.34.5

EL34B
EL36

£p

p

ISO

EL360
EL503

10.60
6.00
3.80
1.85
7.60

38.50
7.65

E1.821

EM34
EMS!

12.50
2.60
3.60
2.20
2.85
7.00

EM9I
EZ80
E281

G233

62345
G7.34 MUL
GZ37
GZ37 MUL
KT66 RUS
KT88
MU14
N78
QQV03-6
QQV03-10

6.00
17.65
4.70
8.25
9.00
20.95
3.50
10.10
12.00
7.65

QQV03-20A 14.00
QQV06-40A 22.00
QY4-250

103.85
3.25

SP61

1D03-10
U19
UBC4I

33.50
12.20
3.80

UBF89
UBL1
UCH21
UCH81
UCL82
UF41
UF42
UF89
UL41

UL84
UM84
1.1Y41

UY85
VU39
Z759
2C51
2K25
5R4GY
5U4G
5Y3
6AH6
6AK5
6AL5
6AM6
6AM8A
6AT6
6AU5GT
6AU6
6BJ8

135
4.80
5.20
1.20
1.65
3.25
1.50
1.90
14.10
1.55
1.35
3.60
1.55
4.50
11.00
4.50
29.35
6.80
5.80
3.55
1.95
1.45
1.00
1.65
4.10

6BR7

6F6
6GF7A
6K7

6L6GT/C
6L6
6V6GT
6X4
6X5GT
724
12AT7
12AU7
12AX7
12E1

12H6
12FIG7

5.20

13CW4
813
5744WB
5763

1.80

5963/ECC82 4.00

4.10
4.90

6115A

1.95

cn

EL34 - Mallard
EL37 - Mallard
DA30 - GEC
PT15,,

.

E40 each

.. .... ...£60 each
£15 each
E12 each
£80 each
£10 each

DA100 GEC
4212E - SEC, UK
PX25 Globe shaped.
PX4 - Gabe shaped ...........

ECC83/EF86
V503

d1

WE SPECIALIZE IN ALL TYPES OF PLUGS, ADP, ETC

BRING YOUR S/H EQUIPMENT IN FOR SALE

JUST GIVE US A RING

I

Radio Amateur Supplies

°1

3 Farndon Green, Wollaton Park, Nottingham NG8 1 DU
Off Ring Rd., between A52 (Derby Road) 6. A609 illkeston Road,
Monday: CLOSED. Tuesday -Friday 9.00am to 5 00pm, Saturday 9am to 4pm

G6XBH GI RAS G8UUS

Tel: 0115-928 0267

Attention Radio
Dealers!

299.95

Would you like to stock our best selling titles
like the World Radio TV Handbook & Passport
to World Band Radio? If the answer's yes then

£100 each
£150 each
£100 each
. .£60 each
£3.50 each
£100 each

telephone Michael Hurst in the PW -

Telephone or Fax list for offers. Please quote ref PW
P&P - Orders up to £3
£1.95, £5
£2.25. £15'@ £2.50, £20 4 £3.35.
Over £20
£4.55. Over 2Kg at cost. VAT included in all prices.
PI a
;if fa a ai a. lit a d 'He.

Cs:

5)

O

VALVES WANTED - NEW & BOXED
KT66 GEC
KT88 - GEC ... .....

Large selection of New/Used Equipment on Show
AGENTS FOR: YAESU ICOM KENWOOD ALINCO
Accessories, ReVex/Diamond range of SWR/PWR, Adonis Mics,
Mutek products, Barenco equipment, MFJ products.

* ERA Microreader & BPS4 Filter, SEM Products *
* Full range of Scanning Receivers *
ERIALS, Tonna, Maspro, plus full range of base/mobile antennas.' rF

p
5.60
6.25
1.55
3.60
1.65
4.80
3.50
4.70
4.95
4.10
2.25
2.95
7.50
5.10
3.55
2.50
3.80
2.50
2.90
7.05
18.00
4.70
7.70
32.90
29.15
8.70
8.85

6557
6BW6
6BW7
6826
6C4
6CD6GA
6CH6
6CX8

VISIT YOUR LOCAL EMPORIUM

Book Store on (01202) 659930 for the
best quality discounts.

SPECTRUM COMMUNICATIONS

Unit 6b Poundbury West Estate, Dorchester, Dorset DT1 2PG. Phone and Fax 01305 262250
Opening times: 9-1 2-5 Tue-Fri, 9-1 Sat. Closed Sun & Mon.

AMATEUR PRODUCTS

WEATHER SATELLITE SYSTEM

AUTO-TONEBURST 1750Hz repeater toneburst, high stability, 7-18V supply, 28mm square,
12mm high. Type AT1750. PCB Kit £5.00. PCB Built £7.50.

WEATHER SATELLITE RECEIVER 5 channel crystal controlled receiver with scan facility
and effective signal meter. Good immunity to adjacent channel paging interference. Monitor
loudspeaker and remote switching facility. Output suitable to drive computer interface. Type
WSR. Boxed Kit £127.40. Boxed Built £184.75.

PIPTONE End of transmission bleep. PT1000. PCB Kit £7.25. PCB Built £11.75.

KAYTONE End of transmission morse letter K. Type KT1000. PCB Kit £9.00. PCB Built £15.50.
FM BOARDS For Yaesu and Trio/Kenwood AM/SSB/CW rigs. FT101, B, E, Z, FT102, M,
TR530S, etc. RX board FD3-11X £56.75. TX board FM2000 £19.75.
SPEECH PROCESSOR Audio clipping and bandpass filtering. Increases the average power

out of SSB rigs by about 10 times. Can be supplied with connectors to suit most rigs. Type
SP4-44E. Boxed Kit £27.50. Boxed Built £42.25.

MASTHEAD PREAMPS For 2M or 4M or 6M. 26dB gain, 1dB NF, 100W handling power. RF
switched, DC via feeder. Boxed Kit £39.50. Boxed Built £49.00.

se SEND SAE FOR CATALOGUE OF AMATEUR KITS AND BUILT UNITS

31:

SATELLITE ANTENNA 2 element crossed Yagi phased for circular polarisation and beamed
skyward. Ready to assemble £35.00.
COMPUTER INTERFACE Universal computer interface that works really well with all
popular software for Weather pictures, SSTV, RTTY, AMTOR & CW. Type UNIFACE 2000.
Boxed Kit £66.50. Boxed Built £99.50.
SYSTEM CABLES DIN to DIN for Receiver to Unlace. DIN to D for UNIFACE to Computer.
State 9 -pin or 25 -pin D type required. Parts £5.50. Made up £10.00.
COMPLETE SYSTEM ready -assembled as above including complementary -IV FAX version
7.1 software but not including antenna downlead £329.25.

'''.114020110.01=2440:04311=11=11.01.030,11V=4:41:10:03:41=1 -110101:00011410414144101

SERVICES
4.4 Queries:

2: We cannot give. advice on

tv: Practical Wireless,
PW Publishing Ltd.,
Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach,

modifications either to our
designs, to commercial radio,
TV or electronic equipment_
3: All letters asking for advice
must be accompanied by a

Broadstone,

It Dorset BH18 8PW.
We will always try to help
readers having difficulties with
Prartio91 Wireless projects, but

please note the following simple

ri rules:

1: We cannot deal with technical

ii queries over the telephone.

stamped self-addressed envelope
(or envelope plus 1RCs for
overseas readers).

4: Make sure you describe the
problem adequately, with as
much detail as you can possibly
supply.
5: Only one problem per letter
please.
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sgAs

Back Numbers

Binders

Constructional Projects

Limited stocks of many issues of
PW for past years are available at
£2.30 each including post and
packing. If the issue you want is
not available, we Gan photocopy
a specific article at a cost of
£1.50 per article or pan of
article.
Over the years, PW hay reviewed
many items of radio related
equipment. A list of all the
available reviews and their cost
can be obtained from the
Editorial Offices at Arrosysmith
Court, Station Approach,
Broadstone, Dorset BHI8 8PW
for a large stamped selfaddressed envelope.

PWcan provide a choice of
binders for readers' use. Plain
blue binders are available, each
holding 12 issues of any similar
A4 format magazine.
Alternatively, blue binders
embossed with the PWlogo in
silver can be supplied. The price
for either type of binder is £5.50
each (£1 P&P for one, £2 for
two or more),
Send all orders to PW
Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST.
Arrovmmith Court, Station
Approach. Broadsione, Dorset

Components for P14- projects are
usually readily available from

component suppliers. For
unusual or specialised
Components, a source or
sources will be quoted.

r.

r.

Mail Order

All items from PWare available
Mail Order, either by post or
using the 24hr Mail Order
Hotline (01202) 659930.
Payment should be by cheque,
postal order, money order or
credit card (Mastercard and
Visa only). All payments must be
BH18 8PW.
in sterling and overseas orders
must be drawn on a London
Gearing Bank.
.441 samtgrAzaA1. sswss.AayqasAsa4s spgs sgs *glomommAtivas way so sar
40 vp
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some people over -use high pawed
Here are the answers: 1: (d), 2: (c).3:
(d), 4: (c).

In April's 'Scene USA' I was a
little bit hard on the Novice and
Technician examinations. The main
problem is that the standard is not
really commensurate with the ability
to go straight out and use a kilowatt
amplifier, fortunately this is not what
most American amateurs do!
I am much happier with the level
in the General examination. The
breadth of knowledge is quite large,
although the depth is relatively
superficial. This seems fine to me,
after all, we are testing for a hobby,
not a postgraduate degree.
It's interesting to note the lack of
diagrams in the exam questions. The
General syllabus could be criticised
for being too theoretical.

Advanced Level Licence
The Advanced Licence is designed
to appeal particularly to h.f. s.s.b.
operators. It allows operation in the
'phone bands anywhere except for
three 25kHz slices on 80m, 20m and
15m (which are reserved for Extra
class). Since there are no additional
c.w. privileges associated with
Advanced Class, a c.w. operator is
likely to view this as a stepping
stone to the Extra Licence.
The Advanced examination has
50 questions and 37 must be
answered correctly to pass. Here
are some examples:
5: What is the purpose of D1 in the
circuit shown in Fig. 3?
(a) Line voltage stabilization
(b) Voltage reference
(cl Peak clipping
(dl Hum filtering
6: In Fig. 4, what values of V2 and R3
result in the same voltage and
current characteristics as when V1
is 10V, R1 is 20ILQ, and R2 is 10kil?
(a) R3 = 3062 and V2 = 10V
(b) R3 = 6.67)Q and V2 =10V
lc) R3 = 6.67kg and V2 = 3.33V
Id) R3 = 30ILD and V2 = 3.33V

7: What is the f2 of the circuit in Fig.
5, when the resonant frequency is
3 625MHz, the inductance is 3pH and
the resistance is 2,200D?
(a) 0.031
(b) 32.2

(031.1

encompasses more subjects than
the UK's Radio Amateur's
Examination (RAE), but there is also
a certain amount of overlap.

Extra Class
The Extra Class Licence allows
access to all frequencies and
modes. The keen OXer or contester
will study diligently to get this
licence, and with it, the coveted
25kHz slices at the bottom end of h.f,
c.w. and 'phone bands.
My judgment is thatthe Extra
Class exam is not really any harder
than the Advanced exam, but there
are plenty of additional topics. Of
course, many amateurs have trouble
with the 20 w.p.m. morse test as
well.
There are 40 questions in the
Extra Class exam arid a candidate
needs 30 right to pass. Here are
some sample questions:.

8: What frequency range will be
covered by the circuit in Fig. 6, when
L is 100H, Cf is 156pF and Cv is 50pF
maximum and 2pF minimum?
(a) 3508 through 4004kHz
lb) 6998 through 7360kHz
(c) 13.396 through 14.402MHz
Id) 49.998 through 54.101MHz

9: How long does it take for an initial
charge of 20V DC to decrease to
7.36V DC in a 0.01uF capacitor when
a 2M11 resistor is connected across
it?

(a) 12.64seconds
()) 0.02sec onds

(c) lsecond
(d) 7.98seconds

10: What voltage gain can be
expected from the circuit in Fig. 7
when R1 is 1011 and Rf is 47ki2?
la) 0.00021
lb) 9400
(c) 4700
(d) 2350

Here are the answers: 8: (a), 9: OA
10: (C). The Extra syllabus requires
understanding of many other

subjects, including licence
regulations in some detail, as well as
the examination system itself,
satellites, moon -bounce, logic
circuits, the Smith Chart, active
Circuit components, modulation and
more advanced antenna theory,

(d) 25.6

Exam Wrap -Up

There are plenty more interesting
questions where those came from!
Did you have trouble with number 6?
This tests Thevenin's theorem, which
is useful for analysing complex
circuits. Here are the answers: 5: (b),

That 'wraps -up' my perusal of the US
licence examinations. Obviously, I
have only been able to look atthings
in overview.

6: (a), 7: (b).

The Advanced exam is perhaps
more difficult than the others, since
it has more questions and covers
quite a bit of material. There is no
time limit, as with all the US
licensing exams.
I would say thatthe syllabus
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My opinion of the American
licence system is that it works very
well, and covers a lot of ground. A
beginner starting from scratch
would have to work hard to get an
Extra Class licence. But nothing's
perfect, and I would like to see more
emphasis on practical matters,
including antennas and operating.
The sample questions above
came from the excellent ARRL
manuals, one manual is available for
each class of licence. Even if you
didn't want a US licence, you would
learn some very useful things. Call
the ARRL mail-order department,

Fig. 3.

telephone (from the UK): 001 060 594
0200.

Morse Endeavour
The July 1996 'Scene USA' about
Samuel Morse continues to attract
your correspondence. Jim W6CF,
wonders why I made no mention of
Alfred Vail, Morse's partner in their
Wireless Telegraph business.
Jim says: "After all Alfred Vail,
did inventthe key, the sounder, was
responsible for virtually all of
Morse's mechanical and electrical
improvements lother than the relay)
once they became partners. And
there is even reason to believe
(although not iron -clad proof) that it
was Vail himself who set the ball
rolling on Morse code. Some day I
do hope Vail gets his just due. Even
Morse wished as much shortly
before he died".
Yes, Jim, there is some
argument about who actually
invented the various innovations
attributed to Morse. Sources are not
clear on the subject, and Vail was
obviously a leading inventor as well
as Morse. Thank you for your
contribution to this fascinating
discussion!

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

That's all for this time. In the next
'Scene USA' in the April PWI'll be
interviewing the President of the US
national society, the ARRL. He has
some interesting things to say about
the future of amateur radio in
America and world-wide.

Fig. 6.

73, keep writing to me Ed Taylor WT3U, PO Box 261304,

Denver, Colorado 80226, USA or E-mail me at

Fig. 7.

102662.2222@compuserve.com The deadline for April is the

middle of January.

END
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Leighton Smart provides his
monthly report on what YOU have
been up to on the hf. bands.
I'm writing this month's column in
late October, and the dark autumn
nights have finally arrived,
heralding an increase in DX traffic
on the lower bands. Unfortunately,
the weather has also taken a
'darker' turn - last night saw some of
the worst storms we've had here in
Wales since the 'big' one in 1987.
As a result, my one and only
antenna the 80m long wire) was
cast adrift, so to speak, and ended
up tangled around neighbours
sheds, washing lines, garden fences,
etc.! Pops! Time to 'go and have a
little chat' I think! Afterwards I'll
have to consider putting up a spare
antenna or two as welll
Nevertheless, I have no doubt
that many of us will be welcoming
the winter season. Not for the
weather of course, but for the
hoped for upturn in F2
propagation on the higher

\IV

today (27128 Sept) on 3.5815MHz cm.
at dusk I heard "CP1MS de L9CC"

repeated ad nauseam, without the
sender even stopping to listen!
Surely it can't be Argentina calling
Bolivia"?
Walter asks 'Do you or any
readers have any ideas on this?"
Well...ifs a bit of a puzzle this
one Walter, although it's possible
that it could have been a commercial
or Government (Fixed or Maritime
Mobile) cm. station judging by the
'L9' callsign. Normally they call a
particular station and give a
separate receive frequency.
However, perhaps other readers
may have an answer. Any ideas
anyone?
Finally,
I I 11

I

some really spectacular stuff.
In his propagation report, Mike
says that "Around the 7th of October,
the K index went to zero - this means
that polar absorption due to the
sun's radiation is vary low, and the
ionosphere becomes very stable".
The result was a really good
opening across the polar region to
Alaska and the west coast of the
USA. At one point I heard no less
than seven Alaskan stations on
1.8MHz at the same time - a rare
occurrence on this band"!
Mike's list shows cm.
contacts with

Editorial note: now that Mike's a
new' Dad...he's given up sleeping to
keep his baby daughter company in
the 'wee small' hours. Rumour has it
that he's already teaching her

Morsel

The 3.5MHz Bond
Down to Skewen in West Glamorgan
now, and Carl Mason GWOVSW.
He's been bashing away at the key
again.

Carl's 3.51V1Hz cm list, at around

90W output into a simple dipole
antenna includes contacts with
VE1UA (Canada) at 2326UTC, and

tv00.*"

HA6GT (Hungary) at midnight.
For his report Ted Trowel!
G2HKU on the Isle of Sheppey
in Kent confirms 70W cm.
contacts with RA2FJ/MM in
the North Sea, plus

it

001°111"

HBO/FIB9NL in the

bands like 14, 21 and
maybe even 28MHz.
)Don Mclean G3NOF
has reported 28MHz

Principality of
Liechtenstein, both at
around 0500UTC.

Not to be outdone,
Don Mclean G3NOF in
Yeovil offers a solitary
s.s.b. contact on the
3.5MHz band, in the
shape of 0Y3JE in
the Faroe Islands.

openings to Africa of
late).
Certainly, 1.8, 3.5

and 7MHz will have
shown a marked increase
in DX compared to the
summer months by the time
you read this. So let's hope
the higher bands become
more reliable too.
Mind you, the thought of a
warm, cosy shack at this time of
the year away from the cold
blustery winter conditions is
attractive. And this must surely
mean that this is the time of year
when more and more amateurs are
on the air, and as a result, there's
more to work!

News & Snippets
received a short note from s.w.l.
reporter Len Stockwell of Grays,
Essex, who has informed me that he
has now passed the RAE, and will be
active on the air soon. Well done
Len, keep up the good work!
Secondly, I also received a query
from Walter Farrar G3ESP who says
"I don't believe itl Yesterday and
I
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CtiarYte
here's a 'stop
press' item received at the
PWoffice from Brian Alderson
G3KJX. Brian will be operating on all;
the hi hands from Portugal as
CT1/G3KJX from the 8th of
December to 19th January 1997.
Enjoy the sun and your operating
Brian!

Your Reports
Straight into your reports now,
starting with a 'hefty' 1.8MHz report
from Mike Devereux G3SED of
Southampton, whose list includes

710ii

EMi KA

(Antarctica) at 0136,
3V88B (Tunisia) at 2242, 9K2MU
(Kuwait) at 2345, 5X1I3 (Uganda) at
2242, SNOMVE (Nigeria) at 2256, and
literally scores of US stations. He
also included RX1 OX/FJL (Franz
Josef Land) at 2301, AAORS
(Colorado, USA) at 9523, ZD82
(Ascension Island) at 2301, and
59255 (Sao Tome & Principe
Islands) at 0458UTC.

Meanwhile, G3SED's s.s.b. (yes,
they do use s.s.b. for DX on this
band!) included X128ABF (Chile) at
0240, ZL2JR (New Zealand) at 0620,
plus N4MXJ and KA3RKW (USA) at
around 0500. Which makes me
wonder Mike, when do you actually

get to go to sleep ehnTni

WOO

The 7MHz
Bond

Now 7MHz is definitely one band
which gets overcrowded during the
winter months! Love it or hate it, '40'
is a great DX band, although my
preference is for cm. here, due to its
restricted bandwidth. Nevertheless,
if you want to increase your country
score, this is one place you might
just like to try - if you've never tried it
before now, that is!
'Forty' is certainly a favourite of
Charlie Blake MOAIJ in Milton
Keynes. And although suffering from
local noise on the band in the early
morning, he still digs out the DX.
Charlie has made his first h.f.
contact with Greta HB9ARC, who
has received many s.w.l. C1SLs from
Charlie in the past. "Was she

surprised!" says Charlie.
Charlie has been operating the
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Milton Keynes ARC station as there
are strict local planning laws
where he lives. But he says that
their GB2BP special event station
in aid of the 'Children In Need'
appeal was a success.
For now, the new MOAIJ's s.w.l.
report indicates s.s.b. reception of
ZL4BO (New Zealand) working

heard between 1600 and 190OUTC

with excellent
Don's 14MHz log includes s.s.h.
contacts with A61AN (United Arab

(Venezuela) in contact with IN3ZNR

Emirates), SU3YM (Egypt) QSL via
Box 545 Port Said, 42111, Egypt He
also reports VK4UA (Australia),
A45/H5ANX (Sultanate of Oman),
VQ9WM (Chagos Island), 2VOMB
(QSL to PT1GT1), 9K2MG (Kuwait),
7X5JF (Algeria), XE1YOR (Mexico),

(Italy) at 0546UTC.
Charlie also logged VR6PAC

and CP6UA (Bolivia).
Back to Ted G2HKU now,

(Pitcairn Island) working 15YSZ

whose c.w. worked a treat here on
14MHz, hooking up with 7250 0
(Saudi Arabia). He also logged

IOSNY in Italy at 0504, and YV5GGV

(Italy) at 0600, LU8KDI (Argentina)
in contact with YO2LDR (Romania)
at 0502. There was also T12OHL
(Costa Rica) working F6EZR
(France) at 0633, TY1IJ 1Benin) in
contact with IOSNY in Italy at 0521,
TG9AOP (Guatemala) working
F5LTT at 0700, and HK4UT

(Colombia) Working F8ZW(France)
at 0628UTC.

Ted G2HKU hooked up with
2F8BS (Cayman Islands) at 0500,

and FM/PA3BBP (Martinique
Island), CO2VG (Cuba), and CN8BK

(Morocco) at around 1800UTC.
Don G3NOF has been having a
go at 7MHz too, listing s.s.b.
contacts with KC1XX (USA), LP7N
(Argentina), VE9MY (Canada).
2W5B (Brazil), 3VSBB (Tunisia) and
5A1A in Libya.
Carl GWOVSW, again on the key
has worked A041L (USA) at 2327,
9H3WM (Malta) at 2341UTC. And at
midnight he worked RX3QFM
(Russia).

The 10MHz Band
The 10MHz allocation is our

narrowest hi band. But although
it's just 50kHz wide, it still throws
up a few surprises.
Ted G2HKU for instance,
always a c.w. man, reached out to
ZL4SEA (New Zealand) at 0700,
with 9H3WM (Malta) and EA8GN
(Canary Islands) at around
2100UTC.

Carl GWOVSW lists contacts
with J79BP (Dominica) at midnight,
N4BV (USA) at 2126, J590N
(Guinea - Bissau) at 0729 (QSL via
DJ90N1. He also worked
EA6/DK4KL (Balearic Islands) at

SVO/GOKBO (Aegian Island),
ZB2JOL5JAN (Gibraltar), and FYSYE

(French Guiana), all at around
150OUTC.

Meanwhile, Carl GWOVSW has
listed his 14MHz s.s.b. contacts
with SU3AM (Egypt) at ONO, J3850
(Grenada) at 1100, and JY9QJ
Jordan) at 0600. His cm. on this
band reached out to CN8GB (near
Casablanca, Morocco) at 1733UTC,
and 9A8000S celebrating 800 years
of Osijek, Croatia.

The 18 & 21MHz Bands
A huge 18MHz log came this month
from Don G3NOF. But unfortunately
(because of lack of space) there's
just a small selection included
here.
Using s.s.b. as usual, Don

logged contacts with A2900
(Botswana), FG5HR (Guadeloupe),
J38B0 (Grenada) QSL via DL7B0,
5925 (Sea Tome & Principe
Islands). He also reported 5NOMVE
(Nigeria) cia to ON7LX, 5H3ES
(Tanzania) and 221CS (Zimbabwe).
Still on 18MHz, it's Carl
GWOVSW's turn and he reports
working XE3AJM (Mexico) at 1751.
9Q5MRC (Zaire) at 1800, QSL to
G3MRC, and 9H3WD (Malta) at
1826UTC.

Moving up to 21MHz, Eric
Masters GOKRT in Surrey is back in
college, so has little time for radio
these days. However, he did
squeeze in a contact or two on

21MHz with EMS at 1530, and
EC5CLN (Spain) at 1542UTC.

Good luck with your studies

184OUTC.

Eric!

The 14MHz Band

The 28MHz Band

I'll startthe 14MHz band report this

Finally, proof that 28MHz is not
dead yet! Don G3NOF has worked
CX7BF lUruguayl and ZW5B (Brazil)
here of late, both on s.s.b.
Let's hope it's a sign of things to
come eh? I've no doubt that more
reports will be coming through
soon.

month with Don Maclean G3NOF.
And as usual he provides his
regular h.f. propagation report .
Don says that "14MHz has been

the best if, band again. In the
mornings around 080OUTC there

were openings to Japan and
Australia on the short path. But the
best time on the band was around
1500, with good signals from north
America. African stations were

regular reporters sending
information in for 'HF Far & Wide'
and many readers appreciate it.
But, I thought it would be a good
idea to remind everyone (especially
as this is the first issue of the new
year!) how we're trying to help
everyone get the very best results

PW Listening &
Operating Watch List
All times in UTC
Charlie Blake 1410A1,1 listens:
0500,0700UTC on 7.061MHz
s.s.b. with art NRD 525 receive'

& Sloping Wire

antenna.

n hi
So, to help us all can you
please make sure that you include
in your reports the following
information: Time, date, frequency,
antenna type (and where you were
beaming if appropriate), your mode
and power levels. And of course
everyone will be very interested to
read what equipment you're using.
While on the subject of
equipment, I hear from the Editor G3XFO - that several listeners have
written in to say they're too
embarrassed to admit that they're
using non -too sophisticated basic
broadcasting receivers (with b.f.o.s
) and home -brewed ultra -simple
designs. Well, both Rob and I agree
- that they've got nothing to worry
about.!
Surely if you hear a DX station

n a simple receiver ifs an
achievement? So...lefs have your
reports. Join in the fun, submit your
reports with as much information
as you can and encourage others
to think 'I can do that too'!
Finally, you must never forget
that new people are 'discovering'
radio every day. If they read what
you've achieved...it can help and
encourage them in a very positive
fashion.

Steve Locke GWOSGL operates
1100-1500LITC most days a i OUIld
14 180MHz s.s.h.using a
Kenwood T5-940 & TH7 beam
antenna, normally beaining to
Other continents.

Don Mclean G3NOF operates:
1030 Saturdays on 3.685MHz on
the ISWL Net or 1030 Sundays
on the Yeovil ARC Net 3.605MHz
s s b using a Kenwood T5-950
& Trap Dipole antenna.
Leighton Smart GWOLBI
operates: Most Sundays (mid
some weekday evenings) at
mound 1000-1300UTC on 1 933
or 1.949N11-11 s.s.h. using a KW

20000 transceiver and a long
wire Marconi antenna.
Rob Mannion G3XFD listens
and operates: (weekdays &
weekends) 1600-18300TC
3 7MHz 100W s

8 3.530Pv1H7

QRP c.w using an Alnico DX 70
transceiver and Trap

Dipolelong Wire antennas.
Also at 23.00 on either 3.530,
7 025MHz lcm 1 OF :UMW.
s.s.b. Occasionally on 7 02.5lvIliz

cwbetween 0100-0200 Station
temporarily ORT late October early November due to gales
damage to all antennas (join
the club Leighton!). Normal
service to be resumed as soon
as possible! Editor.

All Bands This Time!
Phew_ that was a case of (almost!)
all h.f. bands being featured this
time! Must be a first! My grateful
thanks to all reporters for your time
an efforts. I get many favourable
comments over the air about the
column, but always state that it is
not my column, but yours. This is
because without your continued
land patient) support, it wouldn't be
here at all!
So to all reporters and readers,
I say (in Welsh too!) a Merry
Christmas arid Happy New Year /
Nadolig Llawen ar Blwyddyn
Newydd Dda i chi! See you next
year!

Gordon Foote G7NCR listens:
1730-1930 & 2030-2200U%
(weekdays) and 1430-1630
(weekends) on 14.250MHz
using a Howes DcRx receiver
and loft mutinied 4VIIP, antenna.
T. Ibbitson GOVTI operates :
Each evening between 1900
2OUTC00 on or al pond 7.020MHz
cm., or 14.035MHz c.w using a
Ton-Te c Scoot at 50W

David Kennedy G7GWF listens:
On 7MHz using a Howes Lake
DTR-7 Transceiver. Me times or
frequencies are specified)

As usual, reports and information (and photos!) by the 15th of each
month to' Leighton Smart GWOLBI, 33 Nant Gwyn, Trelewis, Mid Glamorgan CF46 6DB Wales.
Tel: (01443) 411459 or (01443) 710749 (9am - 6pm)

Regular Reports
We've gt a really good 'team' of
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Due to the fast turn
around of popular

Trader!

secondhand items,

readers should check on
availability of advertised

stock. In other words...if
you spot something you
fancy...don't delay or you
could miss it!

YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
WATERS &
STANTON
01702 206835
PLEASE NOTE SECONDHAND ITEMS
COME WITH FULL 3 MONTH PARTS &
LABOUR GUARANTEE. FOR MORE
INFORMATION PHONE. ANDY
TIVIJEN 01702-206835 OR FAX 01702205843.

HE TRANSCEIVERS
INDEX QRP+ 5w QRP HF transceiver £449
MFJ 9040 40M CW 5w portable transceiver
£139
TRIO TS -5305 100w HF transceiver £299

MIZUHO MX -28S IOM QRP handheld
transceiver £179

TEN-TEC SCOUT HF transceiver 5-50w SO.
40, 15m £449

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
MOBILE/BASE STATION
ALINCO DR -590E 2m/70cms 50w/35w
mobile transceiver inc CTCSS £329

ADI AR -146 2m 50w FM mobile £199
ICOM IC -25E 2m 25w mobile £149
ALINCO DR -430E 70cms 35w FM mobile
YAESU FT-690RII 2m mini -node portable
transceiver £369

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
HANDHELDS/PORTABLE
ALINCO DJ -580 x4 2m/70cms handheld
£249

ALINCO DJ -500 In/70cms handheld £199
ALINCO D.1-180 2m handheld £109
ALINCO DJ-F1E 2m handheld £139
KENWOOD TH-78E x2 2m/70crns
handheld £299
ICOM IC -32E 2rtit7Octris handlehd £199

ICOM IC-24ET 2m/70cms handheld £229
KENWOOD TH-26E 2m handheld £129
YAESU FT -530R x2 2m/70cins handheld
£329
ADI AR -145 2m handheld £129

ICOM IC-P4ET 70cnts handheld £179
ICOM IC -W21 E 2m/70cms handheld £299
KEN WOOD TH-22E 2m handheld £169
YAESU FT -415 2m handheld £179
YAESU FT -40R 70cms handheld £229
ICOM IC -2E
handheld. [hurl-illy:heel £99
KENPRO KT -22E 2m handheld [same as
IC2E)£99

LOWE

MARTIN

ELECTRONICS
0117-931 5263

0181-566 1120

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Tom 1026. HE Transceiver and 6m, £625.00
'corn, IC728. HF Transceiver, £395.00
JST13.5, HF Transceiver, £975.00
Trio, TS120V. Mobile HF Transceiver 10
watts, £350.00
Kenwood, Ts53osp, HF Transceiver valve
PA. £499.00
Kenwood, Tsnes, HF Transceiver. £595.00

DATACOMMS
Kantronics, KAM, Multimode TNC, £185.00
Kantronics, KAM PLUS, Multimode TNC
V7.1, £299.00

VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
Alined, DJ160E, 2m handheld, £160.00
Aline% DJ 180E, 2m Handheld, £160.00
Mine°, DR_MO6SX, 6m FM Mobile
Transceiver, £215.00
Icom,117AET, Dual band handheld
transceiver, £269.00
loom, IC2SE, 2m Handheld, £150.00
Kenwood, TH.205E, 2m Handheld, £150.00
Kenwood. TH28E. 2m Handheld with 7tkms
RX
Kellwood, TH45E, 70eins handheld
Kenwood, TH46E, 70cms Handheld with
ctess

Kenwood, TH47E, 70cms Handheld
Kenwood,TM2-31E, 2m Mobile, £195.00
Kenwood,TM451E, 70cms Mobile, with 2m
RX, £330.00
Yam. Fri 1 R, 2m Handheld. £195.00
YlICERJ. FT203R, 2m Handheld, £149.00
Yaesui, FT2200, 2M FM mobile transceiver.
£289.00

Yaesu, 17290R, arn Multi mode
baseJmoblicfportable £225.00

HF RECEIVERS
'cony ICR7IE, HF Receiver with FM and
SSB Filter. £600.00
JRC, NRD53.5,Tnp class receiver. £1000.00

Kenwood, 82000, HF Receiver with VHF
Convener fitted, £475.00
Lowe, HF225, HF Receiver. £350.00
Sony, ICFSW55. Worldband portable suitcase version, £175.00
Sangean ATS818. Worldband Ratable with
SSB, £129.00

SCANNERS

STATION ACCESSORIES

AR1000, Wide band handheld scanner.
£150.00
ARI5011, Wide band scanner with SSB,
£185.00

MEI 20$1 VHF SWR analyzer £79

£225.00

KENWOOD TH-42E 70cms handheld £199

DATONG FL3 Audio filter & notch filter £99
MIZUHO PL -7S 40M 10 watt linear
amplifier £129
VECTRONICS AT100 Indoor active antenna
unit £59

M/MODULES MMSI Morse WWI" f99
MFJ 722 SSB & CW filter unit £139
MFJ 1020A Indoor active shortwave listening
aerial £59
MFJ 752C All mode dual tuneable audio
filter £79
DEWSBURY Morse tutor £69
MAGELLAN GPS3000 Handheld GPS
receiver EX -demo £199
LOWE PR -150 Active HF preselector £149
W9GR
Digital signal processor £129

ICOM RM-2 Remote controller £59
OPTOELECTRONICS RIO Auto locking
FM receiver 30-2000MHz £199

ARUM., Mobile scanner with BFO for SSB,
AOR. AR2001, VHF/UHF Base/mobile
scanner 25-550MHz, £195.00
Nevada, MS1000, Baseltnobile seamier,
£185.00

WIN, WIN108, VHF airband handheld,
£75.90

OTHER ITEMS
BNOS, CLP50350, 6m Linear amplifier,
£175.00

BNOS, CLP1330350, 2M Linear amp 3 in 50
out, £99.00
JPS, MERL DSP Filter, £145.00
MFJ, ME.1121.4PC, Multimode Decoder,
£120.00

Momentum, MCL1100, RTTY/CW/AMTOR
Decoder, £161.00

Items are held at various branches, please

contact Bristol branch for location on
0117 9315263

NEVADA

LYNCH
ICOM 1C290E 2M MULTIMODE
TRANSCEIVER £329.00
ICOM IC2SE 2M FM HANDHELD
TRANSCEIVER £125.00
ICOM 1C730 HF 100W MOBILE
TRANSCEIVER £295.00
ICOM IC735 HF TRANSCEIVER
GENERAL COVERAGE RX £695.00
ICOM IC735 HF TRANSCEIVER
GENERAL COVERAGE RN £695.00
ICOM 1037 HE TRANSCIEVER WITH
AUTO A.T.U. £995.00
ICOM 1037 HF TRANSCTEVER WITH
AUTO A.T.U. £995.00
ICOM 1040 HF TRANSCEIVER
£475.00

ICOM 1051 GENERAL COVERAGE
HF TRANSCEIVER £695.00
[COM 105 IA GENERAL COVERAGE
HF TRANSCEIVER £595.00
[COM IC751A GENERAL COVERAGE
HF TRANSCE1 V ER £749.00

ICOM 1C765 GENERAL COVERAGE
HE TRANSCEIVER + AUTO AM
£1295.00
ICOM 1C765 GENERAL COVERAGE
HF TRANSCEIVER + AUTO AM
£1495.00

ICOM IC775DSP HF 200W DSP

TRANSCEIVER WITH AM AND PSU.
£2495.00

KENWOOD TH26E RUGGED 2M
HANHELD TRANSCEIVER £149.00
KENWOOD TM702E DUAL BAND
MOBILE TRANSCEIVER £395.00
KEN WOOD TS5OS 100W HF
"MOBILE- ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
£699.00
KENWOOD TS5OS 100W HF

-MOBILE" ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER
£649.00

KENWOOD TS5OS 00W HF "MOBILE"
ALL MODE TRANSCEIVER £725.00
KENWOOD TS830S AMATEUR BAND
COVERAGE TRANSCEIVER £450.00
YAFSU FT227R 2M IOW FM
SYNTHESIZED TRANSCEIVER
£125.00

YAESU FT290R 2M MULT[MODE
TRANSCEIVER £250.00
YAESU ET290R2 2M MULTIMODE
TRANSCEIVER £349.00
YAESU FT290RMK I 2M 2.5W
MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVER £269.00
YAESU FT29ORMK I 2M 25W
MULTIMODE TRANSCEIVER £269.00
YAESU FT29ORMK2 2M MULTIMODE,
2.5 WATT TRANSCEIVER £349.00
YAESU FT411 2M HANDHELD
TRANSCEIVER £159.00
YAESU FT47OR 2M/70CM HANDIE
TRANSCEIVER WITH NICADS £229.00
YAESU FT736M VHF/UHF ALL MODE
TRANSCEIVER 2170 £150.00

01705 662145
ALINCO DJ -100
ALINCO DJ- 1 80
ALINCO DJ -F1
ALINCO DJX-1
FDK MULTI 750X
FDK-700E
ICOM IC 725
ICOM IC-W2E
KENWOOD TH-28E

KENWOOD TH-4IE

£99.00
£150.00
£185.00
£225.00
£199.00
£159.00
£595.00
£275.00
£199.00
£159.00
£145.00

KENWOOD 11-1-45E
KENWOOD TH-79E+SM33 1375.00
KENWOOD TM -221M
£199.00
TRIO TR-2200
£99.00
TRIO TR-2300
£99.00
YAESU FT -790R1
£325.00
YAESU FT -207R
£110.00
YAESU FT -21 I RH
£225.00
YAESU FT -221R
£329.00
YAESU FT -2901I
£375.00
YAESU FT -480R
£299.00
AOR AR -800E
£125.00
AOR AR900
£140.00
BEARCAT 350A
£99.00

BLK JAG 200 MIMI
ICOM IC -R1 WIDE RX
REALISTIC 2036
REALISTIC PRO -50
ICOM R-72
KENWOOD R-2000
KENWOOD R-5000
LOWE HF-150
LOWE HF-225
YAFSU FRG -8800
YAESU FRG -9600
DAIWA 2002A
DRAKE TR4/AC4

£125.00
£279.00
£179.00
£69.00
£675.00
£395.00
£699.00
£279.00
£375.00
£499.00
£299.00
£260.00
£345.00
ICOM IC -728
£795.00
ICOM IC -735
£599.00
ICOM PS -15
£149.00
1ST - 100
1395.00
JST NA -88
£45.00
JST NBD-500 PSU
£95.00
KENWOOD AT -50
£225.00
KENWOOD TS- I 20V
£279.00
KENWOOD TS -180S
£345.00
KENWOOD TS -440S
£745.00
KENWOOD TS-850SAT..£1250.00
KENWOOD RZ-I
£249.00
YAESU FL -2500
£79.00
YAESU FT -101
£225.00
YAESU FT -707
£400.00
YAESU FT -980 HF
£699.00
YAESU FT -900 AT
£899.00
YAESU FT -ONE
£699.00
POWER MAX CEYI
£89.00
SATCOM SCAN 40
£75.00
SATCOM P40 (PAIR)
£149.00
TAPR TNC-2
£75.00
TEAM 3004UK
£125.00
TEAM 3100 UK
£95.00
NEC SPEAKER/CLOCK £69.00
KENWOOD TH-215E
£145.00
TRIO 52OSE
£250.00
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YOUR GUIDE TO SECOND-HAND EQUIPMENT
SMC
GROUP
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PHOTO

EARLESTOWN
01925 229881

ACOUSTICS

SHORTWAVE
SHOP

01908 610625

01202 490099

01703 251549

HF EQUIPMENT
Yaesu FT902DM c/w FTV902R

HF TRANSCEIVERS
PX HT180 Tokyo 80 mtr lOw £259
PX HL7000B Tokyo HF IJanip £899
PX FT7476 Yaesu HF 100W £449
PX FC700 Yaesu Man Aru £169

HF TRANSCEIVERS
Yaesu FT-900AT - boxed £950
Icom IC -765 plus matching speaker
£1650
Kenwood TS-850SAT plus DSP-100
as new with all accessories £1599
Kenwood TS -140S c/w AT -230 boxed

£TEL
Ken wood TS -140S + P5-50 £630
Yaesu FT -102 £475
Yaesu FT- I 02 + FC-102/FV-102DM
£799
Kenwood TS820S +
SP120/AT250/PS30 £799

JRC JST-135HP deluxe c/w matching
NBD-520 PSU (opt units fitted) £TEL
Yaesu FT -757 FC757/AM303 deskmic
£699
Yaesu Fr -757 boxed £550
Kenwood TS140S + AT230 £650
Yaesu FT-747GX + FM £499
Icom IC -706 £TEL

MOBH.E/BASE VHF/UHF
TRANSCEIVERS
Kenwood TS811E + mic £575
Kenwood TS711E + mic £575
Kenwood TS -700 boxed £275
Kenwood TS700S £TEL
2 x Yaesu IT -290R Mk 1 plus
accessories from £225
Navico AMR -1000S from £140
Kenwood TM -742+ I Om module as
new £625
lcom 229 - boxed 1225

RECEIVERS
2 x Yaesu FRG -8800 + extras from
£425
2 x Yaesu FRG -7700 with memories &

£TEL
Icons IC -R7000 + HF Module £750
Kenwood R-5000 boxed £699
Yaesu FRG -100 VGC £375
AR -2001 £175
Sony SW -77 Immaculate condition
£TEL
2 x !coin IC-R71E boxed £599
Regency MX -7000 £TEL
Trio R-2000 + VHF converter £425
Yaesu FRG -7 + mechanical filter /FM
accessories

Icom IC -728 100W HF General
Coverage Transceiver. (Mint Condition)
£699.00
Icom IC -730 100W 80 - 10M Amateur
Band Transceiver £349.00
Isom IC -290E lOW 2M Multimode
(Very good cond.) £269.00
Icons IC -738 100W HF General
Coverage Transceiver with Auto ATU
(Mint) £1100.00
Yaesu FT -707 100W 80 - 10M
Amateur Band Transceiver c/w
matching ATU, memory unit and
Heavy Duty power supply £475.00
Kenwood TM -733E 2m/70cms Mobile
with removable front panel. (VGC)
£479.00
Kenwood TM-70IE 2M/70cms Mobile
Transceiver (VGC) £329.00
Yaesu FT -470 2M/70cms Dual Band
Handheld £249.00
Icom 1C-735 100W HF General
Coverage Transceiver c/w ATI00 Auto
ATU and Shure Desk mic. £699.00
Kenwood TS -50S 100W HF Mobile
General Coverage Transceiver (Demo)
£829.00
Kenwood AT Matching automatic
antenna tuner for TS -50S. (Demo)
1249.00
Yaesu FT -290R1 2M Multimode 2,5W
output. £249.00
Kenwood TH-75E 2M/70cms
Handheld c/w speaker mic. £249.00
Tokyo HX-240 2M to HF Transverter.
covers 80 - 10M Amateur Bands.
£189.00
Trio TM -201A 25W 2M Mobile.
£179.00
Kenwood TH-22E 2M Handheld,
battery box, no charger. £139.00
Yaesu FT -76R 70cms Handheld
£159.00
Alinco DJ -FIE 2M handheld £159.00

Tvo.(2Mtr) and SP902 Spkr. £495.00
Yaesu NT707 c/w FC700 ATU.
£355.00
Yeasu FT707 c/w H/B PSU. £350.01)
Yaesu FT102 VGC. Fm.Fitted f.395.00
Yaesu FT10IE Mint c/w Frequency
counter. £275.00
Yaesu FT1OIEE VGC. £250.00
Yaesu Fr 101Z as new £275.00
Icons AT180 Auto ATU. £145.00
Yaesu FR101 HF Receiver £165.00
Grundig Satellit 00 as new £265.00
Philips 2924 FM/SW Broadcast Band
Receiver. Mains/Battery. £69.00
Tokyo HX240 2Mtr 10 HF Transverter
3.5/7/14/21/28.MHz. £165.00
JRC. NRD 515 Rcvr c/w Memory
Unit and Speaker £425.00
JRC. NRD 525 HE' Rcvr. Mint. Boxed,
£625.00
Heathkit GR78 HF Rcvr. £75.00
SONY PRO 80 HF Rcvr c/w VHF
Cvtr. £165.00
TEN TEC ARGOSY 515. c/w ATU
and PSU. £285.00

VHF/UHF
Icons IC 281H 2Mtr. Mobile. Wide
Band Rx. £345.00
Yaesu F7'290R Mk I. c/w MMD I I
Mobile Mount. VGC. £235.00
!cam IC32 Dual Band H/H. £195.00
Trio TR9000 VHF Multimode.
£185.00
1COM IC2E VHF Handheld. £95.00
YAESU 708R 70cm. Handheld. £95.00

MISCELLANEOUS
MFJ 294 Antenna Analyser. £179.00
MFJ 901B ATU. £55.00
YAESU FC301 ATU. £135.00
YAESU FC107 ATU. £155.00
KENWOOD VC10 VHF Converter for
R2000. £125.00
AEA PACKRATT PK232MBX Data
Terminal. New. To clear. £245.00
YAESU FRV VHF converter for
FRG7700/8800 £45.00

CALL FOR LATEST UPDATE ON
USED EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

£175

Icom IC -R7100 + HF module £999

Disclaimer
Advertisements from traders for equipment that is illegal to possess, use or which cannot be licensed in the U.K.
will not be accepted. While the publishers will give whatever assistance they can to readers or buyers having
complaints, under no circumstance will the magazine accept liability for non -receipt of goods ordered, late
delivery or faults in manufacture.

PX F177 Yaesu HF 1(10W £349
PX FP707 Yaesu PSU I2v £119
PX IC737 Icons HF 100W £1060
LX FTONE Yaesu HF 100W £675
LX Fr890AT Yaesu HF 100W £1250
LX TS520SE Kenwood HP' Valve £335
AX F1767GX Yaesu HF 100W £1450
AX FF990 Yaesu HF 100W £1650
AX 11765 Icons HF 100W £1699
RX JST1OJRC HF 100W £395
RX Fr101 Yaesu HF Valve £.260
RX FT102 Yaesu 111, Valve £450
RX FT747 Yaesu 11F Mobile £450

RX Fr107M Yam, HF 100W £275
RX TS690 Kenwood HF/6m £1175
RX TS440 Kenwood HF 100W 1750
RX IC726 Isom HF 100W £1850
RX 2KL Icons HFL/Amp £1595
VHF/UHF TRANSCEIVERS
PX FI'736R Yaesu 2mtr/70cm £1195
PX FT290R11 Yaesu 2mtr port £375
PX FT690RII Yaesu 6mo port £375
PX IC900E Icum 2mtr/70cm £475
PX C500 Standard VHF/UHF £219
LX FT290RII Yaesu 2mtr port £400
LX TH21E Kenwood 2mo port £100
AX F1790R Yaesu UHF port £310
AX TM -732E Kenwood 2mtr/70cm £525
AX IC2GE Icons 2m trans. £179
RX DJ160 Aline° 2mtr/70cm £155
RX DJ560 Alinco 2mtr/70cni £335
RX FT76 Yaesu 70cm port £155
RX Fr212RHYaesu 2mtr FM 1175

RECEIVERS
PX R5000 Kenwood HF RX £649
PX AR2800 AOR RX M/base 1359
PX AR3000 AOR IkHz - 2GHz £599
PX AR1500 AOR Scanner 11225
PX AR3030 AOR HF RX £475
PX HF225 Lowe 1-11, Gen RX £445
PX FRG100 Yaesu HF Gen RX £449
PX MVT7000 Yupiteru
Fl/sciaincr £159
PX SIN -7600 Sony Portable RX £139
PX PRO2006 Realistic B/Scanner £239
LX ICR-72 loom HF RX £675
LX FRG7700 Yaesu RX + mem £299
AX PRO -80 Sony S/wave RX £120
AX 2001D Sony S/wave RX £169
AX HF150 Lowe HF Receiver £325
RX ICRI Icons H/H Scanner £185
RX AR1500 AOR H/14 Scanner £165
RX ICF-7600 Sony Port RX £120
RX PRO43 Realistic Port Scanner £110
RX NRD525 IRC HF Gen. RX £725
RX FRG7700 Yaesu HF Gen. RX £225

PX = Chandlers Ford HQ 01703 251549
RX = Reg Ward 01297 34918
LX =SMC Leeds 01132 350606
AX =ARE London 0181-997 4476

PLEASE MENTION TRADERS TABLE WHEN ENQUIRING ABOUT ANY ITEMS ON THESE PAGES!

ROGER

COOKE

rfil\CIKEF Pr\NOR:\h\A
Roger Cooke G3LDI brings you the
latest news from the Packet radio
scene.

G7UBJ.OF: SCOTT

A sample of a picture
captured using Peter
Lockwood G8LSB's
SSTV multi -mode

interface units.
Clem Patchett VK6CW lives in
Thornlie, near Perth, Western
Australia, regularly sends me
the data news from that part of the
world. I usually file this away in the
Teletext server of the BBS here and
update as necessary.
Clem is very keen on h.f.
working and has just invested in a
Clover installation, utilising the HAL
board for his PC. Once he had
configured it all properly, he reckons
that it performs extremely well, and
he spends a lot of time working on
that mode.
I must confess to complete
ignorance of Clover and am not sure
if there are many stations using it in
the UK. However, I would be

interested in hearing from those that
are, together with any further
information regarding activity that
might he available.

Multi -Mode Interface
Peter Lockwood GBLSB has sent me
details of his multi -mode interface
units that he has available for SSTV
and FAX. They come in kit form or as
fully encapsulated units.
The encapsulated units seem to
be very popular and do stand up to
the rigors of "heavy hands" much
more so than a p.c.b. mounted on a
plug. The complete JVFAX PACK for
the PC comes complete with
manuals, software, and a selection
of pictures.
Peter's units will transmit and
receive SSTV, FAX, c.w., RTTY, ASCII
and AMTOR. It will also receive
SITOR, NAVTEX, SYNOPS and
PACKET, but will not transmit these

modes. Peter does advertise in PW
and can be contacted at most times
on 0181-595 0823.

Radiocommunications
Letter
The Radiocommunications Agency
(RA) recently sent out a letter to all
BBS Sysops together with a
questionaire which we had to
complete and return. This letter
underlines the concern that the RA
has regarding the prohibition of and
control of abuse on the packet
network.
Abuse using Packet radio is a
subject that every responsible Sysop
is also concerned with and some
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form of manXtory control of the
type of bulletin allowed on the BBS
is being considered. In other words,
a self -policing and monitoring of All
Locally Entered Bulletins before
allowing them onto the network. I,
for one, have no problem with that,
and in fact already do it anyway.
I have very few, if any, problems
locally and consider myself lucky
that I live in a relatively sensible part
of the country. However, there are
those that would try to upset and
abuse the system and these must be
stopped.
Luckily packet radio has the
means to do this quite easily and
possibly with the introduction of
passwords, only then will we be able
to clean up the network completely.
Some people advocate the
abolition of the NOV system of BBS
licensing altogether, allowing a freefor-all which would, in my opinion,
lead to chaos. When comparing our
licensing system to that of the USA
or Canada, we are more restricted,
and seem to have the usual British
red -tape surrounding our every
move.

More local organisation is
possibly a good idea, but under the
umbrella of a national body still has
to be the best way for us in the UK,
especially when comparing
bandplans. We have exactly half of
what the USA and Canada have on
both 144 and 430MHz, so they are
able to have more packet allocations
than we have.

Down Under
As well as receiving news from Clem
VKBCW, I also receive the AAPRA
Newsletter, a quarterly bulletin sent
out by the Australian Amateur
Packet Radio Association. The
AAPRA has an impressive list of over
200 members, including five G
stations. If you would like to join,
please send $18 Aus to: AAPRA, 59
Westbrook Avenue, Wahroonga,
NSW, 2076, Australia,
In the latest edition of the
AAPRA bulletin there's news of the
long awaited 9600baud link on a
dedicated frequency from Sydney to
Newcastle. Now up and running this
link has been long planned and
struggled with. Thanks are due to
Dave VK2DSU, Brian VK2YBE, and
Gerard VK2DAA for their efforts in

this project.
The link comprises at each end
a PacComm Tiny -2 9600b TNC and a
Plessey 8000 u.h.f. 25W transceiver.

The antennas are 9 -element
horizantally polarised Yagis.
The path is about 120km and a
great deal of trouble has been
suffered getting the link to work due
to poor signal path. Putting the
antenna at VK2RNS at 100ft helped a
great deal!
There is also a 4800h link
working between VK2RND at
Newcastle and VK2RGL at Forster.
User ports are also planned for
4800h access.
The AAPRA have a very
comprehensive software library,
with nearly six pages of updates and
details. Rumours have it that F6FBB
is about to announce a Linux version
of his BBS program.
'Aunt Harriet' has an interesting
feature each time with helpful
comments, hints and excerpts from
readers letters. I didn't get to meet
Aunt Harriet when I was there, or did I?

Norfolk News
We are still in the planning stages of
our 19.2kb 1.26Hz network, although
the modern, by Matthew Phillips
G6WPJ, and John Ferguson G8STW
is working. A demonstration has
been organised and radios are just
about ready, so I hope to report next
time that the first link is in place.
User ports at 9kh are planned,
but problems with Maxon radios are
holding back that project at present
Hopefully, by the time this is being
read, the problems will have been
solved.
As for work down in deepest
Bedfordshire, Rob Compton G1ZPU,
reports he is currently working on a
10Mbit (yes MEGABIT) 10GHz link
between GB7KHW and his system.
Although the distance involved is
only a couple of miles, it should be
possible to prove the technology,
leading to the possibility of linking
hilltop sites at this 'unheard of
speed using simple and cheap
equipment.

For example, the transceiver kit
will work out at around £40,
based on an ATVTX with mods
for data. The receiver will be
nothing more than a cheap
Amstrad or similar Satellite RX
which can be had for around £10 at
the rallies.
An LNB modified for 10Gliz
receive will be about £30 (new) or
£25 (second-hand). The receiver will
only need to have a base -band
output for the raw video signal.
For video read data! The
communication medium is actually 4
wire ethernet. Speed can be
anything from 1Mbit/sec to
10Mbit/sec (100Mbit would require
modifying the receiver circuit even
more, and also some serious TX
mods, plus it's also pretty band
hungry as the 10Mbit link will want
20MHz of the band for a full duplex
link, therefore a 100Mbit link will
want 200MHz!).
It 'would' be possible to have a
number of TIRX units on a hilltop site
linked into an ethernet active hub
(inanimate black box that buffers the
ethernet signals, and send them out
on the ports), which would act as a
'node' allowing multiple sites to be
connected together, just as an office
LAN system, only for the amateur
packet network. User access will be
via their local BBS/TCPIP gateway.
The system will be
predominantly for IP since that is
designed to work over ethernet links,
or should I say that ethernet was
designed to carry TCPIPI AX25 data
can be piggybacked using the AXIP
protocol (as used between GB7ZPU
and GB7KHW, and GB7MHD and
GB7KHW to great effect - more
efficientthan normal AX25!II.
To users it will be both totally
transparent, and very fast! Coupling
it up with some RUH, or RUH clone
modems for fast user access at up to
64Kbit/sec, there is no reason why
full 'Internet' World Wide Web type
services could not be used. This is
pie in the sky, and requires the first
prototype link to work, but it's nice to
dream!
That's all for now, so Merry Christmas and

Happy packet*. Don't forget to keep all
your news coming to me G3LDI @ G87LDI or

The Old Nursery, The Drift, Swardeston,

Norwich.

END
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This month Peter Shore has news
of a new station, reports that the
BBC World Service faces a
potential shortfall and catches up
art broadcasters' schedules

The uncertainty surrounding the
long-term future of many of the
world's most well-known
international radio stations
continues as budget cuts take affect
from Washington DC to Melbourne.
The Voice of America (VoA)
announced that cash cuts would
reduce almost seven per cent of the
station's shortwave transmissions.
English to the Americas via
short wave is almost wiped out. And
reductions also affect services to
Europe in Croatian, Polish and
Serbian, plus Spanish to Latin
America, and, most surprisingly, two
hours of Arabic are lost.
Contrarily, a week or so after
the cuts were announced, VoA
revealed that it had started a
television service in Persian, carried
via AsiaSat2. As regular readers will
know, owning satellite receiving
equipment in Iran is illegal. And so
half of the first programme was
devoted to a technical explanation of
how to receive VoA television in
Iran.

The new VoA service is not
what you might consider a
traditional TV station, though, as it
has no programmes of its own.
Instead VoA TV 'simulcasts'
traditional VoA radio programme on
television, with listeners r or are they
viewers?) able to see the presenters
in the studio. That is apparently what
VoA listeners - or potential viewers are believed to want.

Potential Shortfall
Back in Britain, BBC Director General John Birt revealed to the
House of Commons Foreign Affairs
Committee that BBC World Service
faces a potential shortfall of £40
million in two years time unless
budgets are restored by the
government. Bin said that some
savings would be achieved bythe
plans revealed earlier in the year to
merge World Service production and
resources into the domestic BBC,
but these would not solve the
problem entirely.
Radio Australia's chief, Derek
White, has warned that the station
will probably have to close its
Cantonese and French services if
planned budget cuts go ahead. In
addition, output in Indonesian and

Mandarin would be reduced.
With all these cuts planned, is
international broadcasting going to
become the plaything of the
Murdochs of this world? Will short
wave become the Cinderella of the
frequency spectrum?
Maybe it is destined to become
a niche
market,

whatever

*Wow.

New Station

and via R Netherlands, own Astra
feed (transponder 58, audio at 7.38 or

Another new station is Radio free
Asia, the Far Eastern equivalent of

7.56MHz) at 0030-0325, 0730-1025,
1130-1225 and 1830-0025.

Radios Free Europe and Liberty. This
US -run station is on the air in a
number of Far Eastern languages,
and has attracted negative
comments from
the statecontrolled press in

Radio Norway International
can be heard at: Half-hour
programmes on Sundays only at

/

else

happens.
Radio St
Helena

which took
to the air on
one of its
annual forays
in October
generated huge
response from
around the

world. And now
another island albeit somewhat
less remote - is
reaching out to the
world regularly on
short wave.

Regular
Programmes
The Republic of Ireland
recently came on to the
international
broadcasting scene with
the launch of regular
programmes from West
Coast Radio IWCRI. Since
Thursday 31 October, WCR
has been beaming
programmes to Africa,
Europe and North America.
The programmes include
news and features from
Ireland, plus music, letters,
and the odd competition or
two.
West Coast Radio is hiring
transmitter time at the Julich site in
northern Germany, initially sending
the programmes over on tape. But if
the programmes prove successful,
says Michael Commins, one of the
organisers, the station may change
to a live format.
You can tune in to WCR at: 15001600 on 6.015MHz to Europe, 18001900 on 11665 to Africa and 01000200 on 5.91MHz to the Americas.
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/many of the
countries to which it
beams programmes.

Radio Free Asia is
hiring time on a range
of transmitters in the
former Soviet
Republics, plus Monitor
Radio's Saipan
transmitting station.
Try the Mandarin
transmissions at these
times and frequencies
revealed in Media Network
on Radio Netherlands:
1500-1600 on 5.86, 6.205,
6.24, 7.495, 7.53 and 9.43MHz;
2300-0000 on 5.86, 6.205, 6.24,
7.495, 7.53 and 13.80MHz

Language Services
Catching up on broadcasters'
schedules is always an uphill
struggle after the twice -yearly
frequency changes. I have been
trawling through the stacks of
programme guides that arrive on
my doormat from around the world,
and have come up with this
selection of English language
services for you.
Radio Austria International can
be heard at: 0530, 0830, 1030 !except
Sunday) 1330 and 1530UTC on 6.155
and 13.73MHz and at 1930 and 2230
on 5.945 and 6.155MHz. All
programmes are 30 minutes long.

Kol Israel can be heard at:
0500-0515 on 7.465, 9.435 and
17.545MHz; 1500-1530 on 939 and
11.605MHz and at 2000-2025 on 7.465,
9365 and 15.64MHz.

Radio Netherlands can be
heard at: 1130-1325 on 6.045 and at
7.19MHz via Julich and Nauen
transmitters in Germany; 2130-2325
on 1440kHz medium wave via
Luxembourg. Also an Astra via WRN
(transponder 22, audio at 7.38MHz)
at 1030-1125, 1730-1825, 0030-0125

0600 on 5.965, 7.18MHz; 1300 on
9.59MHz; 1900 on 5.95. 7.485MHz and
1314kHz medium wave.

Radio Sweden can be heard at:
1930-2000 on 6.065, 7.24 and
9.655MHz; 1179kHz medium wave
2030-2100 on 6.065MHz and 1179kHz

medium wave 2130-2200 !weekends
only) on 5.065, 7.23MHz and 1179kHz
medium wave 2230-2300 on 6.065.
7.325MHz and 1179kHz medium wave
and via Astra IZOF television, audio
7.38MHz).

Radio Viaanderen International
(Holland) can be heard at 0730-0800
on 5.985, 1925, 9.94MHz and 1512kHz
medium wave, 1000-1030 Monday to
Saturday on 6.035MHz; 1900-1930
and 2200-2230 on 531MHz and
1512kHz medium wave

Name Changes
Finally this month news of name
changes in broadcasting. This is
because NHK Radio Japan, the
international service of Japan's
public service broadcaster, has
became Radio Japan NHK World
Network. NHK's international
television service also becomes
NHK World. In Europe, Belgian Radio
and Television is to be renamed
Flemish Radio and Television from
the beginning of 1997.

That's all this month. Please let
me know if you find something
interesting on the shortwave
broadcast bands, from
frequencies to programmes. I'm
sure that other readers of PWwill
be interested to hear your
discoveries!
Until the next issue of the
be offering a
magazine, when
sneak preview of the newest
short wave portable receiver,
good listening!

END
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offered for purchase.

?oir 544
25W f.m. base station, Cleartone,
ex p.m.r., will tune down to
144MHz, £25. Pye Europa 7W f.m.,
ex p.m.r., will modify to 144MHz,
£15. Instructions included. Sinclair
Spectrum I 28k+2 with radio
software, £15. Andy. Gwent. Tel:
(01633) 420805 6-7pm.

Alinco DJ-180EA hand-held 2m
(144MHz) extended RX, NiCad
pack, charger, speaker mic., v.g.c..

£130. Mobile 2m (144MHz) whip
with match mount, £10. Andy, Mid Glamorgan. Tel: (01656) 773065.
Army sets, R210 inc. p.s.u., £85.
R216, £85. Morse key. type '13'
10E373. £50. Receiver USAF WW2
MN26C, £40, s.a.e. for list of other
equipment. P. Brown. 22 Raby Terr,
Chilton, Ferryhill, Co. Durham
DL 17 OLD.

Battery eliminator for valve
battery radios, 90V and 1.5 outputs.
Tel: Worthing (01903) 206882
evenings for details.

Class D waverneter, Brenell
recorder, £30. QSL cards 19371995. valves, mugs, books, Belcom
s.s.b. receiver (14414Hz), £25.
Power units, various, silent key last
few items, executor. Dave G4NZY,
Birmingham. Tel: 0121-427 1788.

Collection of pre-war HMV
radiograms, 1931 to 1936. models
521, 531, 540, 570, 581. all in good
condition, £750 or offers for
individual models considered, Tel:
Derby (01332) 700658.

Communications receiver IC R7000 voice synthesiser plus
remote controller boards fitted, will
also run off 12V d.c., £600 o.n.o.
Buyer collects. Graham, Shropshire.
Tel: (01691) 622368.

Cushcruft AP8A vertical all bands
10-80m (28-3.5MHz), £120 o.n.o.
Cushcraft rotary dipole, 10-40m
(28.7MHz), £175 o.n.o. Both
antennas only been used by listener,

both come with instruction book.
Richard J. Guess Jr., 16
Shakespeare Close, Braintree, Essex
CM7 7D13. Tel: (01376) 349908.

Daiwa d.c. power supply, max
30A, I5V variable, room needed,
buyer must collect. as new, £70
o.n.o. Uniden Bearcat BC700A
scanner, £50 o.n.o. Reg GlIHN,
Leicester. Tel: 0116-288 9903.

Datong FL 3 multi -mode audio
filter with auto notch filter,
excellent condition. £85 o.n.o.
CapCo SPC300 atm., excellent
condition, £125 o.n.o. Tel:
Manchester 0161-283 1689.

DRAE SSTV TX/RX watt. mic.
and camera input. TV or monitor
output four picture memories, eight
second mono. mains powered with
leads and instructions. £30 post
paid. Eddie GM4EWM, QTHR.
Tel: (01343) 544234.

Drake 4C line station, late SIN,
T4XC. R4C, c.sv filters plus auto
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Compiled by Zoe Crabb
switched roofing filters, MS4
spk/p.s.u., Datong r.f. clipper, Shure
444 mic., electronic keyer, manuals,
all excellent condition, £650. Tel:
Hants (01705) 265101.

Dummy load DLI000 300W
(coot), 1000W (three minutes) max,
must collect, £200 o.n.o. Uniden
Bearcat 13C700A scanner. £100.
Reg G 111-LN, Leicester. Tel: 0116288 9903.

Eddystone ECIO, £90. Marconi
Atlanta 15kHz to 28MHz, £120.
Heathkit HW30 2m (144MHz)
TX/RX, £65. KW2000E and p.s.u.,
£185. Racal MA79 transmitter
exciter, 1.5-30MHz. £150. Rare
Bendix RA-IB aircraft receiver,
0.15- I5M H7-, £130, Tel: Yorks
(01482) 869682.

Eddystone. thinning out some
doubles in my collection, several
available, all in nice order and
condition, s.a.e. for list, collection
of larger items advised! Tel:
(01372)454381 or (0374) 128170
anytime.

Ferrograph vintage reel to reel
tapereetirder, series seven, model
7I3H, suit collector, offers. Tel:
Erdington 0121-373 4965.
FRG -100 with f.m. module, as new,
boxed and manual, £350. Thurlby
Logic anaylser LA160 with all
probes, as new. £250. Chris.
Southampton. Tel: (01703) 282366.

FT -40R u.h.f. hand-held, brand
new, unwanted prize. all boxed.
Alpha numeric display c.t.c.s.s.
with SMA to BNC converter,
compact design. £225 o.n.o. Rotator
controller, five core, v.g.c., £20.
Jonathan. Leamington Spa. Tel:
(01926) 887442.
FT -530 dual -band hand-held, cell.
case and p.s.u. lead, £250 o.n.o.
Steve G7PWH, Sussex. Tel:
(01444) 441460 after 8pm please.
FT -ONE general coverage all -mode
transceiver, c/w mic., manuals,

excellent, £525 o.n.o. Capin
SPC300 at. u. £100. Simpson
frequency meter, 10Hz to 60MHz,

Icom 740, f.m. board and internal
p.s.u. fitted, 24(W and 12V TX/RX,
100W. manual, hand mic., £425,
also 6m (50MHz) transverter, 25W
output, variable input with manual,
£90. G. Chatfield EOLEH, London.
Tel: 0181-670 7397.

FV-707 external v.Lo. v.c.c.. boxed
+ manual, £50, buyer collects, or
w.h.y.? Tommy M I AIV. Rochdale.
Tel: (01706) 712722 anytime.
Heatbkit ER -78 gen. coverage RX,
£38, MM 10-2 transverter. £50.
GRC-9 h.f. RX/TX p.s.u., mic., 1,s
v.g.c., £180. TCS-12 RX, £40.
WS52 RX, £50. BE -201 and p.s.u.,
£80. Tel: Worcester (015621
743253.

Heathkit H'W32A with manual, no
power unit, £40. Tel: Birmingham
0121-458 2406.

Icom 728 narrow c.w. filter and
f.m. board, boxed, £600. Kenwood
DC30 frequency controller, £25.
1000pF 5kW vacuum capacitor,
£20. All items plus carriage. Tel:
Norfolk (01953) 882076.

manual and box, £600. Wallace
MMOAMV, East Lothian. Tel:
(01875)810207.

Kenwood TR-751E 2m (144MHz.)

Ivan 751A 100W TX/RX general
coverage, £750. Ken wood TH75E
hand-held dual -band extended RX
speaker, mic. and soft case. £225.
Trio TR9130 two metre multi mode. £300. All in good condition
and boxed. Dave GW4JAD, Mid Glamorgan. Tel: (01443) 683912.

from IC -451E 432MHz multi mode
transceiver, IOW output, mains or
I 2V operation. IC-HM7 hand mic.,
good condition, £395. Buyer

25W, multi -mode transceiver, boxed
and manuals, complete with mobile
antenna and Diamond boot mount
system, hardly used, v.g.c £500
o.n.o. Nicky G71113Y, Cheshire. Tel:
0161-928 9474 evenings/weekends.

in
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that all photos will ony be published
at our discretion and arc
returnable.
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order form opposite.

supply, £140. Tel: Berwick-uponTweed (01289) 307870 (home),
(0589) 706167 (mobile) or E-mail
on mrcolinigenterprise. net

Palomar RX100 noise bridge, as
new, with manual, £35. Tel: Wares
(01527) 546048.

Pye Olympic for conversion to 4m
(70MHz) c/w mic. loud speaker and
postage, £15. Ham FAX kit with
software and postage, £15.1. A.
Butterworth, 9 McKenzie Road.
Buckle, Scotland AB56 I DH.

Kenwood TR751E 2m (144MHz)
25W multi-tnocle, boxed, complete,
£495. Yaesu FT -7902 70cm

collectes or pays carriage. Bob
G8V01. Portsmouth. Tel: (01705)
250830 after 6pm.

(430MHz) multimodc, c/o/ Yaesu
FL7025 25W clip -on linear., boxed,
complete, £495. All equipment in
excellent condition and never used
mobile. Ian GIHQK, Cambs. Tel:
(01354)660800.

Imam 1C-706 mobile transceiver,
coverage a.m.. fm., sideband 50+
I44MHz. Data 100-30MHz, 3050MHz. 50-52MHz. 144145.995MHz. channel scope, triple
conversion superhet MEM102, size
58 x 167 x 200, just over 12 months
old, mint condition, £785 o.n.o, Tel:
mobile (04021 744011, ask for

Kenwood TS -440 SAT., all -mode
h.f. transceiver, looks like new, all
extra filters, s.s.b., c.w., computer.
original box and manuals, built-in
auto atm., genuine reason for sale.
£750. Tel: Berwick-upon-Tweed
(01289) 307870 (home), (0589)
706167 (mobile) or E-mail on
mrcolinigenterprise.net

Radio mast, dismantled into six
poles, average length 7yds each,
various fittings, but no cables, £70.
Tel: Surrey (013721458589.

RCA AR88 receiver, good
condition, £80 o.n.o. Buyer collects.
1. Winn, Oxon. Tel: (01235)
525324,

Graham. evenings please.

from IC -740 with f.m. and match
speaker, boxed, mint. £545. FC-700
a.t.u., mint, £100. FL -100 100W
h.f. amp, mint, £130. Watson dual band Micro Mag, brand new, £15.
Tel: Watton (01953) 884305 after
6pm please.

Icom ICR-7000 v.h.r
excellent condition, manual. boxed,
£550. Kenwood R5000 with v.h.f.,
like new, £600. Century s.w.r,
digital s.s.b. table model, £130.
Pansonic DR2900, digital s.w.r.
s.s.b., like new, £130. Panasonic
RF-B65, boxed, like new. £90. SCR 71E, v.g.c., £450. Tel: London
0181-813 9193.
Icons R70. £270. No offers, ex.
working order. Racal 1218, plus
manual, mint receiver is in nice
console case, (h) 33", (d) 12.5", (8v)
22", £300. No offers. Tel: Nr.
Keighley (01535) 630361 anytime.

£65. Ferguson small cassette player,

battery mains, £10. Tel: NW
London 0181-455 8831.

Kenwood R5000 receiver with
v.h.f. fitted, 18 months old and
immaculate. dw power cord,

send

photograph of your equipment (a good
idea if it's really
unusual) to
accompany your advert. Please note

Kenwood TS -50S hi. transceiver,
c.w. filter. mic., manual, mobile
mount, original packing, excellent
condition. very little used, £695.
Latest Comet CAHV
mobile ant., as new, £80. PIC88

TNC, £80. Tel: Waterlooville
(01705) 265101.

Kenwood TS -820 1.8-30MHz.
u.s.b..1.s.b.. c.w., f.s.k., 200W p.ep.
checked and up to spec, £350 o.n.o.

Arthur, QTHR. Tel: 0181-684 3974.

Infotech decoder plus monitor,
decodes packet, RTTY, ASO. c.w..
etc., etc price, £50. David, Lancs.
Tel: (01282) 437768.
Interesting items of amateur and
video equipment for sale, sae, for
list. G3HWX. Fourways, Morris
Lane, Halsall. Orrnskirk, Lanes L39

arid boxed, £25. Tel: Walsall
(01543) 377860.

Sell or exchange Hustler 3TBA
beam antenna, never assembled.
new, £275 cash or take good HF-5B
beam + cash in pica. 3TBA last of
the greats, h/duty + postage.
GOGQJ, Cornwall. Tel: {01872)
572.535

receiver. £12 inc. postage. Stephen

internal digital recording unit DRY 2 fitted, excellent. brand new
condition, all boxes and manuals,
Weymouth. Tel: (01305) 781391.
ask for Louise (a friend!).

Large collection of 1930s Practical
Wireless magazines. Tel: South

843135 evenings.

Miami TRP6000 6001 power
supply, marine TX/RX duplex
400W, good condition, £600. Skanti
R8001 marine comma RX, excellent
condition, £1000. Sailor I9in rack
TX/RX N1401, R1120,S1301L,
TI 127L, H12011- offers. C. White,
Lincolnshire. Tel: (014721398695.

Glamorgan (01222) 531700.

Linear amp UK 6m (50MHz)
discovery with IkW coaxial relay,

Motorola 'Spectra' microphone

converter and s.s.b., c.w. and a.m,

plus mounting bracket (plug has
been cut off but retained), all v.g.c.,
£45 o.n.o. Tel: Gwent (01633)

2482.

Rohde Schwarz ti.h.f. 3001000MHz signal generator, offers.
Tonna 21-ele 70cm (430MHz), new

G14RXX, Co. Antrim. Tel: (01232)

matching SP -31 speaker and

Kenwood 5000 receiver with v.h.f.

Kenwood R2000, v.g.c., £270. No
offers. Tel: Tyne & Wear 0191-565

2Om (14MHz) s,s.b. transceiver,
10W, £130. Kenwood TM231/A/E
service manual, £8.50. GW3WSU,
Barry. Tel: (01446) 738756.

Kenwood TS-850SAT with

8SX.

evenings.

RN Electronics arn (50MHz)
transverter, 25W. £125. MFJ 9420

Service manual for Icom R72E

used 33 short QSOs only, cost,
£1295, £850. Tel: Cornwall (01736)
62809.

filters, extn. speaker, aro ,
excellent condition, boxed with
manuals, £750. Rapid Results RAE
course books plus others, £50.
Tel: Middlesex 0181429 0257

0121-608 6584.

Kenwood TS -850S, 14 months old,
new condition, auto ale., operating
manual, genuine reason for
reluctant sale, £1200 o,v,n,o. Tel:
Devon (01404) 45243 evenings
after 6.30pm.

£1250 o.n.o. James GOSEC,

Infotech 6755 FAX machine, plain
paper, £180. Tel: 0181-386 4503.

Realistic DX302 0-30MHz
receiver, am., s.s.b., c.w., digital
read-out, mains, battery or I2V
supply with instruction manual,
excellent condition, £100 o.n.o.
Alan G7KMW, Birmingham. Tel:

Sony CRF320, best of Sony, world
zone, 32 band digital am., s.s.b.,
f.m., I.w., excellent radio, £350.
NRD525, mint condition, boxed,
£550. loam 1C -R7000 v.h.f., like
new, £550. Kenwood R-5000 +
v.h.f., £600. Century 2ID digital
s.w.r., very sensitive, £150.
AOR7030, new, swap or sale. Tel:
London 0181.813 9193.

862265.

Sony ICF 2001D multi -wave plus

Nevada MS1000 scanner for use
as a mobile or base unit, 10(8)
channels, am., f.m., w.f.m., two

airband, s.s.b., p.1.1. circuits with
transformer, car adapter, handbook,
etc., g.w.o., £200 or wh.y.'? Tel:
Chester (01244) 310267 evenings.

antennas, one telescopic and one
miniature rubber duck. Frequency
coverage is 500Hz to 1.2GHz, good
condition and has I 2V power

Star Masterkey Mk11, £39. Icom
desk microphone, type SM6, £40.
Spectrum Communications 2m

Practical Wireless, January 1997

(144MHz) masthead amp with relay
switching, £20. Marine v.h.f. radio,
good working order, all crystals, 16
than., £40. Tel: Gins (01684)

transceiver. nine bands. s.s.b., f.m.,

299420.

Yaesu FT -102 RX working, no
transmit, hence, £325 o.n.o. Also
Trio R600 RX, 30 x 1MHz bands,

with manual, like new, £300.
Tel: Virtshech (01945) 589707.

Syncrun 100-200W amplifier,
a.m., ssla., cost new, £1340, as new,
boxed, £50. Latest CFI rig, Midland
1.04 with mic., as new, boxed, £30.
Power base mic., as new, £20. Tel:
Oxford (018651 749374.

£225. Tel: Cambridge (012231
840065.

Taylor 45D valve tester AVO valve
characteristic tester MkIV, Philips
PM3200X scope, EMI bridge
Q/D211 line conditioning and
isolation transformer, 240V I A

Jersey. Tel: (01534) 852093
anytime.

new. Tel: F.ssex (01702) 522929.

pack and dry cell case and charger,
£180. Greg G7CUF, London. Tel:
10956)937175.

complete with books, pristine
condition, buyer collects, collectors
item, £200. P. J. Broader G3ZJH, 169
North Road, Stoke Gifford, Bristol
BS12 6PH. Tel: 0117-969 1025.

Blind operator needs digital
display power and s.w.r. meters

Szeita.4-9e

Circuit diagram wanted for

Handbook, 9th edition by M. G.

Microwave Modules, 4321100W
linear amplifier, all expenses gladly
refunded. Also require either
Kenpro or Yaesu 5400B antenna
rotator unit, consider unit to repair.

Su rogg ie and G. G. Johnstone. John

Alma NSX-380 midi hi-fi system.
Yaesu FT -102, fully equipped with
spare set, new valves, £100. 500Hz
c.w. filter, free with rig. GJSXZE,

Yaesu ET -23R handy, mint
condition, boxed with extra NiCad

Tektronix 445 oscilloscope.
I(.10MHz dual -beam, delayed
timebase. etc., reasonable offers,
also assorted power supplies, bench,
metered, modular, state your

Yaesu FT -411 2m (144MHz) handheld TX.ffiX, 130-174MHz,
operating manual and other
literature (copies available), original
receipts, three battery packs, p.s.u.,
12V adapter, VOX headset, g.w.o.,
35 x 50 x 150mm, £150
Garry Jones GW7GDH, Cardiff.
Tel: (01222) 791026 (home) or
{0468)457026 (mobile).

requirements! Call anytime. David,
Kent. Tel: (01634) 220747.

Tektronix 7313 mainframe (splitscreen storage), TA IR, 7I353A.

7D13. 7CT1N plug -ins (possibly
sell separately): Bradley CT47IC,
manuals, Scopes 1413-15,

FG4+FG14/25, Gould 05300,

Yaesu FT -50R dual -band handle

telequipment DI01.0/D1.01 I ,

with FTT12 keypad, giving voice
reading, etc., extra FNM42 9.6V
battery, speaker/mic., mobile aerial
p.w.r./s.w.r. meter. £200. Te: Bognor
Regis (01243) 582723.

D83N4/S2A, Level] TG200, offers
invited. David, Kent. Tel: (01634)
220747.

Tellurorneter model MRA101 SN
Yaesu FT -707 h.f. mobile radio,
retie., power lead, manual. fair
condition, frequency counter
flickers on last two digits, hence,
£225 o.n.o. or swap for 6m
(50MHz) radio or 70cm (430MHz)
mobile or w.h.y.."? Kaintronics all mode TNC, dual ports, 13 modes,
leads. manual, boxed, mint, £180
o.n.o. Mick 2E1FCG on (01226)
742971.

116 zero correction, minus 30m,
£50. Dave, Beds. Tel: (01234)
766077 evenings.

Trio OCenwood) TS -1206 h.f., c.w.,
s.s.b. transceiver, 100W, v.g.c.,
£300, very good value. Stan
G3XON, 14 Dagden Road,

Shafford, Guildford, Surrey 004
81313. Tel. (01483) 36953.

Trio Zan (144M}h)s.s.b.
transceiver, IOW output, good

Yaesu FT -707 hi. TYJRX FV707
digital v.f.o. and FP707 power

condition, £73 o.n.o. Trio 2300. lam
£65. May p/ex both for good mobile
rig. Tel: Halifax (01422) 251520.

crystalised, £60 o.n.o. Tel:
Northampton (01604) 494667.

Yaesu FT -736R multitnode
including 2m, 70cm, Om and 23cm
c.t.c.s.s. board, all options fitted
mint, boxed, unused, cost new,
£2750, exchange for MG Midget or
Spitfire with current MOT. Tel:
Sheffield 0114-287 5824.

Wicuteed
6BW6, EF80, EZ8 I 6L6, 0A2
valves, also valve components, i.e.
electronics, r.f. chokes, variable
capacitors, transformers, coil
farmers, etc., etc. Tel Bristol 0117964 0909

16 pin interconnecting lead for
combinod transmit receive
operation for the Trio 594 RX and
Trio 599 TX. plus any help from
past owners on setting -up and use.
Please contact Ossic Gibson on
(017031 267964 evenings or
(017031613137 daytime.

(01423) 567505.

CW filters for Kenwuod TS -930,
500Hz type YK-88C-1 and YG455C-1. Bob G3PLP, Devon. tel:
(01404) 812348 or C.B.A.

CW mode only TX/RX, 100W
output with multi -mode
refinernenis, prepared to import, all
information to P. J. Broader. 169
North Road, Stoke Gifford. Bristol
BSI 2 6PH. Tel 0117-969 1025.

Display module for Timestep
DFC70 counter, also circuit and
manual for 504-A valve tester by
Supreme Instruments Corp. of
America and for restoration project
any Marconi V2 parts. Derek
Wamett GW3PAW. QTHR. Tel:
(01437) 891017.

KW202 RX, working or not, 2850MHz transverter (MM or
similar). Tibhert, 66 Horsley Road.
Kilburn, Derby DES6 ONE. Tel.

buy hest offered, no fancy prices.
George. Lincs. Tel: (014271
718934.

Any information about solid state
receiver R7020 by CN (Electrical)

condition with box, manual,

Ltd., Gosport. Also want receivers

microphone and speaker. £700
Safe due to aerial problems,
works brilliantly. Stephen, W.
Midlands. Tel: 0121-501 3933 after

G2DAI' Mkll, G3PDM and G4DTC
'Ultimate' complete, incomplete or

Mobile b.f. transceiver and a.t.u.,
I 2V, 1.8 to 30MHz, 100W. suitable
for marine use. Tel: Surrey (01737)
773613 evenings.

Phillips D2935 synthesised world
receiver. owner's manual and
circuit diagram required, will pay.

ARRL Hints & Kinks, Ilth edition.

M. Vesey, 27 Key Close, Stepney,
London E I 4HG.

61,111.

Zenith solid state l'runsoceank

633410. QTHR. Tel: (01642)

like new. £260. Yaesu FT -101.2. h.f.

receiver. hatter!. nraim, heavy,

486155.

Tel: Cornwall (01872) 862291.

TDA 1037 audio amp, iniegrated
circuit and 50357 frequency
counter for Grundig Satetl it 2400
stereo radio. Tel: Anglesey (01407)
831795.

UHER royal stereo tape recorder,
type 784E circ. 1965, operating
instructions, nianual or photocopy.
Blake, Essex. Tel: (01702) 352838.

Vie 1541 (Commodore 64) disk drive urgently needed, also spare
disks if possible. Your price plus
any expense... Tres, Sheffield. Tel:
0111-287 2957 up to 5pm.

Wanted urgently - mobile bracket
for Trio model TR2300, lam
prepared to buy rig as well, your
price and expenses. could collect in
south east_ L. V. Russell, Southendon-Sea area. Tel: 1017021 546995.

All adverts should
be sent to: -

Morse tutor with audio Of visual
display of output. John Alton, 6
Church Lane, Amesbury, Salisbury,
Wiltshire 5P4 7HA.

parts. Tony. Worcester. Tel: (01905)
641759

Tamil FT -101Z h.f. transceiver, six
bands, s.s.b. and c.w., with manual,

CR100, etc., broadcast sets or parts
wanted. My sets are reconditioned.

collect anywhere. Dave, London.
Tel: 0171-405 0193 or (0956)
919600 mobile.

or Yaesu FR5OB, etc., anything old
in good working order, cash paid or
exchange for Deecom 433htHr
antenna arid new coax, including
wesdlex 103. Mick G7JCE,
Northampton. Tel: (01604) 844792.

Marine band radio, must be very
good condition, also GPS unit, will

Yaesu FT -ONE solid state
transceiver, 0-30MHz, mint

Retired collector, old wireless sets
(valve types}, would exchange for
Eddystone 840, BRT402D, AR88.

HF bands receiver. Trio 9R59DS

70cm (430MHz) radio transceiver
for young Novice awaiting his

manual diagram schematic. Gerald.
S. Wales. Tel: (01685) 812392

all modes, plus some scan features,
eg. AR3000A, FRG8800, etc. Tel:
Cardiff (01222) 703429 anytime,
leave message if answerphone.

Urgently wanted Standard
AX700 scanning receiver, also
lcom ICR1 or Weitz WS1000. Can

Hull 101482) 654915.

Any Info on Yaesu FTDX-400

Receivers, type ICR5000 with
VC20 v.h.f. module. also other
good receivers, must have v.h.f. and

thanks. Disabled pensioner. Tel
Warwick (01295) 670749.

and software, DSO. Pete, Bristol.

callsign, must be cheap. Tel:
(01827) 58605.

GORPG, Warrington. Tel: (01925)
762722.

Fairmait 32.320 scanner. fair price

(144MHz) f.m. TYJRX. £75. KPC3 packet TNC, boxed with manuals

Yaesu ET-757GX11 all -mode
transceiver with mic. and operating
manual, good condition, £450. Roy
GOKNV, Oxford. Tel: (01865)
770616.

T1222000 2m (l44MHzl
transceiver, NiCads, charger. fully

filters, as new, will exchange for
FT-790RI1 with linear or similar 2m
(144MHz1 mu hi mode in excellent
condition, camera is medium
format, used only on three
occasions. Ian GM7JED, QTHR.
Tel: (01851) 703997 evenings.

Eric Wright GlVQK, N. Yorks. Tel:

(01332) 883035.

Tel: (01454) 887461.

Yaesu FRG -7 comms receiver with
external digital freq. read-ouc..
Collins filter, hardly used, good
condition, £130 o.n.o. Trio

Bronica ETRSI 75mm lens, wlf

Radio And Electronic Laboratory

19 Set variometer, working and
complete, front grill for same. Tel:

supply, £325. Yaesu FT -227R 2m

TS700G v.h.f. multi -mode, £235.
TS -8305 h.f. transceiver, £485.
KW2000B h.f. transceiver. £135.
All in excellent condition. Hagenuk
h.f. amplifier 1043mW-200W plus.
drive unit. £325. Tel: Suffolk
(015021715419 evenings.

CD, radio, double cassette.
immaculate condition with remote,
manual, original packing, swap for
Sony 200117 radio or Rural RA17L,
willing to collect. Tel: 1-lawick
(01896) 752017 after 6pm.

for all bands up to 70cm {430MHz),
info on suppliers also welcome.
John MOALD, Leeds. Tel: 0I 13278 8838 after 6pm.

consider lighter type, price and
condition, may also consider box
type winch -up mast. wanted about
mid -October time. Tel: Cornwall
(01872) 572535.

doe Crahb
Bargain Basement Free Ads
Arrowsmith Court
Station Approach
Broadstone
Dorset B1-118 8PW.

Pump -up mast Seam40 type, may

BARGAIN BASEMENT ORDER MN
Please insert this advertisement in the next available issue of Practical Wireless.

Ul WANTED

U1 FOR SALE

0 EXCHANGE

Nam
please
Address

write
in

block
130)

capitals
Telephone Number
T DETAILS FOR ADVERT.

NT
!tease on

you' wiSto be published with
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4'
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,
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411100°-

1121

Your advert, you decide!
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
Whilst

Classified

pricis

of

goods

shown

in

advertisements are correct at the time of going

to press, readers are advised to check both

prices and availability of goods with the
advertiser befitre ordering from non -current
issues of the magazine.

To advertise on this page see booking form below.

For Sale

Valves

Miscellaneous

TECHNICAL MANUALS, AR88, CR100, R210,

VALVES GALORE Most valves available from
stock. Otherwise obtained quickly. Please send
SAE stating requirements or telephone. VALVE
& ELECTRONIC SUPPLIES Chevet Books, 157

VALVE ENTHUSIASTS: Capacitors and other
parts at attractive prices' Ring for free list. Geoff

HRO. £5 each. Circuits £1.50. Hundreds available.

SAE list. Bentley, 27 De Vere Gardens, Ilford,
Essex IG1 3EB. Tel: 0181-554 6631.

EAGLE HIGH PERFORMANCE YAGIS from
50MHz to 1296 MHz. A5 -size SAE for details.
Eagle Communications, Unit E3, Bank Top
Industrial Estate, St Martins, Shropshire SY10
7RO. Tel: 01691 777511 Fax: 01691 777516.

RF-8000 24 BAND RECEIVER - reasonable
offer accepted. Quartz crystals large range £1.00
each. Collection quartz Y -bars. Also Valves. Lists
available. Electronic Design Associates 0181-391
0545 Fax 0181-391 5258.

TECHNICAL MANUALS for WWII radio, radar
etc. RAF, Army, Navy, Luftwaffe, Wehrmacht, US
Forces. Tel: 0151 722 1178 or SAE with
requirements to Vintage Technical Services, 28
Welbourne Road, Liverpool L16 6AJ.

G4TNY is buying and selling top quality used
amateur equipment. My low overheads mean a
better deal for you. Whether buying or selling,
we work on the lowest margins around. Go on,

give me a call. G4TNY Radio, 41 Onslow
Crescent, Colchester, Essex CO2 SUN. Phone or
fax on 01206 575258, or E-mail me:

dw4tny@aol.com.uk. Callers by appointment
please.

Dickson Road, Blackpool FY1 2EU.
Tel: 101253) 751858 or Fax: (012531 302979.

VALVES WANTED for

cash: KT88, £48:
PX4,PX25 £50; DA100 £90; EL34, £10: EL37, £9:
CV4004, £5; ECC83 £3. Valves must be
Mullard/GEC, West European to achieve the price.
Ask for our free wanted list. Prompt and

courteous service. Visitors by appointment only
lwe are a very busy Export Warehouse).
Billington Export Ltd. Billingshurst,

Orpington, Kent.

SINGLE SIDED PCBs made to your design.
SAE to: VWK, 6 Totternhoe Road, Dunstable,
Beds LU6 2AG.

Wanted
WANTED FOR CASH Valve or solid state

Wilson Valves, (Jim Fish G4MH), 28 Banks Ave.,
Golcar, Huddersfield, West Yorks HD7 4LZ.

communication receivers Pre -1980. Preferably
working and in good condition. Non working sets
considered also domestic valve radios. Items of

Tel: 01484 654650.
Fax: 01484 655699.
Visa etc. Fast & personal service.

TOP PRICES PAID
for all your valves, tubes,
semi -conductors and ICs.
Langrex Supplies Ltd.
1 Mayo Road, Croydon
TEL: 0181-684 1166. FAX: 0181-684 3056.

Government surplus wireless equipment and
obsolete test equipment. Pre -1965 wireless and
audio components and accessories. Pre -1975
wireless and TV books and magazines. Also, most
valves wanted for cash. Must be unused and boxed.

CBS, 157 Dickson Road, Blackpool, FY1 2EU.
Tel: {012531751858
or Fax: (01253) 302979.

FERRITE ROD AERIALS. Must be half inch in
diameter - no more or less. Must be six inches
long or more. Contact Peter Tankard on
Sheffield 0114-266 5253 anytime.

PRE-WAR RADIOS and any Heathkit and
Hacker products wanted. Phone: 0181-693 3555.

Receivers

424280.

B.F.O. KITS Resolves single side -band on almost
any radio, £16.49. H. CORRIGAN, 7 York Street,
Ayr KA8 8AR.

Educational
CITY & GUILDS RADIO AMATEURS EXAM
Pass your exam the easy way with an RRC home

EDDYSTONE Rx 960 £60. 1155Rx large model
complete with power pack plus 5 valves.
Unused boxed £90. Both sets not working but
serviceable. Buyer collects. Pat Delaney. Tel:
0181-989 3621 after 6pm. (London).

study course. For details write or phone THE

Computer Software
& Hardware
HARD TO FIND
SPECIALISED AND
UNUSUAL PC SOFTWARE
We have the largest range of specialised technical,
scientific and rare programs for DOS and Windows in

Holidays
NORTH WALES HOLIDAYS - Caravan

-

camping. Elevated rural site, two
miles from beach, use of shack and antennas,
-

open all year. Tynrhos, Mynytho, Pwllheli.
Tel: 01758 740712.

CRETE HOLIDAYS 7 studios 20m from beach.
Use of shack and antennas. Open from 14/4/97

to 31/10/97. Please contact: SV9 ANJ {ORA
Manos), PO Box 1272, 71110 Iraklion, Crete,
Greece. Tel: 0030 81 761288/762000
81 761382.

Fax: 0030

Europe, on CD ROM or Floppy disk.
1000s of programs in 250+ categories including Electronics,
Radio, Audio, Maths, Chemistry, Music, Education,
Engineering etc.
SENO STAMPED SAE FOR FREE PRINTED CATALOGUE Of 4000+ ITEMS,

PI)SL Dept 11X, Winscomhe House, Beacon Rd,
Coot toorough, Sussex TNS 1111.
Tel: (11892 663298 Fax: 01892 6674173

RAPID RESULTS COLLEGE, Dept. JX400, Tuition
House, London SW19 4DS. Tel: 0181-947 2211.

RAE: Pay -as -you -learn correspondence. £3
per lesson, includes tuition. Ken Green C.Eng.
MIEE, Chylean, Tintagel, Cornwall. Tel 01840
212262.

DISCLAIMER

Some of the products offered for sale in

advertisements in this magazine may

have been obtained from abroad or
from unauthorised sources. Practical
Wireless

advises

readers

contemplating mail order to enquire
whether the products are suitable for
use in the UK and have full after -sales
back-up available.

HAM COMM,
PKTMON
9FD/25FD Tx/Rx interface, programs, manuals,
pictures,
£29.95.
Other
SSTV/packet
hard/software, flatbed scanning. SASE leaflets.

The publishers of Practical Wireless

Peter Lockwood G8SLB, 36 Davington Road,

magazine.

JVFAX/SSTV,

Dagenham RM8 2LR. Tel/fax: 0181-595 0823.
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01689 898291. Open Fridays and Saturdays
10am-5pm. 91 High Stret, St Mary Cray,

Vintage, Military, Audio. SAE for FREE list to:

Service data, circuits and manuals from 1900 to
the 19705.
Free brochure from Tudor &
Margaret
Gwilliam-Rees,
Savoy
Hill
Publications, 50 Meddon St, Bideford, The Little
White Town, North Devon, EX39 2EQ. Tel: 01237

bunkhouse

Also used/new spares and valves, amps
radiograms etc. Magazines and collectables. Tel:

VALVES:- OVER 50000 STOCKED Ham,

Surrey CRO 20P.

7GR.

DOMESTIC RECEIVERS AND EQUIPMENT.

West Sussex RH14 9EZ.
Tel: (01403) 784961. Fax: (01403) 783519.

THE UK's LARGEST SOURCE for Vintage

INTERESTED in Vintage Radio? Send SAE for
latest list of books and components. Old Time
Supplies, PO Box 209, Banbury, Oxon OX16

Davies (Radio), Tel: 1017881 574774.

wish to point out that

it is the

responsibility of readers to ascertain

the legality or otherwise of items
offered for sale by advertisers in this
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Please mention Practical Wireless when replying to advertisements
FRIENDLY RAE correspondence course
reaches where classes can't( Details: G 4EGQ, 6
Highland Close, Folkestone, Kent 0720 3SA.

An RAE Students Manual

a

To advertise in the

A collection of lesson notes written for.
and used by, students of actual RAE
courses. An invaluable aid to studies for
the Radio Amateur Examination.

RAE " THE VIDEO" The definitive learning aid for the
exam! A full three hour VHS video based on the highly
successful training course developed by Chris Budd
GOLOJ. This unbeatable package comes complete with

classified section of
Practical Wireless, just fill

Price £8

detailed course study booklet, packed with key

including post and packing from:
R.W. Griffiths
Ridgeview, 4 Wolrige Way, Plympton
Plymouth, Devon PL7 2RU

learning points, facts and diagrams for instant
reference and easy revision. Only £24.50 plus £2 post &
packing or available to callers.
Send cheque or postal order to:

in the order form at the
foot of this page!

TRICORN MARKETING LTD 31 Berkeley Square,
Bristol BS8 1HP. Tel: 0117-921 5390.

J. BIRKETT

25 The Strait
Lincoln LN2 1JF
Tel: 51522520157

SUPPLIERS OF ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

MINIATURE RELAYS 12 Volt 2 pole change over fits into 16 pin OIL
Partners J.H.Birkett
75p.
IG socket
RF TRANSISTORS THA15 050 watt 5 £10.00. THA450 250 watt
£12.50. MRF13S 15 watt 5 £7, £14 matched pair, MRF421 or similar 100 watt 5 £12.95, £22 matched
pair, BLV07 ©03.95, two for £16.
EX -MILITARY TELESCOPIC AERIALS 4r closed 4230 open a MOO, 72MHz rubber duck £1.
MAZDA OCTAL VALVE HOLDERS 0 50p, BRA ea lye h ol der s with skirt a 35p.
AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITORS 360.380 t30+30+30pF with %." spindle 0 £2.50, 5 for DO.
AR£52 IF MODULE No 5821-95-942-8557 5£5.
HIGH VOLTAGE CAPACITORS 5ElpF SKv, 180pF 12Kv. 270pF £1Kv 5 30p each. 2500p F 7.5Kv 5 50p,

0.01u1 7.5Kv a El.
FERRANTI DIODE 7534 400PIV 30 amp 5 £1.50 each.
UHF HF POWER AMPLIFIER 900MHz @a IP&P E3.60).
AIR SPACED VARIABLE CAPACITOR 330 -,360pE with SM drive 3h" spindle 5 £2.50 each.

VALVES

We hold a large inventory of valves, many for Tic
radio ham use. Please call us with your
+
requirements. We can supply most types from
stock at sensible prices. We also buy valves
new or used. Call us and tell us what you've got
't
and we will give you an instant decision.
VISAIMASTERCARD ACCEPTED

Coil or fax us on 0118-932 1612

FETS 2N3819 5 35p, VHF 1304 0 24,1239 0 201.

Vintage Audio, The Wall, West Drive, Lodge Road,

EX -MOO TRANSCEIVER 10 CHANNEL 19RO SERIES 21 valves, dynamotor etc 5E30 IPAP E8.60).

EX -MOD 2 CHANNEL UHF TRANSCEIVER 10 valves, dynamotor etc ta, ft 8.00 {PAP al

Hurst, Berks RGIO OSG

ACCESS, SMTCH and BARCLAYCARD accepted. P&P.Ei underf7O. Over Free, unless otherwise stated.

(Personal callers welcome)

C.M. HOWES KITS. Available by post and for callers.

YAESU, ICOM, AOR etc.
SALES & SERVICE Hekligs of Blackburn Lid, Inc. 1952, tease Agenls
1972. GALL 40+years in electonics. Best prices for callers {try us wilts dtpeciue
'real money ,f you want to bargain) wily xyl and self to pay so we can

:

afford to give good prices - valves and ON filters for old 'thew ea.

Phone, normally open Thursday, Friday and SatursTay.
Leach 12.00-1 .30 but phone first we enjoy o mew. hr...

0115 9729467

Specialists for low noise amplifiers and frequency transverters.
Unique suppliers of replacement front ends for Yaesu from and Trio. Arso for
power amplifiers. power supplies band pass titers and sequencers.
Wrire for free catalogue of full product ranee':

PO

Cheques P.O. or cap. to:
Tel: 01942 893513. After ()Dr- 0;042 8951-:8

(01254) 59595

Box 24, Long Eaton. Nottingham NG 10 4NQ

or visit our WEB PAGE at httirllourworld.compuserve.comihomepages/mutek

-t,

Using your own computer 386 or better and amateur radio you can receive/transmit El
Slow Scan Images. Complete with 25 and 9 pin corn port plug literature arid images to
get you started. Easy to follow instructions. Only f30 Inc post & packing.

A.S.D. Astley House, Johnson 5t., Tyldesley, Manchester, M29 8AB

GSLIL HOLDINGS, AMATEUR ELECTRONICS
45 JOHNSTON STREET, BLACKBURN, B82 1EF

muTek limited

...nomptatt.-

Slow Scan Television interface...

11
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ORDER FORM FOR CLASSIFIED ADS PLEASE WRITE IN BLOCK CAPITALS
The prepaid rate for classified advertisements is 42 pence per word (minimum 12 words), box number 70p extra. Semi -display setting £13.90
per single column centimetre (minimum 3cm). Please add 17.5% VAT to the total. All cheques, postal orders, etc., to be made payable to
PW Publishing Ltd. Advertisements, together with remittance, should be sent to the Classified Advertisement Dept., Practical Wireless,
Arrowsmith Court, Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW. Tel: (01202) 659920, Fax: (:11202) 659950

Please insert this advertisement in the
insert it in the next available issue of PW) for

issue of Practical Wireless (if you do not specify an issue we wilt
(42p per word, 12
insertions. I enclose Cheque/P.O. for £

minimum, please add 17.5% VAT to total).

Name

Telephone No

Box Number @ 70p: Tick if appropriate
Category heading:
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Order

of
M
F

SUBSCRIPTION RATES

FOR ALL MAIL ORDER PURCHASES
IN PRACTICAL WIRELESS

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
between the hours of 9.00am - 5.00pm. Outside these hours your curler will be
recorded on an answering machine and at busy periods throughout the day.

PRACTICAL WIRELESS -1 YEAR

FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

£25.00 (UK) 1711 £30.00 (Europe 1st class)

11132 (Rest of World Airsaver) i £37 (Rest of World Airmail)

SPECIAL JOINT SUBSCRIPTION WITH SHORT WAVE

MAGAZINE -1 YEAR

Or please fill in the details ticking the relevant boxes, a photocopy will be
acceptable to save you cutting your beloved copy!

To: PW Publishing Ltd., FREEPOST, Arrowsmith Court,
Station Approach, Broadstone, Dorset BH18 8PW

£45 (UK),11.54 (Europe 1st classl £58 (Rest of World Airsaver)

PAYMENT DETAILS

£67 (Rest of World Airmail)
Please start my subscription with the

Issue.
Name

Address

BOOKS Please send me the following book(s)

Postcode
£

Telephone No.

I enclose cheque/PO (Payable to PW Publishing Ltd.) £
$

£

or

Charge to my Access/Visa Card the sum of

Postal Charges:

Card No.

£1 for one. £2 for two or more (UK).
£2 per book or £10 for five books or more (overseas surface).
£2 per binder (overseas surface).

Valid from

to

Signature
NEW FASTER NEXT DAY SERVICE (UK MAINLAND ONLY)

£4 per parcel (orders must be placed by 12 noon)

Telephone No

GRAND TOTAL

Orders are normally despatched by return of post but please allow 28 days for delivery.
Paces correct at time of going to press.
Please note: all payments must be made in Sterling.

Now fill in your name and address

CREDIT CARD ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659930
FAX ORDERS TAKEN ON (01202) 659950

Last Minute
Stocking Filler
The RSGB Amateur Radio Call Book And
Information Directory 1997.
The latest edition of the UK Call Book would make the ideal last minute stocking filler for a fellow radio enthusiast. The 1997 edition contains over 61.000
callsigns covering up to MWDA11-1, M1AVK and 2E0A0X and 2E1FGD.

As in previous editions the directory continues to carry a Surname and Town index designed to aid in the looking -up of callsrgns, together with the WAB
square and IARU locator listing for most entires. The IARU locator information has been expanded to include amateurs listed in Northern Ireland. A new
innovation for 1997 is the introduction of 'tabs' down the side of the pages (very like that used in address books) to make callsign finding easier.
As well as all this information on Band Plans. Clubs, Beacons, Contests. Licensing, Special Event Stations and much more is included within the Call
Book's 480 pages.
The Amateur Radio Call Book And Information Directory really is the radio amateur's 'Bible' and is truly an invaluable reference book containing much more
than just names, addresses and ca!Isigns.

So, go on what are you waiting for? - At only £13.50 plus £1 P&P (UK), £2 P&P (overseas) it's well worth it.
To order please use the form above or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930 and quote PW1.
70
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AMERICAN
EXPRESS

VISA

K STORE

B

TO ORDER YOUR BOOKS:

EMAIL: booksture@pwpub.denion.co.uk
TEL: (01202) 659930

The books listed have been selected as being of special interest to our readers.
They are supplied direct to your door. Many titles are overseas in origin.

124 KUM)

FAX: (01202) 659950

124 HOURS1

OR USE THE ORDER FORM ON PAGE 70

SATELLITE EXPERIMENTER'S HANDBOOK 2nd Edition.

LISTENING GUIDES

313 pages. E19.50

Ma n i rs lAivkL iff

:URBAN!)
AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK 5th Edition. ])arid j. Smith.
AIR TO GROUND RADIO FREQUENCIES. Ken Dalles
AIRWAVES 96

192 pages. 58.99

AIRWAVES EUROPE.

129 ratges. 59.50

CALLSIGN 96

149 pages. £8.50

96 pages 54.99
l08 pages. SS -95

120 pages 18
SATELLITE HACKERS HANDBOOK. Cob A Grehis
519.99
SATELLITE PROJECTS HANDBOOK. 1.. Harris.
SATELLITE TELEVISION. A Ltyinan's guide. Peter Pearson.
-3 pages 5-i.08
SATELLITE TELEVISION INSTAWITION GUIDE. 5th Edition. John Breeds............'),pages- 515.M1
t.52 pages
SPACE RADIO HANDBOOK (RSGB). John BranegaJi. G51 dill
192 pages. 515.58
WEATHER SATELLITE HANDBOOK 5111 Edition. Dr Mph F... -Don WEIADQT. ..
366 pages. 517.95
WRTH SATELLITE BROADCASTING GLIDE. 1996 Edition. Ban [Wiser' is

140 pages..46.60

FLIGHT ROUTINGS 1996. Compiled by T.T. & S.J. Willkanns.
INTERNATIONAL AIR BAND RADIO HANDBOOK Dlyil.1.1. Smith.

192 pages 5999
-2 pages. 56.99

...... .

THE AIRBAND JARGON BOOK Ron Swinhimic.
THE POCKET UK AIRBAND FREQUENCY GUIDE Ron Swinhume
UNDERSTANDING 'WARS

7'6 pages. £3.95

80 pages. 49.95
3rd Edition. Atrcrafil Communications Addrosing and Reporting Sisiern. Ed Flynn.
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL COMMUNICATIONS FREQUENCY DIRECTORY

2nd Edition- M.incrl E. Emits. 261., pages. n9.s55
WORLDWIDE AERONAUTICAL HE RADIO HANDBOOK 51.arom R. Cooke. ..... ..12.i pages. S.6.95

cc .$
V /.11:0/.)-criav TO SCANNERS AND SCANNING BP3I1. I. D. Poole

152 pages. 54.95

MO pages. S60)
561 pages. 19.95

SCANNER BUSTERS 2. D.C. Poole
SCANNERS 2 INTERNATIONAL Peter Rouse GUIDO.
SCANNERS 3 PUTTING SCANNERS LVTO PRACTICE.

New Edition 4th Revision. Pete Rise

r 1 pages £9.95
280 pages. £ 16_95

SCANNING SECRETS. Mark Francs.

AMATEUR RADIO

BROADCAST
A GUIDE TO THE WORLD'S RADIO STATIONS BP355. Peter shore.
crn:g lora, Brikidrasting
GLOBAL RADIO GUIDE 199617 {The
RADIO LISTENERS GUIDE 1997. Clive Woodvear

'66 pages 55.95
30 pages 1395
81 pages. LI.%

DATAMODES
FAX & PITY WEATHER REPORTS. Philip Mitchell
GUIDE TO UTIIJTY STATIONS. Joh Edition. Joerg Klingenruss.
GUIDE TO WORLDWIDE WEATHERFAX SERVICES16th Echo()
.......................................................36
}Wig RI i ligeon n, .......................................................
idingenfuss
INTERNET RADIO GUIDE.
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES, Philip M
POCKET GUIDE TO R77YAND FAX STATIONS. Bill Laver.

62 pages

1.25

604 pagts.535D1

pages. 125.00
350 pages. 42 l.110

32 pages. 56.00
57 pages. 63.95
604 pages.

RADIO DATA CODE MANUAL 1=411 Ediriun. lakr6 Klingenfuss

96 pages. 5995

INTERCEPTING NUMBERS STATIONS. 'Langley Pierce

DXTV
DA -111 FOR BEGINNERS. Sim00 I larger.
GUIDE TO DXTV. Reich flamer & Garry Smith.

31 im,gcsi.3.91
361 ages. 13.99

TIIE ATV COMPENDIUM mike WLI(pdingGIAVA

104 pages. 54.00

ANTENNAS & TRANSMISSION LINES
Noll
25 SIMPLE AMATEUR BAND AERIALS BP125. E
25 SIMPLE INDOOR AND WINDOW AERIALS 8P136. E. M. Noll.
25 SIMPLE SHORT WAVE BROADCAST BAND AERIALS BP132.
25 SIMPLE TROPICAL AND MW BAND AERIALS BP145. K. M. Nell.

63 pages. 51.95

58 pages. 5175
Null.

63 pages. 51.95
54 pages. 51.75

ALL ABOUT VERTICAL ANTENNAS. W. 1. Orr 14.6SM & S. D. [:tman WEI
ANTENNA EXPERIMENTERS GUIDE (RSGB).. Peter Dodd G31.00
ANTENNA IMPEDANCE MATCHING (ARRL). Wilfred N. Caron

192 pages..48.50
515.00

195 pages. 514-50
104 pages. 54.99

ANTENNAS FOR VHF AND UHF BP301. 1.1). Poole.
ANTENNAS & TECHNIQUES FOR LOW BAND DXING (ARRL).
ARRL ANTENNA BOOK 17th Edition.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume One.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Two.
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Three. Edited by Jerry Hall 1(111).
ARRL ANTENNA COMPENDIUM Volume Four.
BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK W'. 1 Dar 14 oSAl & S. D. Orman
BUILD Mt R OWN SHORMAVE ANTENNAS 2nd Edition. Andrew Yoder.
.

394 pages. 515.90
-32 pages. 5,21.95
175 pages. L10.00

208 pages. 510.00

236 pages 112.50
204 pages.115.50
268 pages. 58.50
208 pages. £15.955

CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS 3rd Edition. William Orr W6SA.1 and Stuan Cowan W2LX:..0
EXPERIMENTAL ANTENNA TOPICS RP278. c.

13.18. 505a

G-QRP CLUB ANTENNA HANDBOOK

FREQUENCY GUIDES

hued hr P. 1111sley G3PDI. & T. Nicholson 1i69WILLAGWOLNQ.

Compiled unit

1996 SUPER FREQUEN'CY LIST. I iierg lilingenfusn..
FERRELLS CONFIDENTIAL FREQUENCY LIST 9th Edition
PASSPORT TO WORLD BAND RADIO 1997.
91: SCAN:VD/6 DIRECTORY. 51h Edition-

12500
386 pager, L1-05

David Gn LQ.[
HE ANTENNA COLLECTION (RSGB). Estited
HE ANTENNAS FOR ALL LOCATIONS (RSGB). I .0..Moxon G6I2.

528 pages. 519 58

MORE OUT OF THIN AIR (PWP).

541 pages.

PRACTICAL ANTENNAS FOR NOVICES. John Heys (3130Q.

18.5ti

192 pages. 412.95

VHF-1..HF SCANNING FREQUENCY GUIDE Bill Laser
WEATHER REPORTS FROM RADIO SOURCES. Philip C. Mitchell.
WORLD RADIO Ti' HANDBOOK 1997.

32 pages. 46.00

608 pages. 51' 95

233 pages -110.99

322 iirs.
Oakes.

52 pages. 56.30

PRACTICAL ANTENNA HANDBOOK 2nd Edition. Joseph]. Carr.
PRACTICAL WIRE ANTENNAS RSGB. jiihri leis C3BDQ
RADIO AMATEUR ANTENNA HANDBOOK W.1. Orr 111:65A1 & 5.0 Cowan V.21..5.

1813 pages. 5.8.50

RECEIVING ANTENNA HANDBOOK Joe Carr. 1
SIMPLE LOW-COST WIRE ANTENNAS FOR RADIO AMATEURS.

89 Pages 51--50

GENERAL

pages. 58-511

OIT V.6SAI & S.1). C., item 1V2D:.

EAVESDROPPING ON THE BRITISH MILITARY. Michael Cannoon

11'.5),7

.

123 pages. £7.50

WIFE'S ANTENNA NOTEBOOK (ARRL). !Xing DeMaw W 1x13.

THE COMPLETE SHORT WAVE LISTENER'S HANDBOOK 4th Edition
1Link Bennett

lairs Helms & David I larth

SHORT WAVE COMMUNICATIONS. Peter Rouse Cl 1D5D

321 pages. .518
187 Nges. 5-i 90

BEGINNERS (INC RAE)

F. A.

MARINE SSB OPERATION. J. Michael Gale
SCANNING THE MARLVE BANDS. F. F. O'Brian
SHORTWAVE MARITIME COMMUNICATIONS. B. E. Richardson.
SHIP TO SHORE RADIO FREQUENCIES. Kell, Davie s

umPLE GPS NAVIGATION. Mik

.

96 pages. 511.95

65 Pages 53.50

AMATEUR RADIO FOR BEGEVNBIIS (RSGB). victor Brand Gil NB.
AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR RADIO BP257. I.. D. Poole ............ .....
AN INTRODUCTIO,V TO THE. ELECTROMAGNETIC WAVE BP315.

..... ...ISO pages. £.3.59

172

.

pages. 54.95.

THE BEGINNER'S HANDBOOK OF AMATEUR RADIO 3rd Edition.

152 paget41 9.50

Clay luster WiZPV.

998 pages 4.15.95

195 pages.116.50.

)08 pages. 510.95

99 page.s.x5.99

ET! BOOK OF ELECTRONICS. Dave Pm khaw
HOW TO PASS THE RADIO AMATEURS' EXAMINATION (RSGB)

96 pages. 59.95

Clam Smith 11iE/11itrid George Beillisiu CM B.

88 pages. 28.75

PRACTICAL RECEIVERS FOR BEGINNERS (RSGB).101m Case CW4INS-12. ..

165 pages. 512.00

THE NOVICE RADIO AMATEURS EXAMINATION HANDBOOK (BP3 75)
THE RADIO AMATEURS' QUESTION & ANSWER REFERENCE MANUAL.

AN INTRODUCTION TO AMATEUR COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITES
13P260. A. Pickard.

F. A. Wilsoit

Filth Edition.
RAE MANUAL (RSGB). G.L.Fienhow 631-1B.

'50 pages. 59.99

RAE REVISION NOTES (RSGB). (3.1.13enhow G3110. ..
REVISION QLEST1ONS FOR THE NOVICE RAE (RSGB). Esde Tyler GOAEC.

'rages. 5)1.09

.
SATELLITE BOOK -A Complete Guide to .Sutellitr TV Theory and Practice
.

Breeds.
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Ray Petri GLOAT. £13.95

141215ages. 53.95

AN INTRODUCTION TO SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS 8P326.

Edition
ARRL SATELLITE ANTHOLOGY
NEWNES GUIDE TO ,SATELLITE TV. Derek

150 pages. i,.1.95

Lin Fuolc

SATELLITE

!I:geti.

'Hit pageh...02

THE NOVICE LICENCE STUDENT'S NOTEBOOK John Case
SHORTWAVE RADIO LISTENING FOR BEGINNERS.
?dad Louise McCormick KASK.G1.

IT pages 5875
92 pages. 65.25
60 pages. $5.75
124 pages. £6.50
176 pages. 1.10.95
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rder any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the

mute Stocking Fillers
Christmas is just around the corner and to help
you solve those last minute gift problems we've
got six new titles to offer you, which would
make ideal stocking fillers. So, go on. make
your selections, get your order to us by
December 19 and you can be assured that Santa
will have your selections in his sack!

World Radio TV Handbook
1997 - Order Now & Save 17
on RRP
New in this month is the 1997 edition of the World
Radio TV Handbook (WRTH). This book is billed as 'the
most complete, accurate and up-to-date source book on
international broadcasting' and has been called the
'authoritative reference book for anyone seeking information on
radio and television around the world'.
The information contained within its 608 pages includes
details of stations on the long, medium and short wave bands
together with contact information, listings given in frequency
order of medium wave and shortwave broadcasts, an hour -by hour guide to 1000 broadcasts in English. There is also a section
giving Internet addresses of international broadcasters.
independent reviews of shortwave receivers and accessories and
a directory of hobby clubs for international listeners.
The WRTH is already a bestseller world-wide and is
eagerly awaited every year by many radio enthusiasts who
use it daily as an invaluable reference guide. So, if your
interests lie in the world of international broadcasting then
this book is a must for you and at only £17.95 it's well worth
every penny!
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The ARRL Satellite Anthology
If you're looking forward to joining Amateur Radio activity that's
really in the 'space age' the ARRL's Satellite Anthology will

SATELLITE

provide a great deal of information and a good read. This
relatively small book packs a great deal of information within its
covers.
Browsing through the pages and chapters such as 'A brief
history of amateur satellites' and 'Phase 3D, 'Radio Sputnik' (the
Russian satellites) and Microsats shows the reader just how much
is available 'up there'! There's even a section telling the reader
how to get information 'off the Web'!, software details and future
satellites.
Altogether this book provides a very good 'read' and there's
no doubt it will launch many more Radio Amateurs off into 'extra
terrestrial' radio operations. With price tag of just £7.95 is
affordable too!

ANTHOLOGY

I hi

Antrim Uri Will

i

To order any of the titles mentioned on these two pages please use the
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der Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 659930.
1997 Radio Amateur Callbooks
The latest editions of the North American and Imemational Listing
Radio Amateur Collhooks have just arrived in the PW Book Store and
with over 1600 pages they are surely an essential directory for every
serious DXer.
The North American edition lists the calls, names and addresses
for over 700,060 licensed amateurs in all countries of North America
including Panama, Greenland, Bermuda. the Caribbean, Canada and
the US Possessions. The International Callbook contains entries for
600,000 licensed amateurs in countries outside North America.
Both the North American and International Listing Cullhooks
contain Beacon lists. DXCC countries list, information on the worldwide QSL bureaus arid radio amateur prefixes of the world in addition
to their comprehensive callsign listings. Copies of both books are
available for £20.95 each.

10.

.owf(141.

UHF/Microwave
Projects Manual
The ARRL UHRMicrowave Projects

Manual
The PW team is often asked for advice on where to get the latest
information on u,h.f. and microwave projects. fn answer the team
point readers to the ARRL books on the subject.
While not decrying the RSGB's books on the subject the
Americans have the advantage in that they can publish their books
more often and as a direct result the projects are also up -dated, The
ARRL LIFIRMierowave Projects Manual is a prime example of this
and although it certainly has an American 'slant', a great deal of the
contents are directly applicable here in Europe and elsewhere.
The hook is not just a 'projects' manual, it's also a
comprehensive guide to 'getting going' on u.h.f, and microwaves,
Covering topics and projects from 'Making the most of microwaves'
plus 'Getting Started on the microwave Bands' through to filter,
amplifiers, transmission lines, antennas and test equipment...The
PW team think it can be justifiably he called a 'Practical Microwave
Working Manual'.
Copies of the The ARRL UHRMicrowave Projects Manual are
available for 05.56 from the PW Book Store,

THE ARRL

HA

OK

The ARRL Handbook For Radio Amateurs
1997 - with Software
The ARRL Handbook ftir Radio Amateurs is well established and
widely used within the field of Amateur Radio and that probably
explains why this book is now in its 74th Edition. The 1997 edition
is again packed with information covering right through from What
Is Amateur Radio? to Practical Design, Construction Techniques and
Operating Practices.
Following the success of the decision to include software with
last year's Handbook the ARRL have again included a disk which
contains design and information software. The disk has a Windows
database, T1SFIND. which contains information on over 1000
equipment and parts suppliers. Also included on the disk are a
standard value capacitor filter design program and a grid -square
locator to name but two.
Containing 1260 pages and costing just £25 the ARRL
Handbook for Radio Amateurs would make a welcome addition to
any shack bookshelf and is well worth considering whether you are
an 'old hand' or a newcomer to the world of radio.
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der Form in this issue or telephone Michael or Shelagh on (01202) 65993
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IRALNING EDE THE NOVICE LICENCE A MANUAL FOR THE INSTRUCTOR (RSGB)
Jolm Case GWIDWR.

101 pages. i6.75

VHF

WIFB'S HELP FOR NEW HAMS (ARRL). Doug DeMaw W1FB

155 pages. £8.95

ALL ABOUT VHF AMATEUR RADIO. W. I. Orr W6SAI

163 pages. 99.50

AN INTRODUCTION TO VHFIliF FOR RADIO AMATEURS BP281.

CALLBOOKS

LD. Poole

AMATEUR RADIO CALL BOOK AND INFORMATION DIRECTORY (RSGB)
1997 Edition
529 pages. L13 in

102 pages. £35111

ELECTRONICS

COMPUTING
ACCESS 95 ONE STEP ATA TIME BP408
115 pages 55.99
AN INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTER COMMUNICATIONS BP177.
R A Penfold.'
pages' i2 95
HOW TO EXPAND. MODER.VISE AND REPAIR PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP271

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO BASIC ELECTRONICS TERMS BP286.

R. A. ['enfold

BEGINNERS GUIDE TO MODERN ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS BP285

166 pages S 5.95.

INTERFACING PCs AND COMPATIBLES BP272. R. A. Peniold

86 pages. £3.95

MSOFFICE ONE STEP ATA TIME (BP402)

pages. £5.95

MS WORD 95 EXPLAINED BPstO6

175 pages. £6.99

MS WORKS FOR WLVDOWS 95 EP/AIMED BP405
NEWVES COMPLIER ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.

175 pages. 55.95

Michael Tin ilev.

256 pages. £12.95

PCs MADE EASY. Second Edition. Jame,. L.Turlev.
THE INTERNET AND WORLD WIDE WEB EXPLAINED. J. Shelley

38 pages. £15.95
130 pages.£5

UnDOWS 95 EXPLAINED (BP400).

pages. i; 95

EMC
INTERFERENCE HANDBOOK William R. Nelson WA6FQG

250 pages. £9.50

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S GUIDE TO EMC (RSGB). Robin Page -Junes G3J11. __IV pages £8.95

HISTORICAL
1934 OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE RADIO MANUAL Edited hv Hugo Gemshack

EXPERIMENTAL TELEVISION (1932)
SECRETS OF HOMEBUILT REGENERATIVE RECEIVERS (Rockey)
THOSE GREAT OLD HANDBOOK RECEIVERS (1929 + 1934)

...,

A

pages. £5.95

W ,1 son.

F. A. Wilson.

I

R. A. Penfuld,

I

pages. £5.95

6 pa

CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK I BP321. R.A. Penfold.
182 pages.
CIRCUIT SOURCE BOOK 2 - BP322. R.A. Penfold.
ELECTRONIC HOBBYIST DATA BOOK. BP396 R. A. Penfold
24121
s. £5.95
1195
GETTING STARTED IN PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS BP345. Owen Bishop..._... 198 pages 6-195.
.VEWNES AUDIO AND HI -Fl ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Third Edition.
'10 pages. £12.95

.NE IVES ELECTRONICS ENGINEER'S POCKET BOOK Keith Brindles306 pages. £12.95
POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BP76 R. A. Penfold.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC FILTERS BP299. Owen Bishop
89 N S2.S495451
89pages.Ws.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS HANDBOOK Ian Sinclair.
i39 pages. £13.95
PRACTICAL OSCILLATOR CIRCUITS BP.39.3. A. Hind.
136 pages. £4.99
TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRL'CTION BP248. R.A.Penfold..... .............. ...........
104 pages. £2.95
WIFB's DESIGN NOTEBOOK (ARRL). Dung DeMAW W I
................ 195 pages. £8.50

26(1 pages. 611.85

312 pages. £11.75

lr pages. £7.95
9+ pages. 16.95

THE BRIGHT SPARKS OF WIRELESS ( RSGB). G. R. Jessep G6JP..

WORLD AT THEIR FINGERTIPS (RSGB).
VISION BY RADIO (1925) (Jenkin)

F.

A REFERENCE GUIDE TO PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS TERMS BP 287.

30" pages. 96.30
140 pages. £7.85

DATA
ARRL ELECTRONICS DATA BOOK Doug DeMaw WIEB

)60 pages. £8.%

ELECTRON TUBE LOCATOR. George H. Fathauer.
ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS (TUBES & TRANSISTORS)

550 pages. £19.95

(Original Publishers General Electric Republished. by Antique Electronic Supply (Arizona

475 pages. £9.95.

HANDBOOK OF RADIO, TV, INDUSTRIAL & TRANSMITTING TUBE & VALVE
EQUIVALENTS.
60 pages. £295.
PRACTICAL ELECTRONICS CALCULATIONS AND FORMULAE BP53.
.

MAPS AND LOG BOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO LOGBOOK (RSGB).
NORTH ATLANTIC ROUTE CHART.
QTH LOCATOR MAP OF EUROPE.
RADIO AMATEURS MAP OF THE WORLD.
RECEIVING STATION LOG BOOK (RSGB).
RSGB PREFIX GUIDE.

£3.50

40 x 520mm. 5750
1080 x 680mm. £5.95
980 x 680mm. £5.95
£3.50
£5.00

.

Norm Dye & Helge Gra niserg

RADIO VALVE GUIDE BOOKS 1.5

MORSE

'35 pages. £19.95
£2.95 each

RCA RECEIVING TUBE MANUAL (Original Publishers Radio Corporation Of America)

MORSE CODE FOR RADIO AMATEURS (RSGB)

28 pages. L s 2i

Rt.-pia-0140 by Antique Electronic Supply i Arizona P.

984 pages. lio.5r)

RCA TRANSMITTING TUBES

MICROWAVES
AN INTRODUCTION TO MICROWAVES (BP312).

'49 pages. £3.95

E. A. Wilson

PRACTICAL ELECTRONIC DESIGN DATA BP3I6. Owen Bishop.
327 pages. £4.95
RADIO AMATEUR AND LISTENER'S DATA HANDBOOK Steve Money
40 pages. £12.95
RADIO DATA REFERENCE BOOK (RSGB) 11th Edition
...............
252 pages. £8.50
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSISTORS PRINCIPLES AND PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS

F. A. IVAbon, 134 pages. £3.95

ARRL UHF/MICROWAVE EXPERIMENTER'S MANUAL Various Authors
ARRL UHF/MICROWAVES PROJECT MANUAL (ARRL).

446 pages. 114.50

SOLID STATE DESIGN FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR (ARK).

400 pages. £15.50

Les Hayward WWI & Doug DeMaw W1FB

Edited by Charles L I lutchinson and Dayiii Newkirk

SETTING UP AN AMATEUR RADIO STATION BP300. 1. D. Poole

.256 pages. £10.50

Joseph D. Mod & Thomas N. Curlee.
)49 pages. £12.23

325 pages. £21.95

TRANSISTOR DATA TABLES (BP401).

178 pages. £5.95

1200 pages. £25

"II4 pages £8.95

PROJECTS
129 pages. £9.50

RADIO COMMUNICATION HANDBOOK (RSGB).
6th Edition. Dick Biddulph G8PDS

318 pages. £9.95.

TRANSMITTER HUNTING RADIO DIRECTION FINDING SIMPLIFIED.

OPERATING AND HANDBOOKS
AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING MANUAL (RSGB). Ray Eckergel Gan].
ARRL HANDBOOK FOR RADIO AMATEURS 1997 (ARRL). .......... .....
COMPLETE DX'F.R. Bob Locher.
HLVT'S AND KINKS FOR ME RADIO AMATEUR.

'Original Publisher Radio Corporation of America( Republished by Antique
Electronic Supply (Afizonai

750 pages. £21.00
81 pages. £3.95

PACKET

COIL DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION MANUAL BP160. BB Babani.
106 pages. £3.95
HOW TO DESIGN AND MAKE YOUR OWN PCBs BP121. R A. Penitild
66 pages. £2.50
MORE ADVANCED POWER SUPPLY PROJECTS BPI92. R. A. Penfold. ......... . 92 pages. £2.95
PROJECTS FOR RADIO AMATEURS AND SWLS BP304. R. A Penfold.
92 pages. £3.95.
SHORT WAVE SUPERHET RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP276. RA. Penfold -.80 pages. £2.95
SIMPLE SHORT WAVE RECEIVER CONSTRUCTION BP275. R. A Penfold
88 pages. £3.95

PRACTICAL GUIDE TO PACKET OPERATION IN THE UK
Mike Mansfield G6AWD NEW EDITION

PACKET RADIO PRIMER (RSGB). Dave Comber 68057. a Marlyn Corft GSNZL!.
PACKET: SPEED, MORE SPEED AND APPLICATIONS (ARRL).
YOUR GATEWAY M PACKET RADIO. Stan Horzepa WA I LOG
YOUR PACKET COMPANION. Steve Ford WILKIMY.

)20 pages. £1 1.50

ORDER NOW ON (01202) 659930

'66 pages. £8.95

OR PLEASE USE THE ORDER FORM OH PAGE 70.

144 pages. £12.95

2'8 pages. £8.95
170 pages. £5.95

PROPAGATION
AN INTRODUCTION TO RADIO WAVE PROPAGATION BP293. J.G. lee.
116 pages. £3.95
LOW PROFILE AMATEUR RADIO OPERATING A HAM STATION FROM ALMOST
ANYWHERE (ARRL). Jim Kearman KRIS

124 pages.

QRP
G.QRP CLUB CIRCUIT HANDBOOK Edited by Rev. G. Dobbs 630Pir
QRP CLASSICS (ARRL). Edited h; Bob Schetgen.
W1FB's QRP NOTEBOOK (ARRL). 2nd Edition. Doug De Maw 'WIFE.

96 pages. £9.00
"74 pages £10.50
175

pages. £7.95

TEST EQUIPMENT
GETTING THE MOST FROM YOL'R MULTIMETER BP239. R. A. Penfold.
HANDS-ON GUIDE TO OSCILLOSCOPES. Harry Russ

102 pages. 52.95
228 pages. A; 17115

HOW TO USE OSCILLOSCOPES & OTHER MST EQUIPMENT BP267.
R A Penfold

104 pages. as

MORE ADVANCED TEST EQUIPMENT CONSTRUCTION BP249. It A Penfold 102 pages. £350
MORE ADVANCED USES OF THE MULTIMETER BP265. R. A. Penfold.
96 pages. £2.95
PRACTICAL TRANSMITTERS FOR NOV/CU John Case GAV4FIVit
126 pages. £10.00
TEST EQUIPMENT FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR. Clive Smith 64111I
170 pages. £10.95
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The Holiday season is almost upon us and
every reader knows its time to update the
shack. Customers who rarely splash out during
the other eleven months of the year take on a
`shop 'till you drop' attitude and will go to any
lengths to find the perfect gift for a friend,
relative or loved one. Problem solved - the PW
Book Store - by post. Make sure you get your
order to me by December 19th otherwise your
perfect gift won't arrive until January!
Regards to all, 73 Michael.
Practical Wireless, January 1997

The Albrecht AE -550 Budget Priced
144MHz Mobile Transceiver from
Martin Lynch

The New Vibroplex Deluxe Morse
Key from Eastern Communications

Ian Poole G3YWX starts his new
series, 'What Is A...?', which deals
with electronic components

a

Doug Gibson G4RGH shows you
how to build a transformerless
Chatterbox
Denis Payne G3KCR shares his idea

for a 'mini' antenna for 'Top Band'.

i el s
CAN YOU AFFORD TO MISS IT? ON SALE 9 JANUARY 1997 PLACE YOUR ORDER TODAY!
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For all your amateur radio needs
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FM: (014281661794

Tel: 1016851 870425
Fax:0116851 876104

KITS, KEYS & QRP

A full range of transmitting & receiving
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ICOM
THE USER-FRIENDLY DUAL -BAND

HANDHELD WITH INDEPENDENT
BAND CONTROLS
ICOM technology brings you a high performance,
full -function handheld with advanced features yet simple
operation to meet the demands of both novice and

experienced operators.
Functions and features include; Independent tuning and
volume controls for each band on the top panel, allowing

adjustment of either band! plus... a new VHF/UHF exchange
function that assigns VHF/UHF tuning and volume to either
VHF
knob. The IC-W32E also simultaneously receives both

and UHF bands or you can use the V/V and U/U functions

for receiving 2 frequencies on the same band! Also
featured are 200 memory channels with memory name
capability, handheld -to -handheld cloning with CS -W32
software, built-in CTCSS, auto power -OFF function plus loads
worthy and
more user-friendly features that make this a

affordable addition to the ICOM range.

WANT TO KNOW MORE?
CONTACT YOUR LOS AI ')FALER TnnAlt.
mobiles, handheld transceivers and receivers.
ICOM... manufacturers of top performing base -stations,
Telephone: 01227 741741. Fax: 01227 741742.
Icom (UK) Ltd. Sea Street Herne Bay Kent CT6 8LD.

INTERNET: http://www.icomuk.co.uk/

E-MAIL: icomsales@icomuk.co.uk.

Count on us!

Compact HF Transceiver

FT-900AT

A full -featured HF base station,
compact enough to go mobile.
Features

"What a great HF!
Heavy-duty heat sink!

Remote Front Panel Design
Built -In Auto Antenna Tuner
Direct Keypad Entry when used
as a Base Station
Large, Bright Omni -Glow'' LCD

"Compact for mobile,
too. Snap -off front panel
mounts anywhere.
Built-in antenna tuner.
No extra tuner box to
hook up!"

FT -1000 technology.

A serious performer"

Display

100W on SSB, CW, FM modes;
25W on AM
2.75 kHz SSB Collins
Mechanical Filter
IF Shift and 30db Notch Filter
Digital S/RF, SWR & ALC

"Yaesu did it again!"

,

Meters

Programmable CTCSS Encode
w/Repeater Offset
Direct Digital Synthesis (DDS)
100 Memory Channels
Frequency Range
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Duct Flow Cooling System
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Built-in Noise Blanker
Built-in Adjustable Speech
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ACCESSORIES:

YSK-900 Remote Mount Kit
MMB-62 Controller Bracket
MMB-20 Mobile Mtg. Bracket
SP -7 Mobile External Spkr.
SP -6 Base Station External Spkr.
DVS -2 Digital Voice Recorder
FP -800 20A HD Power Supply
YH-77ST Headphone

vox

Dual Metering Display

Built-in CW Keyer

10 -Key Direct

Exclusive! For

Exclusive
Shows power output,
ALC, SWR, signal
strength.

Exclusive!
Use in semi -break-in or
full -break-in modes.

Frequency Entry

*sit* MAI:is-tree
transmivreceive
control.

Exclusive!
For quick band/
frequency accuracy.

Built with commercial -grade engineer-with a duct -flow cooling system that lets you
ing, and a heavy-duty die-cast aluminum
heat sink, like all Yaesu base stations - this

key down longet As a bonus, to round out
the feature -rich FT-900AT, Yaesu's exclusive

radio leads the competition in state-of-the-Omni-GlowN display provides the best
art compact HF technology.
No other radio this small offers 10 -key
direct frequency entry. Built-in antenna
tuner, dual metering in the display, built-in
CW keyer, VOX - and a heavy-duty heat sink
Cooing
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Antenna Tuner

Exclusive! Duct -Flow Cooling System
Internal fan draws air over the power amp unit for continuous cool operation. Eliminates rear panel protrusions which
block connector access.

viewing possible under any light condition.
Try to find all this on any real HF compact
enough to be a mobile. You can't!
Mobile HF has never been better,
because the FT-900AT is the first transceiver
with true HF technology developed as a base
performer and adaptable for simple mobile
use. Just snap off the FT-900AT front panel
control head and install it just about
anyplace in your car, truck or RV. Secure the
RF deck under a seat or in the trunk, out of
sight and away from critical automotive

the FT-900AT will provide you with trouble free performance whereever you travel!
See the new FT-900AT dual-purpose
radio at your dealer today. Find out why
Yaesu HF is the choice of the world's
top DX'ers.

electronics.
This isn't a cheaply -made, plastic toy!
This marvel of Yaesu engineering was built
to last. Forged to exacting standards with the
performance, sensitivity, and selectivity that
have made Yaesu famous for over 40 years,

Choice of the World's top DX'ers

The snap -off remote front panel control head
measures only 2Y4''H x 9',/8"W x l'h"D. Mounts
almost anywhere in your vehicle.

YAESU UK LTD. Unit 2, Maple Grove Business Centre, Lawrence Rd., Hounslow, Middlesex, TW4 6DR, U.K.
Specifications subject to change without notice Specifications guaranteed only within amateur bands. Check with your local Yaesu dealer for specific details.

